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Abstract 

This dissertation was motivated by concerns at the Air Force Recruiting Service that there 
was an imbalance in workloads among their enlisted accessions recruiters, which could 
negatively influence both recruiter morale and aggregate production of high-quality recruits. I 
used a mixed methods approach of interviews and predictive models in this study to identify key 
difficulty factors and predict the level of production from each recruiting zone. The interviews 
confirmed that some recruiters do perceive the difficulty imbalance as a problem, identified 
several recommendations from recruiters that could facilitate recruiting operations, and found 
sixteen factors which recruiters used to explain the variance in difficulty between recruiting 
zones. I used several datasets which represented these factors and additional factors identified in 
prior recruiting research to fit models which predict the quantity of high quality non-prior-
service new enlisted contracts for recruiting offices and recruiting flights. I demonstrate that 
these models can be used to guide modifications to and predict the outcomes of various 
allocations of recruiters and goals, which can result in fairer recruiting zones and increase the 
aggregate number of high-quality recruits. I recommend the use of these models both to identify 
regions where the number of recruiters or the recruiting goal should be modified and also to 
monitor the performance of recruiting flights and offices. I also recommend more training for 
recruiters, both in the Recruiting School and on-the-job, and I recommend a reduction in the 
administrative burdens placed on recruiters. Together, these changes could balance regional 
variation in recruiting difficulty and lower the difficulty baseline for all recruiters. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Background 

General Aims, Objectives, and Policy Relevance 

This study was motivated by senior leaders at the Air Force Recruiting Service (AFRS), who 
voiced concerns that there may be an inequitable and inefficient division of labor in the 
recruiting workforce. Some members of the recruiting workforce may be overworked and 
burning out, while other recruiters have significantly easier workloads. A more efficient 
allocation of goals (quotas) and other resources to recruiters could result in better morale and 
improved recruiting performance. The objective of this dissertation is to assist AFRS in its effort 
to equate and otherwise ease the level of effort required of enlisted accessions recruiters, and 
therefore, to more reliably and efficiently achieve their objective to recruit adequate numbers of 
quality airmen. 

This report focuses on two research questions to assist AFRS in its aim to equate recruiting 
difficulty across recruiting offices and flights. 

 What are recruiter perceptions of recruiting difficulty factors?  

 How well can a model predict the number of high-quality non-prior service active duty 
Air Force enlisted contracts each fiscal year from each recruiting zone? 

The first aim of this study is to describe recruiters’ perceptions of factors that impact their 
workload. This task, accomplished with a series of interviews, describes local factors, recruiter 
factors, and operational factors that impact a recruiter’s workload, as well as recommendations 
from recruiters on how some of these factors could be remediated. The results of these interviews 
are used to inform the use of data sources for the second aim of this study. They are also policy 
relevant, because recruiter interview themes might motivate AFRS to make or further investigate 
policy changes that could ease or balance the workload for recruiters. 

The second aim of this study is to create a statistical model that AFRS analysts might use to 
predict the number of high-quality youths a recruiter will contract, based both on external factors 
like unemployment and demographics, and also policy variables like recruiting goals, advertising 
budgets, and manning levels. I only consider high-quality recruits in our dependent variable, in 
line with prior research, to more accurately capture recruiting difficulty.1,2 The theoretical basis 
for this is the assumption that recruiters in more difficult zones may still make their recruiting 
goal, but they do so by filling contracts with lower-quality recruits. By using a quality 
benchmark to account for this, I more closely capture the difficulty that a recruiter faces in 

                                                 
1 Wenger, Jeffrey, et al., Developing a National Recruiting Difficulty Index, RAND Corp., (forthcoming). p. 11. 
2 The Department of Defense defines a high-quality recruit as one who has a high school diploma and an AFQT 
percentile score of 50 or higher. 
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meeting their goal. By comparing the model prediction of high-quality production to recruiter 
goal, this model could then be used to identify zones that are too easy or too difficult for 
recruiters and modify the number of recruiters or the goal for that zone.  

Background 

Air Force Recruiting Pipelines 

Although this dissertation focuses on Air Force active duty enlisted accessions, which is the 
single largest recruiting pipeline in the Air Force, there are many other ways for an interested 
young person to become a uniformed member of the Air Force. They can join one of the three 
service components: The Air National Guard, the Air Force Reserve, or the active-duty Air 
Force. Each of these service components has their own recruiting service, and they tend to have 
different markets. For instance, the Air Force Reserve and Air National Guard compete with 
each other to recruit people who have prior service (PS) experience or who are looking primarily 
for part-time military employment. Meanwhile, the active-duty accessions Air Force recruiters 
are primarily targeting non-prior service (NPS) youth who are seeking to enter military service 
full time. Figure 1.1 depicts the FY 2017 flow of these two different populations into the enlisted 
forces of the three service components. 
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Figure 1.1 
FY 2017 Air Force Enlisted Accessions by Service Component and Service History 

 
Source: Author’s tabulation of data. Office of the Under Secretary of Defense, Personnel and Readiness, Population 
Representation in the Military Services: Fiscal Year 2017. 2018. 
 

Within each service component of the Air Force, the recruiting world is divided further. 
There are two major classes of Air Force uniformed personnel: officers and enlisted members. 
Officers can be commissioned through the US Air Force Academy (USAFA), the Air Force 
Reserve Officer Training Corps (AFROTC) program at a participating university, or through the 
Officer Training School (OTS) after completion of a bachelor’s degree. Each of these programs 
has their own recruiting pipeline. On the active duty side, AFRS only has OTS under its purview 
(for line officers, chaplains, and health services professionals), while USAFA and AFROTC 
conduct their recruiting operations independently. In addition to OTS for active-duty officers 
(1,297 officers in FY 20173), AFRS oversees all active-duty enlisted accessions. Within this, 

                                                 
3 Office of the Under Secretary of Defense, P&R, Population Representation, 2018.  
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there are two pipelines: one for special operations, and one for all other enlisted career fields. 
There is one squadron responsible for nationwide special operations recruiting, and the 
remaining 24 are dedicated to all other enlisted accessions. This dissertation focuses on the 
activities of the recruiters within these 24 squadrons. 

The Public Interest in Military Recruiting 

The Department of Defense is easily the largest organization in the United States, public or 
private, with over 2.15 million uniformed personnel and 730,000 civilian employees, and its 
budget is equivalent to 3.1 percent of America’s gross domestic product.4 Further, according to 
data compiled by the World Economic Forum in 2015, it is the single largest employer in the 
world, with 900,000 more employees than the next closest organization, the People’s Liberation 
Army.5 Since the draft ended in 1973, there has been a great deal of policy research from 
organizations like CNA and the RAND Corporation on how the Department’s military services 
can best use their resources to recruit, train, promote, and retain a steady flow of quality men and 
women who can be trusted to carry out their duties in defense of the United States’ strategic 
interests. 

Recruiting plays a crucial role in shaping the success of the US military. James Q. Wilson, in 
Bureaucracy, provides several well-known case studies of other public organizations that have 
successfully used recruitment to shape their organizational culture: The National Highway 
Traffic Safety Administration, the US Army Corps of Engineers, the Forest Service, the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation, and the Social Security Administration.6 The Social Security 
Administration, for instance, ensured that it had a client-serving ethos in its organization by 
recruiting people who had demonstrated this quality in their prior work. The importance of a 
strong organizational culture and shared values is shown in the example of rangers in the Forest 
Service, who could be trusted to act in accordance with the values of the organization without 
needing to be observed. They bought in to organizational values. Although recruiting is just one 
aspect of creating and maintaining the professional ethos of a successful organization, it is 
arguably one of the most important; it’s significantly easier to find a person whose background 
and personal values align with organizational values than to try to imbue them with those values 
through training. 

The need for a strong organizational culture in the military, and the consequences of a weak 
one, is greater than in any other organization in the United States. In a warfighting environment, 
military members are often required to make split-second decisions without input from superiors, 
and even in peacetime, members are entrusted with significant levels of responsibility that, if 
breached, could seriously damage national interests and cause needless loss of life. The Air 

                                                 
4 Department of Defense, “Our Story”, n.d. 
5 Taylor, Henry, “Who is the World’s Biggest Employer?” World Economic Forum, 2015. 
6 Wilson, James Q., Bureaucracy: What Government Agencies Do and Why They Do It, 1989. 
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Force in particular is entrusted with the bulk of the nation’s nuclear arsenal, space assets, cyber 
warfare operations, and delivery of manned and unmanned airpower, and it is currently in the 
midst of a force expansion. As the Air Force continues to grow, it is important that the Air Force 
find not just the right quantity, but also the right quality of people to do the job. 

The Air Force Need for Growth 

In a 2017 testimony before the Senate Armed Services Committee, Secretary of the Air Force 
Heather Wilson and Air Force Chief of Staff General David Goldfein stated that “the Air Force 
is too small for the missions demanded of it and it is unlikely that the need for air and space 
power will diminish significantly in the coming decade.”7 With an authorized active-duty end-
strength of 321,000, the Air Force had 30 percent fewer personnel in 2017 than it had during the 
Gulf War, and Secretary Wilson requested increases in manning in addition to other force 
modernization requests.8 The most recent edition of the quadrennial National Defense Strategy 
(2018) shifted its focus to preparation for conflicts with peer nations while still maintaining the 
capability to fight extremism abroad. General Goldfein has cited the five missions the 2018 
National Defense Strategy requires of the Air Force— “defending the homeland; ensuring a safe, 
secure, effective nuclear deterrent; defeating a peer threat; deterring rogue nations; and 
maintaining momentum against violent extremism” —as the drive behind the plan for further Air 
Force expansion.9 

 In 2018, the Secretary of the Air Force echoed General Goldfein’s viewpoint and repeated 
her warning in a testimony before the Senate Armed Services Committee: “We are too small for 
what the nation is asking of us under the National Defense Strategy.”10 Not long after her 
testimony, she revealed the Air Force’s plan for the exact need and timeline for growth of the 
active duty force. In September 2018, Secretary Wilson unveiled a proposal called “The Air 
Force We Need,” which aims for an additional 33,000 active duty airmen and an increase in the 
number of operational squadrons from 312 to 386 by 2030.11 Congress has been listening to the 
Air Force’s consistent calls for increased manning; the past several National Defense 
Authorization Acts have increased the Air Force’s manning authorization, and most recently, the 
FY 2019 National Defense Authorization Act increased the Air Force active-duty end strength to 

329,100.12 

                                                 
7 Department of the Air Force, Presentation to the Committee on Armed Services, United States Senate: Air Force 
Budget Posture, 2017. p. 1. 
8 Ibid. p. 2 
9 Twardowski, Adam, “General David Goldfein on Building the Air Force of the Future,” 2019. 
10 Hearing to Receive Testimony on United States Air Force Readiness, Senate Committee on Armed Services, 
2018. pp. 34-35. 
11 Wilson, Heather, “The Air Force We Need,” 2018. 
12 National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2019, H.R. 5515, 115th Congress, 2018. Sec. 401. 
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The Current Recruiting Environment: Declining Interest and Eligibility to Serve 

Since 1973, when Selective Service stopped making draft calls, the Air Force has relied on 
voluntary military service to meet its manpower requirement. To meet its growth goals, the Air 
Force must recruit larger numbers of new airmen from a population of US youth that becomes 
less interested in military service each year. The University of Michigan’s Institute for Social 
Research conducts an annual survey, Monitoring the Future, of a nationally representative 
sample of 12th graders. One of the questions asks, “How likely is it that you will serve in the 
armed forces after high school?”  If we consider those who respond, “probably will,” or 
“definitely will” as having a high likelihood of enlisting in the military, we can see in Figure 1.2 
that the share of 12th graders who indicate that they are likely to serve has been in steady decline 
since 2013. 

Figure 1.2 
Proportion of US 12th Graders Who Indicate High Likelihood of Joining Armed Forces 

 
Source: Miech, Richard A., et al., Monitoring the Future: A Continuing Study of American Youth (12th-Grade Survey), 
2013-2017. Ann Arbor, MI: Inter-university Consortium for Political and Social Research [distributor], October 29, 
2018. 

The segment of youth who are interested in service must also meet enlistment requirements. 
To enlist in the Air Force, individuals must be between 17 (18 for GED holders13) and 39 years 
of age, meet height and weight requirements, have no disqualifying tattoos or piercings, be a 
                                                 
13 Individuals who do not have high school diplomas may take the American Council on Education’s General 
Education Development (GED) tests.  If they pass the four tests, they are granted a GED Diploma, also referred to as 
a High School Equivalency Certificate or simply as a GED. 
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citizen or Green Card holder, have a high school diploma or GED, have no prior drug use 
(except for some marijuana use) or substance abuse, have a clean or otherwise not disqualifying 
criminal record, not have any ethical objections to military service, and must have a 36 Armed 
Forces Qualification Test (AFQT) percentile score on the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude 
Battery (ASVAB).14 Those without a diploma or GED must have an AFQT percentile score of 
65 or higher on the ASVAB or have 15 or more college credits.15  But these are just the 
minimum standards. For instance, the DoD has a quality benchmark for high quality recruits, 
which is defined as a recruit who has a high school diploma and an AFQT percentile score of at 
least 50. And further, to be eligible for certain enlisted career fields, additional requirements 
apply. For instance, some career enlisted aviators (loadmasters, flight engineers, in-flight 
refueling specialists, etc.), require color vision and depth perception, stricter medical standards 
for flight (Class III Physical), height between 64 and 77 inches, no fear of flying, U.S. 
citizenship, eligibility for a Secret or Top-Secret clearance, and deployment-eligibility.16   

This list of requirements disqualifies a significant proportion of Americans from military 
service. The Department of Defense, through the Joint Advertising Market Research & Studies 
(JAMRS) program, estimates that only 13 percent of American military-age youth meet core 
Department of Defense enlistment requirements, score above 30 on the AFQT, and are available 
for military service (that is, they are not attending college; this does not exclude youth who are 
employed full-time).17 This proportion, although low, is expected to hold steady through 2030, 
which will allow for a modest growth in qualified military available youth as the US population 
increases.18  Although there is slight growth in the number of qualified youth, these eligibility 
requirements combined with a decreasing interest in military service and an improving job 
market has made it difficult for the military services to recruit. In 2018, the Army missed its 
recruiting goals for the first time in thirteen years, even while issuing more drug waivers and 
spending increased funds on enlistment bonuses.19 

Recent Air Force Recruiting Performance 

Despite the increase in recruiting to support the growing active duty force, the Air Force 
has not missed its fiscal year recruiting goal since FY 1999.20 To help meet the higher recruiting 
levels, the Air Force has slightly increased the number of recruiters, but Air Force recruiters are 

                                                 
14 Department of the Air Force, Air Force Instruction 36-2002, Enlisted Accessions, 2017. pp. 9-16. 
15 Ibid. p. 13. 
16 Department of the Air Force, AFI 11-402, Flying Operations, 2013. pp. 38, 43. 
17 JAMRS, The Target Population for Military Recruitment, 2016. p. 4. 
18 Ibid. p. 10. 
19 Philipps, David, “As Economy Roars, Army Falls Thousands Short of Recruiting Goals,” New York Times, 2018. 
20 Arkes, Jeremy, and M. Rebecca Kilburn, Modeling Reserve Recruiting: Estimates of Enlistments, RAND Corp., 

2005. p. 5. 
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still expected to secure a greater number of new enlisted contracts compared to prior FYs. 
Further, they secure more than twice as many enlistment contracts per recruiter than recruiters in 
any other military service.21 Contacts at AFRS explained that recruiters are traditionally expected 
to recruit 1.65 people per month on average, but they are currently recruiting approximately 3 
per month on average. Figure 1.3 depicts the recent increase in the number of enlisted personnel 
who entered active duty (EAD) each fiscal year. As seen in this figure, the increase in enlisted 
accessions has been achieved largely by accepting low quality recruits. Much of this low-quality 
increase is driven by recruits with lower AFQT scores; the proportion of accessions in FY 2018 
that had high school diplomas or at least 15 college credits was 98.6 percent, down from 99.6 
percent in FY 2013, but still historically high.22 Although the Air Force is still above the high-
quality threshold set by the DoD (60 percent), it would behoove the Air Force to keep this 
proportion as high as possible.  

Although high school diplomas are a much stronger predictor of retention than AFQT 
scores, which have been shown to have a weak association with attrition,23,24,25 Scribner et al. 
(1986)26 and Orvis, Childress, & Polich (1992)27 found that AFQT scores are strongly associated 
with satisfactory performance on essential military tasks, and thus is an important factor in 
building a high-quality fighting force. 

                                                 
21 Losey, Stephen, “‘Trying to Grow Everywhere’: Air Force Revamps Recruiting in Push to Add New  

Airmen,” Air Force Times, 2017. 
22 AFRS data. 
23 Buddin, Richard, Analysis of Early Military Attrition Behavior, 1984. p. vi.  
24 Flyer, Eli S., Factors Relating to Discharge for Unsuitability Among 1956 Airman Accessions to the Air Force, 
Wright Air Development Center, 1959. p. 7. 
25 Hosek, James R., et al., Who Stays, Who Leaves? Attrition Among First-Term Enlistees, RAND Corp., 1989. p. 2. 
26 Scribner, Barry L., et al., “Are Smart Tankers Better? AFQT and Military A Productivity,” Armed Forces and 
Society, 1986. 
27 Orvis, Bruce R., Michael Childress, and J. Michael Polich, Effect of Personnel Quality on the Performance of 
Patriot Air Defense System Operators, RAND Corp., 1992.  
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Figure 1.3 
USAF Non-Prior Service Enlisted EAD by Quality and Fiscal Year 

 
Source: AFRS Data. 

Air Force Enlisted Accessions Recruiting Goals 

The USAF enlisted accessions recruiters who are working toward a recruiting goal are 
organized hierarchically into groups, squadrons, and flights. Each of the three groups contains 
eight squadrons,28 and each squadron typically contains between seven and nine enlisted 
accessions flights.29 Each organizational unit—recruiter, flight, squadron, and group—is 
assigned a hierarchical geographic area of responsibility, and any recruit with a home of record 
in that area of responsibility will count toward the goal for that unit. 

AFRS provides monthly enlisted accessions recruiting goals to groups and provides groups 
with recommended goals for squadrons. Although AFRS releases two different types of goals, 
one for the number of new enlisted contracts (NECs) awarded each month and one for the 
number of recruits who entered active duty (EAD) each month, the Air Force does not make 
separate goals for different levels of recruit quality. Although recruiting groups have EAD and 
NEC goals, squadrons, flights, and recruiters are only faced with NEC goals. Goals are not split 
by recruit quality, as in the Army. The FY 2019 AFRS goal for non-prior service NECs is 
32,050, a recent high. 

                                                 
28 This excludes three squadrons that are responsible for health services professions accessions, and one squadron 
that is responsible for enlisted special operator accessions nationwide. 
29 Information on Air Force recruiter goals contained in this section is based on AFRS data and interviews with 
recruiters and contacts at AFRS. 
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AFRS calculates goals for groups and squadrons based solely on a five-year production 
average. For instance, if the 360th Recruiting Group had provided 40 percent of recruits over the 
past five fiscal years, they would then be allocated 40 percent of the goal for this fiscal year. 
Groups may change these squadron goals, but two out of the three groups always keep them with 
no modification, while one group modifies squadron goals every month based on manning 
levels.  

Once squadrons have received goals from the group, they assign goals to flights, which then 
assign goals to recruiters. Squadrons and flights use different formulae to assign goals; there is 
no single method that is used across all squadrons or flights to assign goals. However, every goal 
formula uses one or more of the following three variables: manning, propensity, and market. 
“Manning” refers to the number of recruiters who are “on goal,” meaning that they are actively 
recruiting and not at training or otherwise unavailable for an extended amount of time. 
“Propensity” is a five-year production average, and “market” is the number of high school 
seniors. Through this process, recruiters are tasked with a monthly goal that typically runs 
between one and three people from their zone each month. However, during the first three 
months of recruiting duty, recruiters are not assigned a goal.  

The practice of assigning goals at various levels based on past production could potentially 
lead to inefficiencies. For example, an exceptionally good recruiter in a zone with inherently low 
productivity might recruit more than their goal for their three years as a recruiter. This could then 
bias the goal upward for subsequent recruiters in that flight, who may not have that same skill 
level. AFRS would then be expecting too much of that flight, which would then be forced to 
work overtime to find recruits or meet the goal with recruits of lower quality. Or, on the other 
hand, a poor performer might bring a goal down for the flight. And once the flight meets that 
easier recruiting goal, they may face a lower incentive to continue recruiting past that goal. This 
could lead to a semi-persistent downward bias in the goal for that region. In another scenario, a 
recruiter may be in a zone with improving recruiting potential, but they are bound by the many 
administrative tasks that recruiters are expected to perform for each recruit. In this case, they hit 
an upper bound on the number of recruits they are able to process every year that is lower than 
what could be captured in that area if there were more recruiters available. AFRS would be 
expecting too little of this flight.  

Setting aside the problem of recruiter effort affecting goals, a five-year average is also less 
responsive to changes in significant factors and likely less reflective of underlying recruiting 
potential than alternative modeling approaches that consider factors other than prior performance 
in a region. If AFRS had the ability to predict the recruiting potential of recruiter or flight zones 
with greater accuracy, they could create more equitable zones and improve recruiting efficiency.  
This would potentially allow them to recruit greater numbers of youth without increasing their 
level of resources. 
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Prior Research on Recruiting Goals and Quality 

As a point of comparison, the Army separates recruiting goals into three groups based on 
quality. The first two categories, considered together, are the same as the DoD definition of 
“high quality” recruits. The first high-quality category is “graduate alphas,” which are high 
school graduates with Armed Forces Qualification Test (AFQT) percentile scores of 50 or more. 
The second high-quality category is “senior alphas,” which are high school seniors with the same 
AFQT threshold. Low-quality recruits are either (1) GED holders with any AFQT score, or (2) 
high school seniors and graduates who do not have an AFQT score above the 50th percentile. 30 

The effects of the two types of Army goals have been investigated in several studies. 
Generally, recruiting goals do work as an incentive for a recruiter to persuade youth to enlist, but 
when the goal is too high, the incentive can have unintended consequences. Polich, Dertouzos, & 
Press (1986) found that it was three to four times more difficult for Army recruiters to contract 
high-quality versus low-quality recruits, and that when faced with too high goals and inadequate 
incentives, recruiters would substitute low quality recruits.31 This finding was replicated again by 
Dertouzos & Garber (2006).32 Asch & Heaton (2014) arrived at a similar conclusion, finding that 
Army enlistments who signed contracts at the end of the month were more likely to be obese, 
have low fitness test scores, receive enlistment waivers, or ultimately have their enlistment 
terminated early.33 

They mention one disadvantage for Army recruiters who overproduce which also exists in 
the Air Force: an increase in goal for next year.34 As a result, they estimated that recruiters at that 
time would enlist only 72 percent of an increase in supply in the local market.35 The solution, 
they said, was to change quotas to reflect local market conditions. In 2006, Dertouzos & Garber 
again found that Army high quality goals were not adequately matching local conditions.36 
Although increasing goals in more productive markets could help capture the missing potential, 
they found a one unit increase in high quality goal lead to less than a one unit increase in high 
quality production on average, implying a lower probability of making goal.37 So, increasing 
goals can improve production, but the resulting increase in difficulty could, depending on the 
choice of evaluation metric, negatively impact recruiter performance. 

                                                 
30 Knapp, David, et al., Resources Required to Meet the U.S. Army's Enlisted Recruiting Requirements Under 
Alternative Recruiting Goals, Conditions, and Eligibility Policies, RAND Corp., 2018. p. 80. 
31 Polich, Dertouzos, & Press, 1986. p. 38. 
32 Dertouzos, James N., and Steven Garber, Human Resource Management and Army Recruiting: Analyses of Policy 
Options, RAND Corp., 2006. p. 45. 
33 Asch, Beth, and Paul Heaton, An Analysis of the Incidence of Recruiter Irregularities, RAND Corp., 2014. p. 37. 
34 Polich, Dertouzos, & Press, 1986. p. 31. 
35 Ibid. p. 39. 
36 Dertouzos & Garber, 2006. p. 51. 
37 Ibid. pp. 82-83. 
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Summary 

There is a strong public interest in ensuring that the military recruits the right quantity and 
quality of people. The massive scale of military recruiting and the increasingly difficult 
recruiting environment is making it tougher for military services to meet their recruiting goals. 
The Air Force is currently increasing the size of its force in accordance with objectives outlined 
in the 2018 National Defense Strategy, but so far, much of the increase in the active duty enlisted 
force has been driven by attracting lower quality recruits, which organizational theory suggests 
will decrease the strength of the organizational culture and prior recruiting research shows will 
decrease success on basic military tasks, and thus, the Air Force’s mission effectiveness. One 
way to increase the number of high-quality recruits that are entering the service is by ensuring 
that recruiters are efficiently tasked and appropriately resourced to identify, attract, and enlist 
high quality youth. One area of improvement is assignment of recruiter goals; prior research 
conducted for the Army has suggested that the method of goal assignment currently used by the 
Air Force may not be fully capturing the underlying market potential, and that other recruiters 
who are facing too high of a goal may meet that goal by pursuing lower-quality people. By 
providing the Air Force Recruiting Service with the means to predict underlying market 
potential, as well as qualitative descriptions of recruiting difficulty provided by recruiters, this 
dissertation will make it easier for the Air Force Recruiting Service to hit their goal with high 
quality recruits.  
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Chapter 2: Methodology 

The first section of this chapter includes the sampling, data collection, and analysis 
methodology for recruiter interviews. The results of the recruiter interviews are discussed in 
Chapter 3. The second section of this chapter discusses the methodology for the predictive 
models discussed in Chapter 5. 

Interview Methodology 

I conducted 13 semi-structured interviews with 16 active duty USAF enlisted accessions 
recruiters using a network-driven purposive sample. The primary aim of these interviews was to 
assist AFRS in understanding the range of factors that recruiters believe impact recruiting 
difficulty and workload. In addition to this primary objective, I also asked recruiters about their 
perception of imbalanced workloads, the effectiveness of recruiter training, and potential policy 
solutions. See Appendix A for the full interview protocol. 

Sample Size 

Unlike quantitative research, where sample sizes can be calculated based on a few 
parameters, sample sizes in qualitative research are less definitive. The ideal sample size for 
qualitative research is one that allows for “saturation” to be achieved; that is, the sample should 
be large enough such that few or no new qualitative themes are identified from additional 
interviews.38  Ryan & Bernard provide evidence from several studies that show saturation from a 
non-probability sample can be reached in 10-20 interviews; for instance, Weller & Romney 
(1988), show that as few as 10 “knowledgeable informants” are needed to identify the core 
aspects of a “cultural domain,”39 a term which includes people’s perceptions of relationships 
between different concepts.40 In a similar analysis, Morgan et al. (2002) conducted interviews 
with four different samples of individuals and asked them about their perceptions of various risk 
factors. For all four samples, very few new themes were added after coding 15-20 interviews.41 
Although new themes may still be discovered, saturation is considered to be achieved by these 
researchers when the discovery of new themes has tapered off to essentially zero with each 
additional interview.   

                                                 
38 Ryan, Gery, and H. Russell Bernard, Analyzing Qualitative Data: Systematic Approaches, Thousand Oaks, Calif: 
Sage Publications, 2010. p. 362. 
39 Weller, S.C., and A.K. Romney, Systematic Data Collection, 1988.  
40 Gery & Bernard, 2010. p 164. 
41 M. G. Morgan, et al., “Characterizing mental models of hazardous processes: A methodology and an application 
to radon” Journal of Social Issues, 1992. 
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After interviewing 16 recruiters, I verified saturation based on the number of new 
recruiting difficulty factors (themes) that were added with each additional interview. Figure 2.1 
shows that the fifth through eleventh interviews added no additional factors. The twelfth added 
one new factor, and zero factors were added on the final interview. This indicates that I would 
expect to discover few, if any, difficulty factors by conducting additional interviews; saturation 
is achieved. This result is independent of the order in which I conducted the interviews, as only 
two difficulty factors had single references in the interviews. In other words, had I conducted 
these interviews in any other order, the final interview in Figure 2.1 would have no more than 
one factor.  

Figure 2.1 
New Difficulty Themes Identified Per Interview 

 
 

Sampling Method 

With regards to the sampling method, I was not attempting to estimate any type of 
parameter with the interviews; rather, the aim was to gather various opinions of what factors 
influence recruiting difficulty. Consequently, a probability sample is not especially crucial, nor is 
it typical for this type of research.  Ryan & Bernard recommend network sampling for various 
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population types, including those who may have busy schedules or are otherwise hard to reach, 
such as medical professionals and athletes.42 Based on the relatively small number of recruiters 
and the amount of overtime that AFRS believes they are working, this type of sampling method 
may have resulted in better response rates than the alternative of contacting a random sample of 
recruiters. In this type of sample, initial respondents are asked for a few contacts at the 
conclusion of the interview. Those individuals are then interviewed and asked for additional 
contacts, and so forth, until the desired sample size is reached. 

Since people have different probabilities of being selected in a network-driven sample, a 
concern is that the final sample may not be very representative of the total population. This is 
less likely in the recruiting community, where the social network is large and interconnected 
compared to the many smaller, tighter networks in other types of populations. Even if it were a 
more difficult-to-reach population type, one way to overcome the lack of variation in 
respondents is to follow the example of Thomas Weisner, who asked each respondent for only 
one or two contacts in a study of countercultural families in California, and obtained a 
sufficiently diverse sample of families.43 Additionally, an insufficiently representative sample 
can be augmented by being more specific with the request for contacts, in what is formally 
known as “purposive sampling.” This mix of network-driven and purposive sampling is very 
similar to how Julie Barroso sampled her population in her 1997 study of AIDS survivors. In that 
study, she used network sampling to interview a dozen white men about their experiences with 
AIDS, determined that “redundancy of descriptions,” that is, saturation, had been achieved, then 
continued to use purposive sampling to find women and African-Americans with AIDS in order 
to gather additional perspectives.44 

I used this combination of purposive and network sampling to obtain my sample of 
sixteen recruiters. When I began interviews, my goal was to ensure that at least five respondents 
were women or minorities, and at least two were in rural locations. I exceeded both of these 
goals and obtained a more diverse sample than I initially hoped for, as seen in Table 2.1. 
Participants were located in California, Hawaii, Georgia, Iowa, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, 
North Dakota, Rhode Island, and Texas. The sample includes 6 white men, 4 white women, 3 
black men, 2 Hispanic men, and 1 Hispanic woman. The diversity in this sample bolsters the 
claim that I achieved saturation in recruiting difficulty factors as seen in Figure 2.1. Different 
types of people may experience different factors which impact recruiting. By intentionally 
creating a diverse sample, I can be more confident that I captured most of the factors that 
recruiters believe influence recruiting difficulty. 

                                                 
42 Op. cit. p. 367. 
43 Weisner, Thomas S, “The American Dependency Conflict: Continuities and Discontinuities in Behavior and 
Values of Countercultural Parents and their Children,” Ethos, 2002. pp. 277-278. 
44 Barroso, Julie, “Reconstructing my Life: Becoming a Long-Term Survivor of AIDS,” 1997. pp. 60-61. 
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Table 2.1 
Interview Sample Characteristics 

Characteristic Count 

Gender  

Male 11 

Female 5 

Ethnicity  

White 10 

Black 3 

Hispanic 3 

Marital Status  

Divorced 5 

Married 5 

Single 4 

Parental Status  

Children 6 

No Children 6 

Recruiting Zone Density  

Urban 6 

Suburban 9 

Rural 7 

Months of Recruiting Duty  

Minimum 1 

Median 19 

Maximum 54 

Note: Totals may not sum to 16 (the number of respondents), as not all respondents fully answered 
background questions. Some totals may exceed 16 if respondents chose more than one answer. 

Data Collection Methods 

Interviews were primarily conducted via telephone, but when possible, I conducted the 
interviews in-person.  

The interviews began with a review of the informed consent document (Appendix A) 
with the respondent.  The interviews were semi-structured, meaning that I asked similar 
questions of all respondents from a structured interview protocol (Appendix A), but still had 
flexibility to ask about other issues or topics that arose over the course of the interview. Semi-
structured interviews allow for complexity and variance in responses and topics that structured 
interviews do not allow for, while also being shorter in duration and easier to analyze across a 
group compared to unstructured interviews. I typed verbatim notes during the interviews and 
cleaned the notes the same day.  
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Data Analysis 

 Analysis of the interviews was conducted with NVivo 12 Pro, a software package that is 
frequently used for qualitative coding and analysis of interviews and other qualitative data. 
 Using NVivo, I “coded” each interview transcript. Coding is the identification and 
grouping of “themes” from interviews. That is, every portion of an interview that is related to 
some aspect (which is called a “theme”) of the recruiting process was assigned to one or more 
“codes” from a codebook. For instance, there is a “Difficulty Factors” code in the codebook. 
Then, within each code, text was assigned to “subcodes” which were created after all coding to 
the main-level codes was complete. For instance, within the “Difficulty Factors” code, there are 
subcodes for “School Quality” and “Size of Zone,” among others. The initial codebook was 
drafted using a priori codes from the interview protocol and was updated throughout the coding 
process as new themes were discovered or unused ones were dropped. This approach to 
continuously updating a codebook is considered best practice.45,46 Once the final codebook was 
created, a graduate student who had no familiarity with Air Force recruiting re-coded one of the 
interviews to the main-level codes, and inter-rater reliability of the codebook was validated with 
a frequently-used statistical index known as Cohen’s Kappa.47 Although I was the only coder for 
the interview analysis, I wanted to check that the codebook could, in theory, be used by anyone 
to replicate my interview findings. The mean Cohen’s Kappa across codes was .72, which Landis 
& Koch (1977) consider “substantial” agreement among coders.48 Upon further investigation, the 
majority of disagreement was attributed to misunderstanding jargon or various aspects of 
recruiting operations. 

Appendix B contains the codebook used for these interviews. Each code in the codebook 
contains a name, definition, an example, and a list of subcodes, if applicable. Not all codes were 
subject to further analysis into subcodes. Analysis of codes follows in Chapter 3. 

Predictive Model Methodology 

Prediction Versus Inference 

Asch & Warner (2018), in their review of past modeling efforts, explain that most 
recruitment modeling efforts fall into two categories: individual-level enlistment models based 

                                                 
45 DeCuir-Gunby, Jessica T., Patricia L. Marshall, and Allison W. McCulloch, “Developing and Using a Codebook 
for the Analysis of Interview Data: An Example from a Professional Development Research Project,” Field 
Methods, 2011. pp. 136-155. 
46 Ryan & Bernard, 2010. pp. 78-90. 
47 Cohen, Jacob, “A Coefficient of Agreement for Nominal Scales,” Educational and Psychological Measurement, 
1960. pp. 37-46. 
48 Landis, J. Richard, and Gary G. Koch, “The Measurement of Observer Agreement for Categorical Data,” 
Biometrics, 1977. pp. 159-174. 
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on survey data that investigate factors which influence an individual’s enlistment decision, and 
aggregate models which use pooled data from a geographic unit of analysis over a period of time 
to investigate factors that influence aggregate enlistments.49 They note that models of both types 
estimate the effects of various demographic, economic, and policy variables on enlistment. 
However, they explain two drawbacks of these models. First, the estimates are typically not 
causal, and second, as the aim of the models is inference, the models are not favorable for 
predicting the outcomes of new policies. 

There are two major aims researchers typically have with statistical models: either inference 
or prediction. The goal of inference is to discover the significance and magnitude of the 
association between dependent and independent variables. For instance, a researcher might be 
interested in how the unemployment rate is related to the number of youths who enlist in the 
military. In these parametric models, the form of the underlying data-generating function is 
typically assumed to be linear. When inference is the goal, independent variables are selected 
with different goals. Generally, researchers aim to produce a parsimonious model with as few 
independent variables as necessary. There are a few reasons for this; for instance, adding more 
independent variables without changing the threshold for significance increases the odds that an 
independent variable will be statistically significant due to chance. Further, when a dependent 
variable has a nonzero correlation with the independent variable in the sample, it will influence 
the coefficient estimates for each independent variable with which it also shares a nonzero 
correlation. Since it is likely that almost every possible dependent variable shares some type of 
nonzero correlation with the independent variable, the inclusion of these variables will affect the 
coefficient estimates for the other variables. And in the final subset of independent variables that 
are chosen for the model, it is also important that no two independent variables are too-highly 
correlated with each other (e.g. the unemployment rate and the youth unemployment rate would 
likely not be considered in the same model). If two collinear variables such as these were 
considered in the same model, the standard error for those coefficient estimates would increase 
substantially, and the model would be much less likely to detect a non-zero coefficient.  

The other aim of statistical modeling is to accurately predict the dependent variable. These 
predictive models may be parametric, but some high performing models are nonparametric, with 
fewer assumptions made about the form of the underlying function. Additionally, variables in the 
model may be highly correlated with each other and the number of variables may be greater than 
in inference modeling. The resulting lack of precision means that coefficient estimates, if they 
exist for the chosen model, should not be used for hypothesis testing. However, the lack of 
constraints that are used when modeling for inference allows predictive models to take into 
account complicated interactions between many different variables and nonlinear fits between 
independent variables and the dependent variable that would not be feasible in a linear model. I 

                                                 
49 Asch, Beth, and John Warner, “Recruiting and Retention to Sustain a Volunteer Force,” Routledge Handbook of 
Defence Studies, 2018. 
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chose to use a predictive modeling approach in this study, as the aim is to predict how many 
high-quality NPS youth will enlist in a recruiter’s zone. In this policy context of using a model to 
assist in the task of balancing recruiting workloads, it is more important to have an accurate 
prediction rather than an understanding of the exact contribution that certain factors have toward 
that outcome (and further, a great deal of research has already been devoted to the latter task.) 

Dependent Variable 

The dependent variable in the predictive models is the number of high-quality NPS NECs 
per recruiter by fiscal year and recruiting zone.  

Contracts (NECs), rather than accessions (EADs), are used in the dependent variable in 
the example of Dale & Gilroy (1985)50 as these are directly related to the goals that recruiters are 
incentivized to meet, as opposed to accessions, which are counted after several months in the 
DEP queue.  

I use non-prior service, because non-prior service and prior-service individuals have 
different factors which make them more or less likely to enlist, or, in the case of prior-service, re-
enlist, in military service, and previous recruiting research has separated the two groups in 
statistical models for this reason.51 Further, recruiters are only goaled for non-prior service 
youth; prior-service youth do not count toward their goal. Finally, the bulk of recruiter work is 
aimed at high school student (i.e., non-prior service) outreach, screening these applicants for 
eligibility, and processing them. In the context of this problem of balancing recruiter workloads, 
this is the population with the biggest time constraint; in FY18, approximately 98 percent of new 
enlisted contracts were non-prior service.52  

I used high quality because this more accurately captures the idea of recruiter difficulty; 
recruiters may meet their goal of total recruits, but a shortfall of high-quality recruits is more 
indicative of a difficult recruiting environment than a shortfall of total recruits (see Chapter 1 for 
discussion.) 

Finally, I consider two different recruiting zones: the office level and the flight level. The 
aim is to produce highly accurate predictions at the smallest geographic unit possible. Ideally, 
this would be at the recruiter level, but since an individual recruiter’s area of responsibility is not 
recorded centrally, the smallest recruiting zone available for analysis is the office, which 
typically has 1-2 recruiters. Since many offices were lacking historical data on recruiting goals, I 
also created a separate data frame at the recruiting flight level, which typically has 7-10 
recruiters. Various modeling approaches were considered both for offices and flights, with the 

                                                 
50 Dale, Charles, and Curtis Gilroy, “Enlistments in the All-Volunteer Force: Note,” The American Economic 
Review, 1985. p. 547. 
51 Arkes, Jeremy, and M. Rebecca Kilburn, Modeling Reserve Recruiting: Estimates of Enlistments, RAND Corp., 
2005. p. 2. 
52 Author’s calculations. AFRS data. 
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aim of finding a single best modeling approach for both office-level recruiting data and flight-
level recruiting data. 

Model Overview 

For both the flight and office datasets, I considered four different models in this research: a 
linear regression model, a polynomial regression model, a generalized additive model, and a 
boosted regression tree model. Each successive model offers an increased level of flexibility over 
the prior model, giving the chance to offer more predictive power. For instance, a linear 
regression model assumes the form	

β  

Where  is the number of high-quality NPS NECs per recruiter in zone  in time period ,  

represents the intercept,  is a vector of  coefficients,  is a vector containing 	variables that 

influence aggregate supply for zone  in time period , and  is the normally-distributed error 

term.  This simple model, used with varying specifications in recruiting research, will serve as 
the basis for comparison to more complex models, like a boosted regression tree, which makes 
no assumption about the error term or the relationship between the predictors and the response. A 
detailed description of each model can be found in their respective sections below. 

There are several ways one can evaluate performance to choose a “best” model out of these 
four.  I used k-fold cross validation (CV) with 5 folds to estimate the mean squared error (MSE) 
and chose the model with the smallest estimated MSE.  Cross validation MSE, in general, has an 
advantage over other methods (e.g., AIC, BIC, R-squared) for evaluating model performance in 
that it can be used across all types of models, it makes no assumptions about the underlying data 
distributions, and it directly estimates the test error, which is what I am attempting to minimize.53  
K-fold cross validation, with 5 or 10 folds, is the favored method for model selection when 
compared to leave-one-out cross validation.54, 55  

The k-fold validation procedure is to randomly divide the 	observations of data into 

	“folds,” that is,  random subsets of data of roughly equal size. Then, for 1,… , fold  is 

held out as a validation set, also known as a test set, and the model is fit on the remaining 1 

folds, collectively known as the training set.  The mean squared error, , is then computed 

with predictions and observations in the validation set, where 
| |

∑| | .  After 

computing  for each of the 	folds, the k-fold cross validation error estimate is computed 

by averaging the MSE across folds, that is, ∑ .  

                                                 
53 James, Gareth, et al., An Introduction to Statistical Learning with Applications in R, 2013. p. 213. 
54 Ibid. p. 184. 
55 Breiman, Leo, and Philip Spector, “Submodel Selection and Evaluation in Regression. The X-Random Case,” 
International Statistical Review, 1992. p. 291. 
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I used k-fold cross validation MSE both to compare the final performance of each modeling 
approach and also to perform variable selection for the linear regression model, the polynomial 
regression model, and the GAM. For these three models, I use forward stepwise variable 
selection to select the best set of variables. While this is not guaranteed to find the best model, it 
is recommended for computational reasons over other methods such as an exhaustive search or 
best-subset selection when the number of predictors is greater than 40.56 Backward selection is 
another possible approach, but forward selection is likely more efficient when there are a large 
number of predictors, as the algorithm may stop detecting improvements with a model using 

fewer than the full set of  predictors. The forward-stepwise variable selection algorithm varies 
slightly between models and is specified for each model in their respective sections which 
follow. Although forward-stepwise selection can select a model with excellent MSE, it produces 
confidence intervals that are misleadingly narrow,57 and the coefficients for the remaining 
variables are biased away from zero.58 This is one more reason why coefficient estimates and p-
values, if they exist for the given predictive model, will not be reported. 

 The Choice of Cross Validation 

Although k-fold cross validation seems like an ideal choice, there is one major caveat. When 
there is spatial patterning in the data, also known as spatial autocorrelation, typical cross-
validation procedures may overfit models, as CV methods may produce downward biased 
(optimistic) estimates of MSE.59 This occurs when the data in the test sets are strongly correlated 
with the data in the training sets, and model overfits on the training data will not be detected by 
increases in the test set error that would otherwise occur if the observations were independent. 
There are ways to modify k-fold CV to account for spatial autocorrelation and reduce the 
dependence between training and test sets, but when I compared two types of modified k-fold 
CV using a simulated model based on the real dataset, I found that random k-fold CV chose the 
same final models as other methods. 

The first method I attempted to modify k-fold CV was to follow the recommendation of 

Roberts et al. (2017) to create 	folds as spatially contiguous blocks.60 However, when I split the 
data into the recommended five blocks, the domains of certain predictor variables (e.g. weather, 
census region ID, and longitude) were not fully included in some of the training sets, and the 
approach seriously overestimated MSE in test examples on the real dataset because of the 
                                                 
56 James et al., 2013. p. 207. 
57 Altman, D.G., and P.K. Anderson, “Bootstrap Investigation of the Stability of a Cox Regression Model,” 
Statistics in Medicine, 1989. 
58 Tibshirani, Robert, “Regression Shrinkage and Selection via the Lasso,” Journal of the Royal Statistical Society, 
1996. 
59 Roberts, David R., et al., “Cross validation strategies for data with temporal, spatial, hierarchical, or phylogenetic 
structure,” Ecography, 2017, p. 917. 
60 Ibid. p. 918. 
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resulting extrapolation error. To avoid this problem, I tried two similar approaches. For the first 
approach, I created three separate spatially-contiguous blocks of data for each of the five folds, 
where each spatial block contained all observations that fell within that geographic area for all 
FYs (in total, fifteen spatial blocks to cover the US.) For the second approach, I created even 
smaller temporal-spatial blocks for each fold. These were defined by first taking a random 
sample of FY-offices, finding all other FY-office observations that shared any of the ZIP Codes 
of the original sample, and assigning all of these FY-offices to a fold. This was done to create 
five folds of many small temporal-spatial blocks of data.  

I then used a measure of spatial autocorrelation known as Moran’s I to find the five most 
autocorrelated variables in the real dataset.61 I defined the true model such that the number of 

high quality NECs per recruiter  from each office  in each FY  is the sum of the recruiter goal 

and the top three most spatially autocorrelated variables  as determined by Moran’s I: 

, where  was a vector containing the actual residuals from a 

best-fit regression model that was fit to the real data. I used the actual residuals to ensure that the 
error in this model was also spatially autocorrelated to the degree that I observed in this research. 
I then tested which of the following models would be selected under each of the three CV 

procedures, where models  through  are underfit models,  is the true model, and  and 

 are overfit models: 

:  

:  

:  

:	  

:	  

:	  

Each CV procedure correctly chose  as the model with the lowest MSE in a linear 
regression. I also used the three types of CV to fit the simulated data with a boosted regression 

tree, the most flexible model in consideration, which only used the predictors in . Based on 
these results, I proceeded to use random k-fold cross validation for all models in consideration in 
this research. As a cautionary measure against overfitting, and for practical purposes, I required 
that each additional variable resulted in a minimum 0.1 percent reduction in MSE for all 
modeling approaches (Models 1-4.) 

Model 1: Linear Regression 

The first model considered is ordinary least squares linear regression assuming the following 
form: 

β  

                                                 
61 Moran, P. A. P., “Notes on Continuous Stochastic Phenomena,” Biometrika, 1950. 
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This simple model, used with varying specifications in recruiting research, will serve as the basis 
for comparison to more complex models. The forward stepwise selection process I used for the 
linear regression is as follows: 

 Let   be a model which contains none of the  predictors. 
 For  0,… , 1: 

o Fit   models, where each model adds one additional predictor to  . 
o Let   be “best” of these   models. 
o If   does not perform better than  , stop.62 Otherwise, continue in 

this loop until 1. 
 Choose the best model of the set of models (it will be  	or	 ). 

Model 2: Polynomial Regression 

The second model considered is ordinary least squares polynomial regression assuming the 
following form: 

β β Z 	  

Where  is a vector of  coefficients,  is a vector containing 	variables that influence 

aggregate supply for zone  in time period , 	of which are continuous and nonlinear with 

respect to ;  is a vector of  coefficients,  is a vector containing the  continuous and 

nonlinear variables in , and all other variables are as previously specified.  This model is more 

flexible than Model 1 by allowing us to use a squared term to account for nonlinear relationships 
in the data when it is advantageous to do so. 

Like Model 1, I again use forward stepwise selection to select the best model, where 5-
fold cross validation was used to evaluate model performance. However, I include an extra step 
to account for squared terms. 

For  potential linear predictors and  squared predictors: 

 Let   be a model which contains none of the  predictors. 
 For  0,… , 1: 

o Fit   models, where each model adds one candidate predictor to 
. If the candidate predictor is from , also include the corresponding 

linear term from .  
o Let   be “best” of these   models. 
o If   does not perform better than  , stop.63 Otherwise, continue in 

this loop until 1. 
 Choose the best model of the set of models (it will be  	or	 ). 

                                                 
62 As a cautionary measure against overfitting, I required that each additional variable resulted in a minimum 0.1 
percent reduction in MSE. 
63 As a cautionary measure against overfitting, I required that each additional variable resulted in a minimum 0.1 
percent reduction in MSE. 
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Model 3: Generalized Additive Model (GAM) 

The third model I considered was a generalized additive model (GAM). Since a GAM 
estimates a smooth fit for each continuous variable, it allows us to fit a more flexible model than 
in linear or polynomial regression. A GAM assumes the following form:64  

⋯ 	  

Where all variables are as previously specified. When  is continuous,  is smooth and 

non-linear. When  is categorical,  is a step function assigning a constant for each level. 

Based on model diagnostics, I considered two separate cases of GAMs: (1)  is normally 

distributed, and (2)  is from a scaled-t distribution, that is, the distribution has heavier tails 

than expected under a normal distribution.65  
Although many types of functions can be considered, I used smoothing splines to fit a 

function  that fits the set of data such that ∑ ′′ is minimized.66 In 

other words, the smoothing spline is fit such that the residual sum of squares (RSS) plus a 

penalty term for function roughness is minimized. The constant  determines the weight of the 

penalty term: if  were 0, there would be no roughness penalty, and the smooth function would 

interpolate the data; as  approaches infinity, the smooth function approximates a straight line. 

The value of  is chosen with the mgcv package in R such that the generalized cross-validation 
RSS67  is minimized.68  

For GAMs, I used forward stepwise variable selection to select the best model, where 5-
fold cross validation was used to evaluate model performance. This is identical to the procedure 
used for linear regression (Model 1): 

Let  be a model which contains none of the  predictors. 

 For  0,… , 1: 
o Fit   models, where each model adds one additional predictor to  . 
o Let   be “best” of these   models. 
o If   does not perform better than  , stop.69 Otherwise, continue in 

this loop until 1. 
 Choose the best model of the set of models (it will be  	or	 ). 

                                                 
64 Hastie, T.J., and R.J. Tibshirani, Generalized Additive Models, 1990. 
65 Wood, Simon, “Mixed GAM Computation Vehicle with Automatic Smoothness Estimation,” 2019. p. 201. 
66 James et al., 2013. p. 277. 
67 Generalized cross-validation (GCV) is a formula used to calculate leave-one-out cross-validation RSS for 
smooth-splines. For a smooth-spline fit on  with smoothing parameter , leave-one-out cross-validation RSS is 
defined as ∑ , where for each , the smooth function is fit on all data except . GCV is 
a computationally efficient way to calculate this, where ∑ / 1 	, 
where the matrix 	is defined such that  (James et al., 2013, p. 279). 
68 Wood, 2019. p. 46.  
69 As a cautionary measure against overfitting, I required that each additional variable resulted in a minimum 0.1 
percent reduction in MSE. 
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 As a quality check, compare the performance of the “best” model to the full 
model,  . 

Model 4: Boosted Regression Trees 

A shared limitation of the first three models considered is that they are additive; that is, any 
interactions between predictor variables would have to be manually specified. Boosted 
regression trees are advantageous in cases where there are complex interactions between 
predictors that otherwise may be missed. A boosted regression tree model is fully nonparametric, 

and takes the form , where all variables are as previously defined. 

A regression tree with  splits divides the predictor space into 1 partitions, where each 
partition estimates a constant value as the outcome for that partition (called a “leaf.”) For 
example, a regression tree with 3 splits on our recruiting data may predict that if the goal per 
recruiter is higher than 24, we expect 25 NECs per recruiter, if the goal is less than 15, we expect 
19 NECs, and if the goal is between 15 and 24, we expect 23 NECs, except in New England, 
where we would expect 21 NECs. Although trees incorporate interactions between variables that 
other regression models would miss, it’s easy to see why a single tree with a low number of 
splits will have poor prediction accuracy. However, boosting methods use an ensemble of trees 
to create a single model with high prediction accuracy. 

Although the xgboost algorithm is much more complex than the one presented here, the 

general process to fit a boosted regression tree model , where  is a vector containing 

predictions for each leaf, which has residuals	 ̂  follows:70 

 Let 0 and 	 ̂ . 
 For 1,2,… , where  is the number of rounds: 

o Fit a tree  with  splits to predict	 ̂  using the training subset of . 

o Update the model with a penalized , 
  ←  

o Update the residuals with a penalized , 
  	 ̂ ← 	 ̂  

 The final boosted model is ∑ 	 
The boosting algorithm learns by fitting trees to the residuals in each iteration. The trees can be 

small (determined by ) and the rate at which the algorithm learns (determined by ) can be 
low, which allows the algorithm to slowly improve in areas of the predictor space where the 
model is underperforming in each iteration. By making slow improvements, the method reduces 
the risk of overfitting.71 

                                                 
70 James, 2013. p. 322. 
71 Ibid. 
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I used the xgboost package in R, a tree boosting system developed by Chen & Guestrin 
(2016),72 to fit boosted regression trees. Since its release in 2014, it has been used to win several 

high-profile machine learning competitions.73 In addition to the parameters , , and  already 
mentioned, xgboost contains additional parameters to control model complexity. I chose to vary 
the parameters listed in Table 2.2. According to the developers of xgboost, specifying the correct 
values for these parameters is a “dark art,” and there is no single best method to choose them, but 
the general aim is to correctly specify this collection of parameters such that the 5-fold cross 

validation test error is minimized.74 The learning rate  was chosen, keeping all other parameters 

at their default values to minimize cross validation test error (see Table 2.2). I then kept the 

number of rounds  such that test error did not improve over an additional 20 rounds with that 

learning rate , and I used the mlr package in R to perform a grid search of 15,625 combinations 
of possible values for the remaining xgboost parameters. This grid search found a parameter set 

which minimized the 5-fold cross validation test error within  or fewer rounds at a learning rate 

. When a parameter was chosen at the minimum (or maximum) value of the range considered, I 
ran additional searches with decreased (or increased) values of that parameter while holding the 
others constant. 

Table 2.2 
Parameters Varied in XGBoost 

Parameter Name Definition Default Consequence 
of Parameter 

Increase 

Initial Range 
Considered 

max_depth (m) Maximum depth of tree 6 Less 
conservative 

1-8 

min_child_weight The minimum number 
of data points on a leaf 
for additional 
partitioning to occur 
(this definition applies 
to regression only) 

1 More 
conservative 

1-10 

subsample The proportion of the 
training set to be 
sampled each round 

1 Less 
conservative 

0.5-1 

colsample_bytree The proportion of 
columns to be 
considered in the 
construction of each 
tree 

1 Less 
conservative 

0.5-1 

lambda L2 regularization weight 1 More 0-1 

                                                 
72 Chen, Tianqi, and Carlos Guestrin, “XGBoost: A Scalable Tree Boosting System,” University of Washington, 
2016. 
73 “XGBoost – ML Winning Solutions (incomplete list)”, Distributed Machine Learning Community, 2019. 
74 “Notes on Parameter Tuning,” XGBoost Documentation, 2019. 
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for	  (one part of the 
penalty term in 
objective function for 
each tree)  

conservative 

alpha L1 regularization weight 
for  (one part of the 
penalty term in 
objective function for 
each tree) 

0 More 
conservative 

0-1 

Source: “XGBoost Parameters,” XGBoost Documentation, 2019. 

 
After specifying the best set of parameters that minimized the 5-fold cross-validation test 

error, I fit the boosted regression tree on the full set of data and kept only the variables which 
have a gain75 of 0.01 or higher. This is both out of a practical need to simplify the model for 
AFRS use and also to protect against overfitting. The final model was refit with these variables 
and the test error was estimated with 5-fold cross validation. 

Out of an abundance of caution to ensure that the boosted regression tree was not overfitting 
the data, I also ran a second parameter search using only the variables selected in the highest 
performing model from models 1-3 and fit a boosted regression tree to that set of data.  

 
  

                                                 
75Gain is defined as the mean percent improvement in accuracy for the branches the feature is on (Chen, Tianqi, et 
al., “Understand Your Dataset with XGBoost,” n.d.). Recall that adding a feature to a tree causes a split on one of 
the existing branches. Adding this feature will now improve prediction accuracy on that branch. This means that the 
percent improvement for the entire model will be less than or equal to the reported gain, which is why I used a .01 
threshold, rather than the .001 threshold used for Models 1-3. Still, I selected more variables for Model 4 than I did 
for Models 1-3, even with this higher threshold. 
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Chapter 3: Interview Findings 

Themes from recruiter interviews can be considered as belonging to four major categories. 
First, recruiters’ perceptions of imbalanced workloads or difficulty levels in recruiting zones, 
second, perceptions of which factors contribute to a one region being more difficult than another 
(both local and recruiter characteristics), third, a description of other factors in recruiting 
operations that are independent of recruiter and zone and that act as a barrier to recruiting 
success, and finally, recommendations from recruiters to improve operations.  

These four themes are described in great detail in this chapter. In summary, the interviews 
show that recruiters do perceive an imbalance in difficulty across recruiting zones, and that 
recruiters across the board work long hours and struggle with work-life balance. There were 
many factors that recruiters associated with difficulty in a zone, but the four most salient factors 
were the size of the recruiting zone, school quality, political beliefs, and household income in the 
region. Recruiters identified difficulties with administrative work, enlistment qualification 
standards, and recruiter training quality that act as barriers to recruiting success across all zones. 
Most of their recommendations aim to alleviate these barriers.  

The primary aim of the interviews was to understand what local factors make one recruiting 
zone more difficult than another. Consequently, exemplar quotes are included for each of the 
factors that recruiters identified. Other main themes (e.g. workload and barriers), while 
important, were secondary in significance. Less discussion is devoted to these. For these themes, 
exemplar quotes are included in discussion when useful, but there are not exemplar quotes for all 
subthemes. Edits to any quotes, when indicated, were made only to remove identifying 
information or to greatly condense the quote.  

Workload and Difficulty Imbalance in Recruiting Zones 

This study was motivated by concerns from AFRS that recruiters had imbalanced workloads 
and that some recruiters may feel overworked. Initially, it was unclear if recruiters shared this 
concern. In these interviews, several recruiters stated that their workload was larger than a 
typical 40-hour work week; the four recruiters who provided estimated of their weekly work 
hours gave answers between 50 and 80 hours. 

FK: “To what extent do you feel that your job as a recruiter accommodates work-
life balance? How does this compare to other Air Force assignments?” 

“Oh my god, this is way more work. [I am] putting more time into this job then 
back when I was deployed working 12-hour days 6 days a week.” 

 Eight recruiters also stated that they felt pressure to make themselves available at all hours 
of the day to potential recruits, which makes it difficult for them to have non-duty hours during a 
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work week. Some mentioned that they still had to make their goals while on leave, which made it 
difficult for them to take time off from work. 

“You don’t really get personal time as a recruiter. If you even look into it a little 
bit, you see it’s almost impossible to take leave. You’re putting in a lot of hours 
at work and at home, you’re still going to be at your computer at night, working 
24/7, but that’s part of the job. The higher-ups say they encourage us to take time 
off, but they turn around the next day and say, ‘we need people, we need people’ 
and dig deep and get more people.” 

The potential for burnout is concerning; several recruiters stated that they had little or no 
work-life balance. 

“I think that there is no way to be a recruiter and be a good recruiter without it 
consuming you.” 

The responses also indicate that recruiters perceive an imbalance in workloads between 
different recruiting zones. None of the recruiters indicated that it was impossible to make their 
goal, but the general consensus is that making goal in more difficult areas required more work. 
Seven recruiters gave examples of harder zones, five gave examples of average zones, and three 
gave examples of easier zones. 

One recruiter noted that both the goal and the workload was vastly different between 
different zones. 

“One of my friends is in [a major metropolitan area], and she works four days a 
week. Last I checked, she was 250 percent of her goal. So, she just sits in her 
office and waits for people to come in. That comes with its own struggles, 
making sure she’s available to everybody, returning people’s calls, things like 
that, but it’s one of those things. Which problem would you rather have, drive 2.5 
hours to talk to nobody, or sit in your office and return 50 phone calls?” 

This belief that walk-in markets had an easier time making goal was mentioned by three other 
recruiters, although not supported by all. One recruiter disagreed with this notion, although he 
did support the general consensus on variation in zone difficulty. 

“I haven’t had a real problem; my monthly goal seems attainable. Mine is two 
every month, but my friend in [a major metropolitan area], his goal is four or 
five, and he has a really tough time meeting it.” 

This was repeated by other recruiters in self-described “difficult” regions; they rarely, if ever, 
missed their goal, but they felt that they had to work harder than other recruiters. 

 “The first year I exceeded [my goal], but second year I did not. On average, I hit 
goal every month.” 

FK: Do you think it’s easier or harder for you to recruit compared to your peers 
in other regions? 

“It’s more difficult here.” 

Meanwhile, other recruiters felt that it was not difficult for them to hit their monthly goals. 
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“I make goal. I don’t overproduce that much, but I’m not struggling to make 
goal.” 

One recruiter in a self-described “easy” zone seemed less motivated by their goal. 

“For me, I don’t look at the goals, per se. I don’t go out in search of getting 2 or 3 
people to join the Air Force. I’m more or less doing my job day to day, and 
whatever numbers happen, happen.” 

These responses support the notion that some recruiters must work harder than others in order to 
meet their recruiting goals.  

Local Difficulty Factors 

I then asked recruiters about what local factors made a zone easier or harder for recruiting. 
This section excludes demographic factors that are related to the recruiter (e.g. age and race) or 
the tasks of recruiting (e.g. paperwork). Only factors that are related to characteristics of a zone 
are included in this section. There are sixteen factors that recruiters mentioned in these 
interviews: office location, size of zone, number of schools, school size, school quality, MEPS 
location, homeschoolers, other service recruiters, legal or cultural barriers, economic 
characteristics, educational opportunities, household income, political beliefs, military influence, 
weather, and qualified applicants. Figure 3.1 shows the importance of each theme across 
interviews. The area of each square denotes how many references were made to that theme 
across all interviews. Due to the nonrandom method of participant selection, the number of 
responses for each theme should not be generalized beyond this sample of recruiters. However, it 
is still worth noting that there are 14 times as many references to zone size as opposed to 
weather, for instance, and thus, zone size is a more important theme across a diverse sample of 
recruiters. Table 3.1 shows the direction of influence for each theme. 
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Figure 3.1  
Salience of Local Recruiting Difficulty Factors 

 

Table 3.1 
Local Recruiting Difficulty Factor Summary 

Recruiting Difficulty Factor Direction of Influence Number of References

Size of Zone  Large zone 14 

School Quality  Low quality high school 

 High quality university 
7 

Household Income  High income 

 Middle income 

 Low income 

7 

Political Beliefs Liberal 7 

Office Location  Distance from zone population center 6 

Number of Schools  Number of schools 6 

Qualified Applicants Quantity of qualified applicants 6 
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Legal or Cultural Barriers / State or regional characteristics 6 

Military Influence  Military influence or popular support 5 

Economic Characteristics  Blue-collar workforce 

 Unemployment 
4 

Educational Opportunities  Access to quality higher education 4 

MEPS Location  Large distance to MEPS 

 No shuttle to MEPS 
3 

School Size /  School enrollment 2 

Other Service Recruiters /  Presence of other service 
recruiters 

2 

Homeschoolers /  Quantity of homeschoolers 1 

Weather  Temperate climate 1 

Note: A plus sign means that recruiters believed it had a positive influence, a minus sign means that 
recruiters believed it had a negative influence.  

 
A detailed description of these sixteen factors with accompanying exemplar quotes follows in 

order of decreasing salience, as indicated by Figure 3.1.  

Size of Zone 

The size of a recruiting zone was mentioned as a difficulty factor in eight interviews. The 
consensus from these interviews is that larger recruiting zones are more difficult for recruiters. 
There are several components to this. First, larger recruiting zones are perceived as having an 
outreach market, as opposed to a walk-in market that is more typical in densely populated areas 
with smaller recruiting zones. 

“I’d be way more successful [in a different zone], because it’s easier to recruit 
when you have 20 walk-ins a day, just kind of qualified, and you pick the best of 
the group. You just find someone who doesn’t even need medical documentation, 
and then you just do that person. It’s easier to do that than for me to go drive up 
for two hours, and find three people, and maybe get one person.” 

The travel time required in larger zones was often mentioned as a barrier to outreach. 

“Our guy up north probably drives on the road 25 hours a week, just driving. He 
put on 60 to 70 thousand miles this year.” 

“I know there are a few of my counterparts in rural areas where they have to 
travel at least an hour to get to their closest school, where I’m lucky and my 
closest school is 15 minutes away, the farthest is an hour.” 

Additionally, the large size of the region means that recruiter effort is more diffuse.  

“And we say it’s one person, in these thousands of square miles, to tell everyone 
about it. There’s too few of us.” 
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This low density in large zones has had a noticeable impact on recruiting. 

“When I came into this zone, it was vacant for five years. There was no recruiter 
in this zone for five years.  But it picked up pretty quickly. I was able to have 
someone join within a month and a half. She knew she wanted to join. This zone 
definitely picks up quick, which is not the standard across recruiting.” 

FK: “What do you mean ‘vacant’?” 

“The office was here, and maybe once a month a recruiter was here and would 
hold appointments. Otherwise, recruits here would have to go to [his other office] 
to talk to a recruiter.”  

The size of the region is also related with other distinct difficulty factors, like number of schools 
and office location. 

“Definitely size. That plays a huge role. The amount of schools they are 
responsible for, the drive times to the schools, how many colleges there are 
there.” 

“I would say that it’s just because there is so much to do. To get to the more 
urban areas, and to most of where the population is in my zone, I spend an hour 
or an hour and a half driving up there, and that’s the closest parts. That’s three 
hours of my day gone in travel time.” 

However, despite the wasted time driving, too small of a zone could make it difficult to meet a 
consistent recruiting goal. 

“I would say just the distance. In order to have enough propensity to have a zone, 
in this area, you have to cover a pretty wide area.” 

School Quality 

 School quality is a factor that was mentioned across seven interviews. Low quality high 
schools were mentioned as having a negative impact on recruiting. 

“But I do have some big-ass schools that I’m required to go to, and they give me 
some static. The kids don’t speak English or pass the ASVAB, and it’s a waste of 
time.” 

However, with universities, this was reversed. High quality universities were perceived as having 
a positive impact on recruiting.  

“[A major public university] is another huge school in my zone. I’m allowed to 
go there, but I mean, that’s a prestigious college, so when people get accepted it’s 
hard to turn them away.” 

Household Income 

Household income in a zone is another factor that may have a mixed influence on recruiting. 
This factor was mentioned across four different interviews. Wealthy areas were perceived as 
being difficult recruiting environments.  
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“I would not want to recruit someplace I think like northern Massachusetts, 
which is a fairly wealthy kind of place.” 

On the other hand, if household income in a region is too low, this may also be a difficult 
recruiting zone. While youth from wealthier neighborhoods may have other opportunities that 
dissuade them from military service, youth from poor neighborhoods may simply not meet the 
standards required for enlistment. 

“These families’ priority is just to stay alive and make ends meet. They come 
from rough backgrounds, and they haven’t had a priority on education as much as 
they had on staying alive.” 

Middle class neighborhoods were perceived as being the sweet spot for recruiting enlisted 
personnel. 

“My office partner has an area of town that is really wealthy, and he doesn’t do 
well in that part of town. I have a part of town that is middle class, typical 
America, white picket fence, and I do pretty good in that zip code.” 

Political Beliefs  

The political leanings of a region are mentioned as a factor across six interviews. More 
conservative regions are perceived as being more productive recruiting environments. 

“A rural zone in Iowa is very red. The rural kids in the farm land are super pro-
military. So, when I go out there and meet people they are always happy to see 
me.” 

On the other hand, more liberal regions are perceived as being more difficult recruiting 
environments. 

“[My zone] has more of a liberal presence. I’m not saying that it’s cut and dry, 
‘liberals are against the military’ but it definitely depends on the area. It’s 
definitely difficult in the Northeast because it’s a liberal area and everyone goes 
to fancier schools.” 

Office Location 

Office location was mentioned as a factor across five interviews. Some recruiters in hub 
offices mentioned that they had to drive long distances to reach their zones, or long distances to 
reach urban areas or schools within their zones. These greater distances made it more difficult to 
recruit. This is related to but distinct from zone size. For example, adding more recruiters to rural 
areas would decrease zone size, but without adding additional offices, a distant hub office could 
still present a significant barrier. 

“Definitely the location of your zone. All of my schools are within 20 to 30 
minutes of my office. I do know other recruiter zones that have to go TDY or 
travel four or five hours to a school.” 

“In our flight, they have a hub […] and these people have to drive to [the middle 
of nowhere] to meet people. AFRS is saying it’s not financially feasible to put an 
office in certain areas. But with boots on the ground we can look at the map and 
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see where people are coming from, and we can see if we had an office up there, it 
would be feasible. We keep losing this battle over and over again.” 

Number of Schools 

The number of schools in a zone was mentioned as a factor in six interviews. The consensus 
among these recruiters is that a larger number of schools makes it tougher to recruit. Recruiters 
in zones with large numbers of schools admitted to “pencil whipping” school visits or otherwise 
indicated that it was “insurmountable” to visit all of the schools that AFRS required. 

 “Right now, I have 48 different schools. So, trying to give every school an equal 
opportunity to discover and look into the Air Force is an insurmountable task, to 
give everyone a fair shake.” 

Qualified Applicants 

The quantity of qualified applicants in a zone was mentioned as a factor across five 
interviews. As one would expect, the fewer qualified applicants, the harder it is to recruit in the 
zone. The disqualifications that were cited by recruiters varied. One mentioned weight: 

“It’s more difficult here because it’s lower quality […] it’s just a different 
market. A lot of people here are overweight.” 

Another mentioned drug use: 

“Whether it’s, for instance, California with the marijuana laws, and many states 
where it is perfectly fine to recreationally use, and then you have an exorbitant 
number of times you have used, which doesn’t disqualify you but makes it 
harder.” 

Still, others mentioned test stores (which is related to another difficulty factor—school quality.) 

  “Applicants just having a hard time making a passing score. That’s what I 
mainly have issue with. Retesting to qualify.” 

Legal or Cultural Barriers 

Legal or cultural barriers to recruiting were mentioned across four interviews. These are 
barriers that are unique to a state or region that make recruiting more difficult or easier there. For 
instance, some areas have limitations on school visits. 

“When I went to Texas […] I saw that a recruiter was having a meeting with a 
recruit in her school. Here, we can only do it once a year.” 

“I have a few colleges, but I’m not allowed on one of the private colleges, and 
that is a huge hinderance, because it’s so closely tied to the schools, and they just 
don’t let me there. “ 

Other areas have cultural factors that make recruiting easier. 

“Rural people tend to be more relational, and I’m easy to get along with. They 
tend to value integrity more than flashiness.” 

“People in Hawaii just want to get out of Hawaii.” 
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On the other hand, New England is well-known in the recruiting community as a harder 
recruiting environment. 

“I get a lot of people that come in, and they just want to be an officer. Sometimes 
we have to put applicants on the spot; they think they’re better than enlisted. I 
think it’s a cultural New England thing.” 

Military Influence  

Military influence in a region was mentioned as a factor across five interviews. Recruiters 
suggested that a greater military presence or level of support for the military made recruiting 
easier. In more concrete terms, this included proximity to bases: 

“There is not a big military influence here […] so it doesn’t have that big military 
community feel here that you would have at a regular Air Force base.” 

It also includes the number of veterans in a community: 

“Military tradition in the family, how many people in their family were in the 
service.” 

This factor also includes the level of support from schools, including whether or not they have 
JROTC programs. 

“Here in this zone, the majority have some type of JROTC. I have one or two 
schools that are not pro military.” 

Economic Characteristics 

Economic characteristics of a region (other than household income) were mentioned as a 
factor across four interviews. These recruiters communicated that fewer economic opportunities 
or a dominant presence of blue-collar work translates into better recruiting success. 

“I think it’s easier compared to others. I was talking to other recruiters I work 
with, and I think the reason is that there is not a lot of economic drive.” 

 “I have areas, not metropolitan, but they have industry. Factories, heavy 
equipment, and in there they have colleges and higher institutions of learning. So, 
they have the right questions. They want to know what the Air Force can do for 
them. That’s typically where I find my success.” 

MEPS Location 

Military Entrance Processing Station (MEPS) locations were mentioned as a factor across 
three interviews. The MEPS is where the ASVAB, medical physical, and other in-processing 
tasks take place. These recruiters agreed that a long distance to MEPS or a lack of a shuttle from 
their office to MEPS made recruiting more time consuming. 

“Another thing that’s easier in other zones is if they have a MEPS shuttle system. 
That’s something we don’t have here. So, a lot of time we have here is spent 
driving to and from MEPS for those who can’t provide their own transportation.” 
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School Size 

School size was mentioned as a recruiting difficulty factor in two interviews. The perception 
of the impact of school size on recruiting was mixed; there may be a sweet spot for school size. 
One recruiter indicated that schools that were too small tended to be a burden. Although they did 
not go into detail, this could be due to the amount of time it takes for outreach to many small 
schools as well as the low expected payoff per visit. 

“The population is not great like ours is […] up north it’s smaller. The schools 
are smaller. [Another recruiter] has a graduating class of five or six people. My 
school is graduating 600 plus.” 

However, the other recruiter mentioned that a school that is too large may bring problems of its 
own. Again, the recruiter did not go into any detail, but this could be related to the feasibility of 
meeting with such a large number of students or the difficulty finding qualified recruits in larger 
urban schools. 

“Where they have money, they snub their nose at us. In the bigger schools, they 
have struggles there. The economy plays a role as well.” 

Other Service Recruiters 

Recruiters from other competing services were mentioned in two interviews. The impact of 
other service recruiters was mixed. The presence of other recruiters, if there is a good working 
relationship between offices, was mentioned as having a positive influence on recruiting. 

“The Marines, the Army, there are kids that come in contact I never would have 
met before, so we have to build connections with these guys. They recruit 
Reserves. And if Active Duty wasn’t the way to go, I’d send them to [a USMC 
recruiter in a nearby office] and sometimes I’d get guys back from them.” 

However, the presence of Army recruiters was mentioned as a negative factor when Army 
recruiters greatly outnumbered the Air Force recruiters in a region. 

“The Army is cockroaching everywhere, and there are just a few of us. They 
have offices everywhere where we don’t, and they’re picking up all of these 
people now: ‘first to contact, first to contract.’”  

Homeschoolers  

One respondent mentioned that the quantity of homeschoolers in their zone had a mixed 
impact on recruiting. On one hand, they tended to be of high quality, on the other, it was a time-
consuming process to visit them individually at homes or cafes.76  

                                                 
76 This recruiter mentioned this to me after the conclusion of their interview. I noted their response, but a direct 
quote is unavailable. 
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Weather 

One respondent noted that more temperate regions may be easier to recruit in, as they are 
more amenable to walk-in markets. 

“The south—they have a walk-in market because they don’t have all of the same 
benefits. No money, no weather restraint unless if it’s hurricane season.” 

Recruiter Demographic Factors 

There is also interest in whether demographic factors might impact a recruiter’s success in a 
given zone. However, when recruiters were asked to describe a successful recruiter, only two 
recruiters mentioned demographic factors (age and home of record).  The other ten recruiters 
who responded to this question cited professional and personality traits as the most important 
predictors of success. Since responses to this question were primarily in the form of wordlists, I 
first edited these responses into a consistent form (e.g. “not an introvert” would be changed to 
“extrovert”) and sorted these words into groups in Table 3.2, as recommended by Bernard & 
Ryan (2010).77 

Table 3.2 
Recruiting Personal Factors of Success 

Factor Word Count Words 

Strong work ethic 
18 

Work ethic, motivation, drive, starter, 
enjoy, moving, time management 

Engaging 
14 

Extrovert, outgoing, personality, 
confidence, engaging, articulate, 
promoting, sell, unafraid 

Approachable 
11 

Approachable, relate, understanding, 
accepting 

Excellence in admin tasks 
7 

Administrative, admin, detail, 
AFRISS, paperwork, proficiency 

Fast Learner 5 Learn, absorb, teach self, adapt 

Honest 5 Honest, honesty, real 

Resilient 4 Resiliency 

Demographic Factors 2 Young, from area 

 
Recruiters were then asked directly whether they believed specific demographic factors 

impacted their effectiveness at work at all. Three recruiters believed that no demographic factors 
impacted recruiter effectiveness. The remainder did agree that some factors may have an 
influence, but rarely indicated that it was a major factor of recruiting success, and frequently 

                                                 
77 Op. cit. pp. 167-168, 171. 
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disagreed among each other on the direction of influence. The disagreements on the direction of 
influence and lack of importance indicated by recruiters suggest that most demographic 
advantages or disadvantages are perceived as being dominated by zone characteristics and the 
recruiters’ professional and personal traits. Table 3.3 contains a summary of demographic factors 
that were discussed in interviews. Note, although I included gender in my list of possible factors 
in every interview, no recruiters discussed this as a potential influential factor. 

Table 3.3 
Recruiting Demographic Factors of Success 

Demographic Factor Direction of Influence Number of References

Racial/Ethnic Similarity Racial/ethnic similarity to zone 8 

Marital Status / Married 6 

Parental Status / Parent 6 

Home of Record From local area 5 

Age /0 Younger 4 

Time in Service / More time in service 3 

No Factors Matter 0 All demographic factors 3 

AFSC 0/  From certain AFSCs 2 

Education College education 1 

Note: a 0 means that recruiters believed the factor in that row had no influence on recruiting success, a 
plus sign means that recruiters believed it had a positive influence, and a minus sign means that 
recruiters believed it had a negative influence. Although several recruiters believed that no factors 
mattered, a 0 only appears in a row if a recruiter specifically mentioned that factor as having no effect on 
recruiting success. 

As Table 3.3 shows, only two demographic factors had both salience across interviews and 
also broad agreement on the direction of influence: Racial/ethnic similarity between the recruiter 
and their zone and proximity to the recruiter’s hometown. In regard to racial/ethnic similarity, 
several recruiters, both white and racial/ethnic minorities, stated in interviews that racial/ethnic 
minority recruiters experienced race-based discrimination in predominantly white areas. White 
recruiters perceived difficulties recruiting in areas with large racial/ethnic minority populations.  

Recruiters who stated the importance of being near their home of record cited two reasons: 
first, they had established networks in those areas which they could utilize to their advantage. 
Second, they were familiar with any cultural or regional differences and could navigate them 
easily.  
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Operational Barriers to Recruiting Success 

In addition to the recruiter traits and recruiter zone characteristics which were described in 
the previous sections, recruiters discussed several universal factors in their recruiting operations 
that act as barriers to recruiting success. These factors fell into three categories: enlistment 
standards, administrative burdens, and inadequate training. 

Enlistment Standards 

Although the number of qualified youths varies from zone to zone, interviewees mentioned 
difficulties within the qualification process that act as a barrier to all recruiters. That is, the Air 
Force may have compelling reasons to keep these qualification standards in place, but relaxing 
these standards would have a positive effect on nearly all recruiters. Weight standards were 
mentioned as problematic by two recruiters; the Air Force uses a waist tape-measure test for 
personnel who are currently serving, but the enlistment standard is based on body mass index 
(BMI). So, some youth who would meet the fitness standards if they were in the Air Force do not 
meet the standards to enter the Air Force. In addition to weight standards, six recruiters 
mentioned the other medical standards and physicals for recruits. Some stated that certain 
physicians had stricter standards or were over diagnosing recruits, and others believed that there 
seemed to be inconsistently applied standards or overly strict standards. One recruiter admitted to 
bypassing medical standards they saw as unimportant: 

“Some of the medical stuff they have us look at is so dumb, there is a reason for 
it, but any good recruiter will tell you, you got to make the people qualified […] 
Unless if you were perfectly medical sound, there are things I will play with to 
give the recruit some leeway to tell me things or not tell me things in order to 
keep them qualified. I used to do it by the book. One kid had eczema when he 
was a kid. He was disqualified. But he would have been an amazing airman. […] 
On the medical sheet, there are things I won’t mess with: eyes, heart, lungs, 
brain. I won’t mess with that at all.” 

Two recruiters mentioned that the medical prescreen conducted on national leads was 
filtering out the wrong people; some may not meet weight standards, for instance, but a recruiter 
might want to work with that individual to bring down their weight to a qualifying benchmark. 
On the other hand, youth who were not qualified due to preexisting conditions were still making 
it past the medical prescreen.  

Aside from medical standards, three recruiters mentioned that they perceived the recently 
relaxed tattoo standards favorably; however, a fourth recruiter said the change did not go far 
enough, since the Navy has a laxer policy and can take people who otherwise would qualify for 
the Air Force. Finally, one recruiter mentioned the financial eligibility determination process, 
which is only required for recruits ages 23 and up, seemed burdensome and unnecessary since 
21- or 22-year-olds who may also face financial trouble are not subject to the same process. 
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Administrative Burdens 

When someone imagines the typical duties of a recruiter, and in fact, when I asked recruiters 
what they believe their typical duties are, most responded with some combination of canvassing, 
telephone prospecting, school and event outreach, marketing, or screening interested applicants. 
However, several listed administrative tasks as their primary duty, and many recruiters who did 
not list it as a primary duty still indicated that the bulk of their time was spent on administrative 
burdens. As Table 3.2 shows, recruiters frequently named administrative skills as one of the 
traits of a successful recruiter. When asked about the proportion of time recruiters spend on 
administrative tasks, responses ranged from 20 to 80 percent; eight recruiters stated that 50 
percent or more of their time was spent on administrative tasks, while three recruiters said they 
spent less than 50 percent of their time doing so. Unsurprisingly, recruiters stated that a reduction 
in their administrative burden would lead to higher productivity. Much of the conversation on 
administrative burden was brief and general, but four different types of administrative work were 
specifically mentioned by recruiters: planning and attending mandatory school visits, creating 
calendars, filling out paperwork for enlistees, and documenting activities. 

The first administrative barrier named in the interviews was mandatory school visits. AFRS 
does not allow recruiters to freely choose which schools they visit, rather, they assign four 
different priority levels to schools with corresponding requirements for how often a recruiter 
must visit the school.  Although recruiters would otherwise visit some subset of these schools in 
their typical outreach activities, the requirement from AFRS leads them to spend time at schools 
that they perceive as having little or no propensity, and/or schools at which the administration 
limits their range of activities. One recruiter in particular stated that this was such a large burden 
that they did not even attempt complete the requirement: 

“Priority 3s I don’t even mess with. I pencil whip them. Priority 2, depending on 
how the school is, if I can give a presentation, I can work it, otherwise I’m pencil 
whipping those. It never matches what my schedule says if you want to utilize 
your time successfully. The priority 1s are the only ones I get to like I’m 
supposed to. These are the biggest schools with the best propensity. But I do have 
some big-ass schools that I’m required to go to and they give me some static. The 
kids don’t speak English or pass the ASVAB, and it’s a waste of time.” 

The second administrative burden that was named in the interviews was the calendar. Several 
recruiters mentioned that they had to produce a monthly schedule for their supervisor before the 
start of each month which documented all of their planned activities for that month. In addition 
to the time burden to produce the monthly schedule, the calendar added a level of inflexibility 
that makes it difficult to manage conflicts that arose, and some (like the previously quoted 
recruiter) did not follow the schedule they submitted to their supervisor. 

Third was filling out forms for recruits. The most frequently mentioned form was the 
Standard Form 86 (SF86), a very lengthy form produced by the Office of Personnel Management 
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which is used to initiate investigations on personnel who are seeking security clearances.78 The 
official public burden estimate for this form is 150 minutes, but it can easily exceed this due to 
documentation requirements for an affirmative answer to any of the myriad questions. Although 
an electronic version of this form can be made accessible to anyone through an online system 
called e-QIP, and recruiters noted that other services allow recruits to fill out this paperwork 
themselves, respondents indicated that AFRS still required them to fill out the SF86 with 
applicants. In addition to the SF86, Form 2983: “Recruit/Trainee Prohibited Activities 
Acknowledgement” was mentioned as a form that could be easier to fill out but is difficult and 
time-consuming because of the lack of user-friendliness and efficiency in AFRISS-TF.79 

Finally, recruiters indicated that they spent a great deal of time documenting their various 
recruiting activities. One recruiter mentioned that it takes them two hours to complete all of the 
necessary documentation for a single interview with a prospective recruit. Another recruiter 
blamed the time burden partially on the redundancy in documentation: 

“I literally did 50 percent admin, because you have to prove everything you’re 
doing. […] You document everything you did, everyone you talked to, we have 
to put it all in Outlook, and then in AFRISS.” 

One found the requirements too much to tolerate, and chose to spend time on outreach rather 
than face the large time burden (up to 80 percent of time for some recruiters) on administrative 
tasks: 

“The only reason I do 30 percent [of my time] on paperwork is because I don’t 
do all of the documentation stuff.  I spend time on the more important things.” 

And despite the exhaustive documentation, sometimes the procedures were not enough to 
capture all of a recruiter’s activities: 

“That’s kind of tough to work all day and then annotate every little thing, And I 
think as far as AFRISS goes it’s not super helpful for us. A lot of recruiters these 
days do social media outreach, but there is no way to capture that in AFRISS. If 
you go to create a new lead, there is no drop down for social media.” 

Training Adequacy 

Another type of barrier to recruiting success is the time it takes for recruiters to become 
effective in their work. At least some portion of this barrier is irreducible—it takes time for a 
new recruiter to learn the tricks of the trade, and AFRS, understanding this, does not assign a 
goal to them for their first three months in a recruiting office. AFRS also sends new recruiters to 
Recruiting School before the start of their recruiting tour, and when this training was mentioned, 
recruiters generally had positive things to say. However, four recruiters stated that they would 
                                                 
78 United States Office of Personnel Management. “Standard Form 86: Questionnaire for National  

Security Positions,” 2010. p. 1. 
79 The Air Force Recruiting Information Support System – Total Force (AFRISS-TF), sometimes referred to by 
recruiters simply as “AFRISS,” is a software system developed by Lockheed Martin which Air Force, Air Force 
Reserve, and Air National Guard recruiters use to process paperwork and enlistee data. 
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have benefitted from additional AFRISS training at Recruiting School, and this was something 
they had to learn once they arrived at their zone.  

When recruiters were asked how long it took for them to feel comfortable in their jobs, 
responses varied widely; answers ranged from 2 to 13 months, with a median response of 8 
months. There was strong consensus (10 mentions) among recruiters that one-on-one time with 
another recruiter—whether it is a friend, an office mate, or the recruiter they are replacing—
reduces this time significantly. This person helps them learn how to fill out forms in AFRISS, 
walk through a meeting or interview with a student, hand over an established network with 
guidance counselors and other influencers, and can give advice on zone prospecting. Although 
for many recruiters, there is an officemate or a transition period with the recruiter they are 
replacing, this is not always the case: 

“When I got here the recruiter I was replacing was long gone. There was no 
handoff. […] It was just drop me into the situation and good luck.” 

One recruiter provided their first-hand account of serving as an officemate to a new recruiter. 

FK: “How long did it take for you to feel comfortable and effective in your role 
as a recruiter?”  

“Probably eight months. […] When I came in, I came to a one-person office, and 
if I had an office mate it would [have gone] so much quicker. They turned mine 
into a two-person office, and I was surprised at how quickly my office partner 
killed it. She was going so much faster. It does help having two-person offices. I 
feel like those recruiters are so much better off having another recruiter there. 
Calling flight mates is not the same as having another person there to help you. 
Two-person offices was the best idea of the Air Force.” 

Another recruiter had a friend as a recruiting mentor, and they attributed that to their 
exceptionally fast adjustment to the recruiting environment. 

“My best friend was a recruiter. I used him as a resource and I was able to get the 
job done in two months. I was processing people, first through MEPS in the 
second month. If I didn’t have him I don’t know, 4 or 5 months. But I was lucky 
with great flight mates, I had people I could call and ask as well. But I think there 
is no way you should ever send, no way in hell you should send a 5- or 6-year 
staff sergeant by themselves to a rural office and tell them to recruit.  If that 
happened to me that wouldn’t work.” 

Recommendations from Recruiters 

Recruiters were given an opportunity to state their own recommendations for AFRS, the Air 
Force, and DoD. Recruiters recommended changing aspects of the following categories: 
recruiting resources, training and assignment of recruiters, administrative tasks, and operational 
tasks. Their requests, by category, are contained in Table 3.4. Discussion of a subset of these 
recommendations is included in Chapter 6: Recommendations.  
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Table 3.4 
Recruiter Recommendations 

Category Recommendation Number of References

Resources More recruiters 3 

 More promotional items 3 

 MEPS shuttles for more offices 2 

 More local advertising  1 

Training and Assignment Hands-on training (2-person offices, 
RAP,* job shadowing, overlap) 

9 

 AFRISS training in Recruiter School 4 

 Additional smaller offices; eliminate 
hub-and-spokes 

2 

 Resiliency training 1 

 Demographic matching of recruiters 
to zones 

1 

Administrative Tasks Better user-friendliness and of 
AFRISS 

3 

 Allow applicants to fill SF86 3 

 Increased autonomy/trust 2 

Operational Tasks Revise and consistently apply 
medical standards 

6 

 Reduced or off-goal during 
NCOA**/Leave 

4 

 Allow rural recruiters to conduct 
prescreens 

2 

 Revise Financial Eligibility 
Determinations 

1 

 Allow recruiters to match recruits to 
jobs 

1 

 Rebalance goals to easier regions 1 

*RAP is the Recruiter Assistance Program, an AFRS program through which Air Force members can assist a 
recruiter in their hometown area for up to 12 days without being charged leave. 
**NCOA is the Non-Commissioned Officer Academy, a mandatory residency professional military education program 
for technical sergeants. 
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Chapter 4: Recruiting Factors and Data Sources 

This chapter summarizes findings from prior research and from the interviews conducted as 
part of this research effort which describe the association between different factors and recruiting 
volume. It then details which data sources were used to account for these factors in the predictive 
models. I produced two different datasets; one with 1,257 FY-Flight observations and the other 
with 2,052 FY-Office observations, each containing 199 variables from the data sources in this 
chapter. 

Factors of Recruiting Success Identified in Prior Research 

To determine which sources of data and variables I should include in the predictive modeling 
effort, I conducted a review of literature to identify community factors that had been found to 
have a statistically and practically significant increase in recruiting volume (supply models) or 
likelihood of enlistment (individual decision models). With the exception of some research on 
bonuses and advertising, most of these findings are associative and not causal. Note, this review 
was not exhaustive and the findings of one study should not be interpreted as consensus among 
the literature; for instance, although one study80 found from individual data that the higher 
educational attainment of a mother lowered the likelihood of enlisting in the military, another 
study81 found no connection between the educational attainment of parent-age adults in a region 
and the proportion of youth who enlisted in the Air Force from that region. However, any 
evidence or theoretical argument that a factor may have an influence on recruiting was sufficient 
justification to include that factor for consideration in a predictive model. 

Economic Factors 

Unemployment rates are perhaps the most frequently cited factor across recruiting studies. 
As military service can be understood as competing with civilian or other government 
employment opportunities as well as education opportunities, there is a strong theoretical 
argument that a lower unemployment rate would make recruiting more difficult. Dale & Gilroy 
(1985) found a positive association between youth unemployment and nationwide army 
contracts.82 Arkes & Kilburn (2005) also found a sizable and significant positive association 
between unemployment and active duty Air Force NPS accessions.83  
                                                 
80 Kilburn, M. Rebecca, and Jacob Alex Klerman, Enlistment Decisions in the 1990s: Evidence  

From Individual-Level Data, RAND Corp., 1999. p. 66. 
81 Arkes, Jeremy, and M. Rebecca Kilburn, Modeling Reserve Recruiting: Estimates of Enlistments, RAND Corp., 
2005. p. 32. 
82 Dale, Charles, and Curtis Gilroy, “Enlistments in the All-Volunteer Force: Note,” The American  
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Another important economic factor that is believed to affect an individual’s enlistment 
decision is the ratio between civilian and military wages. Dale & Gilroy found in their 1985 
study that the ratio of military to civilian earnings was an important factor in nationwide army 
enlistments.84 A 2018 study found that an increase in the ratio of military to civilian earnings 
increased the proportion of high-quality Air Force enlistments.85 

Race and Ethnicity 

The latest public accessions data indicated that black, native Hawaiian/pacific islander, and 
mixed-race youth were slightly over-represented in active duty NPS Air Force enlisted 
accessions, so I would expect there to be some positive association between these racial groups 
and enlistments.86  Arkes & Kilburn (2005) found, while controlling for other state attributes, 
that the percentage of black youth and percentage of Hispanic youth in a state were positively 
associated with active duty Air Force NPS accessions.87   

Parental Education 

Research has indicated that children of college-educated parents are more likely to go to 
college and graduate from college for numerous reasons. A recent report from the National 
Center for Education Statistics showed that children of college graduates or children of people 
who had completed some college were far more likely to take college preparatory classes such as 
calculus, more likely to graduate from high school, and more likely to enroll in post-secondary 
education.88 Post-secondary education can be understood as a direct competitor to military 
service; Kleykamp (2006) showed that desire for further educational achievement is negatively 
associated with military enlistment.89 So, it should not come as a surprise that Arkes & Kilburn 
(2005) found that the higher educational attainment of a mother lowered the likelihood of an 
individual enlisting.90 

                                                                                                                                                             
Economic Review, 1985. pp 549-550. 
83 Op. cit. p. 32. 
84 Dale & Gilroy, 1985. pp 549-550. 
85 James Hosek, et al., Military and Civilian Pay Levels, Trends, and Recruit Quality, 2018. p. 53. 
86 Office of the Under Secretary of Defense, Personnel and Readiness, Population Representation 

in the Military Services: Fiscal Year 2017, 2018. 
87 Op. cit. p. 32. 
88 Simone, Sean A., et al., First Generation Students: College Access, Persistence, and Postbachelor’s Outcomes, 
2018. pp 5-6. 
89 Kleykamp, Meredith A., “College, Jobs, or the Military? Enlistment During a Time of War,” Social Science 
Quarterly, 2006. p. 18. 
90 Op. cit. p. 66. 
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Military Presence 

Another important parental factor is their military history. We might expect that parents who 
had a positive experience in the military would encourage their children to join. Indeed, Kilburn 
& Klerman (1999) found that having a parent who served in the military was positively 
associated with enlistment in their model of individual enlistment decision.91 Kleykamp (2006) 
also showed that the rate of local military employment was a significant predictor of enlistment 
in the military. 

Immigration Status 

Although green card holders can enlist in the military, Kilburn & Klerman (1999) found that 
speakers of English as a second language, which they used as a proxy for immigration status, 
were less likely to enlist in the military.92 

Income 

In general, lower socioeconomic status has also been shown to increase the likelihood of 
enlistment in the military (Kleykamp, 2006). The latest Population Representation report from 
the Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for Personnel and Readiness shows that the middle three 
quintiles of household income are overrepresented in Air Force enlisted accessions.93 The bottom 
quintile of household income is underrepresented, which may be due to lower rates of 
qualification. The higher quintile is underrepresented as well, which may be due to an expanded 
set of opportunities available to youth from high-income families. 

High School Type 

A 2008 analysis of the National Education Longitudinal Study found that 96.6 percent of 
military veterans—both officers and enlisted—went to a public, not private, high school (Lutz, 
2008). 

Post-Secondary Educational Opportunities 

The military must compete with universities and the civilian workforce for high school 
graduates. Arkes & Kilburn (2005) found that state merit-based university scholarships had a 
negative effect on active-duty NPS accessions.94 They also found that higher average in-state 
college tuition had a positive effect on active-duty Air Force NPS accessions. A national guard 
tuition benefits program or reserve limited scholarship program both had positive significant 

                                                 
91 Op. cit. p. 68. 
92 Op. cit. p. 32. 
93 Op. cit.  
94 Op. cit. p. 32. 
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effects on active duty enlisting.95 Hosek et al. (1989) found that high school seniors with higher 
AFQT scores were less likely to enlist, which they posit was due to their greater likelihood of 
pursuing post-secondary education.96 

Military Engagements 

Asch et al. (2010) showed that military casualties in Iraq and Afghanistan had a negative 
effect on Army and Navy high-quality enlistments.97 

Policy Variables 

Nearly all recruiting supply models include policy variables such as number of recruiters per 
capita, advertising budgets, bonuses, goals, pay, and benefits. Asch et al. (2010) showed that 
Montgomery GI Bill rates had a significant effect on army enlistments.98 Arkes & Kilburn 
(2005) found that the number of recruiters had a positive effect (with decreasing marginal 
returns) on active duty recruiting.99 A 2009 review of previous research conducted for the Army 
concluded that advertising expenditures have consistently been shown to have a positive and 
nonlinear effect on Army recruiting volume.100 For instance, if spending is too low, then there is 
not enough frequency for it to matter. If spending is too high, saturation has already been 
achieved and further spending is not likely to increase the number of recruits. Asch et al. (2010) 
showed that enlistment bonuses had a significant association with Army high-quality 
enlistments.101 And, as mentioned in Chapter 1, Polich, Dertouzos, & Press (1986) provided 
evidence that recruiting quotas are a major driver of recruiting volume. 

Factors Identified in Recruiter Interviews in this Research 

In addition to a review of relevant recruiting literature, I also asked recruiters which factors 
they believed made some regions more difficult to recruit in than others (see Chapters 2 and 3.) 
Table 3.1 contains the factors that recruiters identified in interviews that impact the level of 
difficulty in recruiter zones. These factors are the geographic size of the zone, the quality of high 
schools and universities, household income, political beliefs, office location relative to the zone 
population center, the number of schools, the quantity of qualified applicants, state or regional 
                                                 
95 Ibid. 
96 Hosek, James R., et al., Who Stays, Who Leaves? Attrition Among First-Term Enlistees, RAND Corp., 1989. p. 6. 
97 Asch, Beth, et al., Cash Incentives and Military Enlistment, Attrition, and Reenlistment, RAND Corp., 2010. p. 
22. 
98 Ibid. 
99 Ibid. 
100 Dertouzos, James N., The Cost-Effectiveness of Military Advertising: Evidence from 2002-2004, RAND Corp., 
2009. pp. 12-15. 
101 Op. cit. p. 22. 
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legal and cultural barriers, military influence or presence, economic characteristics, educational 
opportunities, MEPS location relative to zone, school size, presence of other service recruiters, 
the quantity of homeschoolers, and climate. 

Data Sources Used in Predictive Models in This Research 

Table 4.1 describes each data source that was included in the predictive modeling effort. 
Each row contains the name of the data source, the abbreviation that is used to refer to this data 
source in this report, and a very brief description of the data each source provided.  Table 4.2 
then lists each factor that was identified as influencing recruiting production, explains why it was 
chosen, and lists the data sources that were used to capture that construct in the predictive 
models. These two tables show that all but one factor identified in interviews or in prior research 
(the number of homeschoolers within a recruiting office zone) have one or more associated 
variables. See Appendix C for a more complete description of each data source, how it was 
obtained, and how I derived variables from these datasets. 

Table 4.1 
Data Sources 

Data Source Name Abbreviation Description

1981-2010 U.S. Climate 
Normals 

NOAA Climate averages 

Air Force Personnel Center AFPC Recruiter office locations 

Air Force Recruiting Service AFRS Recruiter goals, 
advertising budgets, office zones, accessions by ZIP, accessions by 
recruiter, recruit quality, AFQT scores by ZIP, School priorities 

American Community Survey 
5-Year Data 

ACS Zip Code Tabulation Area (ZCTA) community characteristics 

Author-created datasets Author Marijuana legality by state, state national guard tuition assistance, GI 
bill benefits, military pay, MEPS and military base locations, Census 
divisions 

Common Core of Data CCD Public school characteristics 

County Presidential Election 
Returns 

MIT Election returns by county from 2000-2016 

Defense Casualty Analysis 
System 

DCAS US military combat deaths 

Google Trends Google Popularity of search terms by state and year 

Integrated Postsecondary 
Education Data System 

IPEDS Post-secondary institution characteristics 

Local Area Unemployment 
Statistics 

LAU Unemployment rate 

Population Representation 
Report 

PopRep NPS accessions by service 

Private School Survey PSS Private school characteristics 
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Science and Engineering 
Indicators 2018 

NSB Average student aid per undergraduate student 

Trends in College Pricing TCP University tuition 

US Census Bureau Gazetteer 
Files 

CBGF Zip Code Tabulation Area (ZCTA) geographic characteristics 

 

Table 4.2 
Data Coverage of Recruiting Factors 

Factor Motivation for Inclusion Source 

Data Available:   

Climate Interviews NOAA 

Economic characteristics Interviews, prior research ACS, Author, LAU 

High school and university 
quality 

Interviews AFRS, CCD, PSS, IPEDS 

Household income Interviews, prior research ACS, CCD 

Immigration Status Prior Research ACS 

MEPS location Interviews Author 

Military engagements Prior research DCAS 

Military influence or presence Interviews, prior research ACS, Author 

Number and type of schools Interviews, prior research CCD, PSS, IPEDS 

Office location Interviews AFPC 

Parental Education Prior research ACS 

Policy variables Prior Research AFRS, Author 

Political beliefs Interviews MIT 

Post-secondary educational 
opportunities 

Interviews, prior research ACS, AFRS, Author, TCP, NSB 

Presence of other service 
recruiters 

Interviews PopRep 

Quantity of qualified applicants Interviews ACS, AFRS, Author, CCD, Google, 
PSS 

Race and Ethnicity Prior research ACS, CCD, PSS 

School Size Interviews CCD, PSS, IPEDS 

State or regional legal and 
cultural barriers 

Interviews Author 

Walkability Personal judgment AFPC, ACS, CBGF 

Zone size Interviews CBGF 

Data Not Available:   

Quantity of homeschoolers Interviews N/A 
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Shortcomings 

The one factor mentioned in recruiter interviews for which I do not have any reliable data is 
the number of homeschoolers in a region. ACS does not ask about homeschooling, and NCES 
only provides homeschool data on a nationwide basis via the National Household Education 
Surveys Program. The lack of school-district or even state reporting makes the inclusion of this 
factor an impossibility. However, only one recruiter mentioned homeschooling in interviews. 
The lack of salience across interviews and the absence of this factor in prior research indicates 
that this is likely of minor importance compared to other factors. 

Additionally, the advertising data I received was less detailed than I would have liked. I only 
have the squadron advertising budgets, which are the same across all squadrons every FY, and 
the nationwide AFRS advertising budget. Prior research (Warner, Simon, & Payne 2001, 
Dertouzos & Garber 2003, Dertouzos 2009) has investigated local variation in TV advertising 
with data by Designated Market Area. Unfortunately, this level of detail was not attainable in 
this research. 

There are other variables that I would have liked to include: other service recruiter stations, 
Junior ROTC detachment locations, Civil Air Patrol squadron locations, Walkability Index 
values, high school rankings from US News & World Report, and others. However, these were 
either unavailable for anything other than the current year, too costly to obtain, or too complex to 
gather if I were to create the dataset myself. However, if JROTC and CAP are more popular in 
areas with a greater military institutional presence (i.e., they are correlated with variables already 
in the dataset), then the shortcoming may not be great. Likewise, the walkability index is likely 
higher in areas with greater population density or areas in which a larger percentage of people 
commute to work by walking, biking, or transit, all of which are captured in the dataset. 
Although the predictive model may have been improved by the inclusion of these factors, it is 
likely that these are already partially accounted for with variables I already include. 
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Chapter 5: Predictive Model Findings 

Predictive Model Comparison 

The results for the different predictive models considered for each dataset follow in Tables 
5.1 and 5.2. Table 5.1 summarizes models that predict the quantity of HQ NPS NECs per 
recruiter by recruiting flight and FY, and Table 5.2 summarizes models that predict the quantity 
of HQ NPS NECs per recruiter by recruiting office and FY. For discussion of the types of 
models considered, see Chapter 3: Methodology. For both flights and offices, the Generalized 
Additive Model (GAM) outperformed other models that were fit to the data. This means that it 
had the greatest prediction accuracy, which is indicated by a lower mean squared error (MSE) in 
Tables 5.1 and 5.2. For flights, the mean squared error for a GAM is 3.30. For offices, the mean 
squared error is 24.18. 

Table 5.1 
Performance of Recruiting Flight Models (n=1257) 

Model Mean Squared Error Number of Predictors

Boosted Regression Trees 3.76 57 

Boosted Regression Trees with GAM 
variables 

3.72 29 

Linear Regression 3.64 25 

Polynomial Regression 3.56  31* 

Generalized Additive Model 3.30 29 

*Excluding squared terms 

Table 5.2 
Performance of Recruiting Office Models (n=2052) 

Model Mean Squared Error Number of Predictors

Boosted Regression Trees 25.98 48 

Linear Regression 25.28 21 

Boosted Regression Trees with GAM 
variables 

25.20 16 

Polynomial Regression 24.87  24* 

Generalized Additive Model 24.18 16 

*Excluding squared terms 

 
Two things stand out as noteworthy. First, in practical terms, the differences in accuracy 

between the various model approaches within each dataset are modest, with MSE for flight 
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models ranging from 3.30 to 3.76 (a 12 percent difference from worst to best), and MSE for 
office models ranging from 24.18 to 25.98 (a 7 percent different from worst to best). The model 
choice seems relatively unimportant for this problem, as these all perform with approximately 
the same level of accuracy from a practical standpoint, but it does seem that there are modest 
improvements that can be gained with some model flexibility. However, the most flexible model, 
boosted regression trees, performs poorest. The poor performance of boosted regression trees 
was surprising, so as a check that I was not overfitting, I re-ran the parameter search (See 
Chapter 3) on only the predictors that were chosen as important by the Generalized Additive 
Model. This did result in very modest gains, but not enough of a gain to overtake the polynomial 
regression model or the GAM. This suggests that the higher variance of the boosted regression 
tree model outweighed any reduction in bias it may have offered. 

Second, the MSE differences between the flight and office models are substantial; however, 

this was anticipated. Assume our office model is an estimate  of the “true” production function 

 for the number of HQ NPS NECs per recruiter, , given a set of dependent variables . That 

is, the true function for office production is . Then our MSE is 

 

 

	 . 

The MSE has three components: the model bias, the model variance, and the variance of . If I 
again assume the above production function for an office, then the production per recruiter for a 

flight composed of  offices would be the mean of  office production functions. That is, 
production per recruiter for a flight is  

 = ∑ 	 

= ∑ 	∑ 	 	 

Our new MSE for flight production is  

  

	
1
	 	  

	
1
	  

	
1

 

 
Thus, while it is possible that the bias or variance of the flight-level model may increase or 
decrease compared to the office-level model, the contribution of random error to the flight-level 
model will decrease by a factor of N. So, all else equal, I expect smaller MSE for flights. The 
decreased noise in the data makes it easier for a model to detect the association of dependent 
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variables with weak associations to the independent variable, and this is something I observe in 
Tables 5.1 and 5.2; the office models always contain fewer variables when compared to the flight 
models of the same type. 

Overall, the flight models have lower MSE and are more practically useful to AFRS. The 
office models, while inaccurate, can still be useful; these “wrong” models are better than 
nothing. 

Flight Model  

This section discusses the predictors that were chosen in forward-stepwise selection for the 
flight GAM. It also describes the influence of key predictors on the estimated quantity of HQ 
NPS NECs per recruiter at the flight level and includes a discussion on model residuals. 

All Predictors 

Table 5.3 contains the list of the 29 predictors that were included in the GAM, sorted by the 
order in which they were added in forward-stepwise selection. This table includes the variable 
name (See Appendix C for details), a description of the variable, the reduction in MSE when this 
variable was added to the model, and it lists any other modeling approaches which also chose 
this variable. There are nine predictors which are added to the model before the marginal 
decrease in MSE for additional variables goes below 1 percent. I consider these nine to be key 
predictors. Further discussion of these nine key predictors follows Table 5.3. 

 Some of the predictors do not appear in other models; for instance, the population of 18-19-
year-olds per recruiter, popYouthpR, was not chosen by forward stepwise selection in the linear 
regression model, which instead chose the population of High School Seniors per recruiter, 

popHSSpR, a very similar variable ( =.92) which also did not greatly reduce MSE. Similarly, the 
population-weighted mean distance to the nearest Navy base, distNavy, was the last variable 
chosen by the GAM. No other flight model chose this variable. However, the other three models 
chose the population-weighted mean distance to the nearest USMC base, distUSMC, which the 

GAM did not use. Of course, both of these variables are highly correlated ( =.71), and both 
capture the same basic construct of military institutional presence. It just happens that the GAM 
found a greater reduction in MSE by using one over the other, given all other variables it had 
already chosen. Nevertheless, the inclusion of the same construct (e.g. military institutional 
presence) in all models through different predictors (e.g. distNavy in one, distUSMC in another) 
indicates that the construct has a useful association with the response. When a variable was 
chosen by only GAM, this indicates that either some other similar variable(s) may capture the 
same construct, or that this construct was only weakly associated with the response. On the other 
hand, when all models choose the same predictor, that is stronger evidence that the predictor 
accounts for variation in the dependent variable better than any other predictor. This is useful for 
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future research, as it indicates which variables are likely to influence production across different 
model specifications and do not have other substitutes in the dataset. 

Table 5.3 
Predictors Included in Recruiting Flight GAM 

Variable Description Marginal MSE 
Reduction* 

Chosen in Other 
Flight Models 

GoalRcrtr The NPS NEC goal per 
recruiter 

70.4 Boosted Regression 
Trees (BRT), 
Polynomial Regression 
(Poly), Linear 
Regression (Linear) 

PriorPerformance The overproduction of HQ 
NPS NECs per recruiter 
for this flight in prior FY 

30.3 Poly, Linear 

bonus6yrmed Median enlistment bonus 
offered, in dollars 

13.8 BRT, Poly, Linear 

bonusAFSCtotal Count of three-letter 
AFSCs for which bonuses 
are offered 

6.4 Poly, Linear 

TEMPWintermean Population-weighted 30-
year mean winter 
temperature, in Fahrenheit 

2.9 BRT, Poly, Linear 

NewRecruiterperc Proportion of recruiters in 
this flight who are in their 
first FY of duty 

1.7 BRT, Poly, Linear 

AFQTmean Mean AFQT score of test-
takers in this zone 

1.7 BRT, Poly, Linear 

squadronbudgetk Squadron advertising 
budget 

1.5 BRT 

workerPublicperc Proportion of workers 
employed in public 
administration 

1.9  

NavyEAD Count of Navy EADs 0.7 BRT 

FY14 Indicates FY14 0.3 Poly, Linear 

hhFamilyhhperc Proportion of all 
households that are family 
households 

0.4  

unemploymentYouthperc ACS unemployment rate 
of 16-24-year-olds. 

1.3 BRT 

workerNonProfperc Proportion of workers 
employed by private non-
profit institutions 

0.5 BRT 

googleIndex Population-weighted mean 
Google Trends index 

0.1 BRT 

popNHPIHSSperc Proportion of high school 
seniors in schools in this 
zone who are Native 
Hawaiian or Pacific 

0.3 BRT 
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Islanders 

hhIncAsianmeanqntl Quantile of mean 
household income, Asian 
households (categorical) 

0.1  

popMilitaryYouthperc Proportion of 16-19-year-
old youth who are 
employed in the Armed 
Forces 

0.3 BRT, Poly 

hhInc75perc Proportion of households 
earning between $50k and 
$75k 

0.3 Poly 

popYouthpR Count of 18-19-year-old 
residents per recruiter 

0.8 BRT, Poly 

popVet64perc Proportion of population 
ages 35-64 that are 
veterans 

1.5 BRT, Poly, Linear 

workerFinanceperc Proportion of workers 
employed in finance and 
insurance, real estate, 
rental, and leasing 

0.6 BRT, Poly 

MilCivEarningsRatio Regular Military 
Compensation for an E-4 
with 4 years of service 
divided by the average 
median earnings of high 
school graduates 

0.5  

priorFYEADpY Count of prior-FY NPS 
EAD divided by the count 
of 18-19-year-old 
residents 

0.2 BRT 

workerEdperc Proportion of workers 
employed in education, 
healthcare, and social 
services 

0.4 BRT 

comTime45Plsperc Proportion of workers 16 
years and older who do 
not work from home and 
have a commute of 
greater than 45 minutes 

0.2 BRT, Linear 

numPrivateHSpR Count of private high 
schools per recruiter 

0.2  

numP3HSpR Count of AFRS priority-3 
high schools per recruiter 

0.1  

distNavy Population-weighted mean 
great-circle distance in 
miles to nearest Navy 
base 

0.2  

*Marginal MSE Reduction represents the percent reduction in mean squared error when the variable in that row is 
added to the model which includes all variables above that row. The null model is defined as the mean model. 
Variables in this table are sorted by the order in which the forward-stepwise variable selection chose them (See 
Chapter 3.) 
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Key Predictors of Flight-Level Production 

This section discusses the nine most important variables in the flight-level model, that is, the 
variables in the first nine rows of Table 5.3. For reasons discussed in Chapter 3, it would be 
misleading to include p-values and coefficient estimates for the predictive model. And were the 
results different, and I instead selected a more flexible model, like the boosted regression tree 
model, coefficient estimates would not even exist. However, for awareness of how the GAM is 
making predictions, it is useful for analyst to know the magnitude and direction of the effect of 
key variables on the predictions that the model is making.  

Recall that the form of a GAM is ⋯ . For all 

figures in this section, the y-axis represents the output of the function  that GAM fit for that 

variable . The predicted response for a flight is the sum of all these functions and the intercept. 
In other words, the y-axis in these charts represents the additional (not the total) predicted HQ 
NPS NECs per recruiter in a flight given the value on the x-axis.  
 Figure 5.1 depicts the smooth-spline fit of the NPS NEC Goal per recruiter versus 
additional predicted HQ NPS NECs. Note that the fit in Figure 5.1 is linear; the goal per recruiter 
is never high enough such that the GAM smoothing spline estimates a decreasing marginal return 
on goals. 

Figure 5.1 
GAM Smooth-Spline Fit of NPS NEC Goal per Recruiter for Flights 
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Figure 5.2 depicts the smooth-spline fit of the flight’s prior performance (HQ NPS NECs 
minus NPS Goal the prior FY) versus additional predicted HQ NPS NECs. The fit is u-shaped; 
extreme values of over- or under-performance in one year predict an increase in total HQ NECs 
the following year. Note, however, the standard error for underperformance is high, and there is 
only one point less than -10. Any overproduction is predictive of higher HQ NECs in the 
following FY, while nearly all underproduction is predictive of slightly lower HQ NECs the 
following FY. It is interesting to note that this GAM fit is within a model that is already 
accounting for the NPS NEC goal. If the Air Force were able to update goals the following FY 
that mirrored improvements in the local recruiting market, I would not expect overproduction to 
be predictive of higher HQ NECs in the following FY while accounting for goal. 

Figure 5.2 
GAM Smooth-Spline Fit of Prior Performance for Flights 

 
Figure 5.3 depicts the linear fit of median six-year enlistment bonuses versus additional 

predicted HQ NPS NECs, and Figure 5.4 shows the linear fit of the quantity of AFSCs eligible 
for enlistment bonuses versus the additional predicted HQ NPS NECs. Both show a positive 
relationship, which we expect, but the data lack enough variation for GAM to fit smooth-splines; 
both are linear fits. The inclusion of new FYs of data in the training set could significantly alter 
these estimates. 
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Figure 5.3 
GAM Linear Fit of Median Six-Year Enlistment Bonus for Flights 

 

Figure 5.4 
GAM Linear Fit of Quantity of Bonus-Eligible AFSCs for Flights 
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Figure 5.5 depicts the smooth-spline fit of the population-weighted mean winter temperature 
in the flight’s recruiting zone versus additional predicted HQ NPS NECs. The fit is linear and 
increases with temperature; that is, warmer winter locations predict an increase in HQ NPS 
NECs. It is interesting to note that some recruiters stated in interviews that New England was a 
tough recruiting environment, perhaps due to politics, or educational opportunities, or household 
income, or some other reason. Only one recruiter mentioned cold weather being an inhibitor to a 
walk-in market, and thus, recruiting volume. Yet, while the model was able to consider all of 
these factors individually, including a categorical variable for the New England region, it was 
winter temperature that reduced MSE the most. Once winter temperature was accounted for, the 
addition of various economic variables gave only small improvements to the model.  However, 
the winter temperature, while theoretically linked to recruiting, might simply be a good proxy for 
a collection of other factors which make recruiting harder. 

Figure 5.5 
GAM Smooth-Spline Fit of Mean Winter Temperature for Flights 
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Figure 5.6 depicts the smooth-spline fit of the percentage of recruiters in the flight who are 
serving in their first FY as recruiters versus additional predicted HQ NPS NECs. The fit is linear 
and decreases as the proportion of new recruiters increases. This supports interview findings that 
some recruiters struggle in their first year of recruiting duty. 

Figure 5.6 
GAM Smooth-Spline Fit of New Recruiter Percentage for Flights 
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Figure 5.7 depicts the smooth-spline fit of the mean AFQT score of test-takers within the 
flight’s recruiting zone versus additional predicted HQ NPS NECs. The fit is linear and increases 
as the mean AFQT score increases. This is unsurprising—AFQT scores are part of the HQ 
definition. 

Figure 5.7 
GAM Smooth-Spline Fit of Mean AFQT Score for Flights 

 
 
Figure 5.8 depicts the linear fit of the squadron advertising budget versus additional predicted 

HQ NPS NECs. This is another variable which lacked enough variation for GAM to fit a 
smooth-spline. As new FYs of data are added to the training set in the future, the GAM estimate 
for this variable could change significantly. The small negative coefficient for squadron 

advertising, despite its small positive correlation ( =0.09)102 with HQ NPS NECs, is likely 
attributed both to a lack of data and also to multicollinearity; the median six-year enlistment 
bonus is included in the model (see Figure 5.3), with which it has a correlation coefficient of 
0.71. This is expected, as both increases in advertising and increases in bonuses are tools that are 
used at the national level to boost recruiting, so I would expect both to increase or decrease 
together. It is not likely that the negative coefficient is due to endogeneity at the flight level (e.g., 
not likely that the negative coefficient is due to tougher local recruiting environments being 
followed by increases in advertising expenditures at the squadron level), as these advertising 

                                                 
102 See Appendix D for correlation matrices for all variables included in the flight and office GAM models. 
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budgets are uniform across squadrons each FY and do not adjust to compensate for changing 
recruiting environments at the local level. 

Figure 5.8 
GAM Linear Fit of Squadron Advertising Budget (in thousands) for Flights 

 
Figure 5.9 depicts the GAM smooth-spline fit of the proportion of workers employed in 

public administration versus additional predicted HQ NPS NECs. Note that the impact is 
relatively small. 
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Figure 5.9 
GAM Smooth-Spline Fit of Proportion of Workers Employed in Public Administration for Flights 

 

Residuals 

One important check on model quality is the spatial patterning of the residuals. It would be 
concerning if, for instance, the model was consistently underestimating the number of recruits in 
certain cities or states. If this were the case, I might be misled into thinking a place like Texas 
has a fruitful recruiting environment, when in fact, our model simply is biased in that region. A 
Moran’s I test on the residuals failed to reject the null hypothesis (p=.27) that the residuals were 
not spatially autocorrelated. Figure 5.10 shows the residuals plotted by quartile. We have no 
reason to believe that the model performs poorly in any particular regions of the country.  

Another important check on model quality is the temporal patterning of residuals. If the 
model was performing poorly in certain years, this might indicate shocks or trends in omitted 
variables that affect model performance over time. Figure 5.11 shows the residuals plotted by 
FY. Although the error variance is slightly higher for FYs 15-17, the model performs well over 
time and does not seem to consistently over- or underestimate production; the mean model error 
is approximately zero for all years. 
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Figure 5.10 
Spatial Residual Plot for Flight-Level GAM 

 
Note: Hawaii, Alaska, and Puerto Rico were excluded from this plot for purposes of style. 

 

Figure 5.11 
FY Residual Plot for Flight-Level GAM 
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Office Model 

This section mirrors the flight model section. It discusses the predictors that were chosen in 
forward-stepwise selection for the office GAM, describes the influence of key predictors on the 
estimated quantity of HQ NPS NECs per recruiter at the office level, and includes a discussion 
on model residuals.  

All Predictors 

Table 5.4 contains the list of the sixteen predictors that were included in the GAM, sorted by 
the order in which they were added in forward-stepwise selection. This table includes the 
variable name (See Appendix C for details), a description of the variable, the reduction in MSE 
when this variable was added to the model, and it lists any other modeling approaches which also 
chose this variable. There are five predictors which are added to the model before the marginal 
decrease in MSE for additional variables goes below 1 percent. I consider these five to be key 
predictors. Further discussion of these five key predictors follows Table 5.4. 

Just as the flight models, when a variable was chosen by only GAM, this indicates that either 
some other similar variable(s) may capture the same construct, or that this construct was only 
weakly associated with the response. On the other hand, when all models choose the same 
predictor, that is stronger evidence that the predictor accounts for variation in the dependent 
variable better than any other predictor.  This is useful for future research, as it indicates which 
variables are likely to influence production across different model specifications and do not have 
other substitutes in the dataset. 

Table 5.4 
Predictors Included in Recruiting Office GAM 

Variable Description Marginal MSE 
Reduction * 

Chosen in Other Office 
Models 

GoalRcrtr The NPS NEC goal per 
recruiter 

66.0 Boosted Regression 
Trees (BRT), 
Polynomial Regression 
(Poly), Linear 
Regression (Linear) 

bonus6yrmed Median enlistment 
bonus offered, in dollars 

15.5 BRT, Poly, Linear 

Rank Mean rank of recruiters 
in this office. Rank is an 
ordered integer. 

2.9 BRT, Poly, Linear 

workerBigCityperc Proportion of workers 16 
years and older who live 
in the principal city of a 
metropolitan statistical 
area 

2.1 BRT, Poly, Linear 

popYouth2Workersperc Proportion of 6-17-year-
old children living in two-

1.5 BRT, Poly 
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parent households in 
which both parents work 

popVet64perc Proportion of population 
ages 35-64 that are 
veterans 

0.8 BRT 

popYouthpR Count of 18-19-year-old 
residents per recruiter 

1.2 BRT 

PriorPerformance The overproduction of 
HQ NPS NECs per 
recruiter for this office in 
prior FY 

0.8 BRT, Poly, Linear 

priorFYEADpY Count of prior-FY NPS 
EAD divided by the 
count of 18-19-year-old 
residents 

0.5 BRT, Poly, Linear 

homeVacancyperc Housing vacancy rate 0.5  

workerArtperc Proportion of workers 
employed in arts, 
entertainment, 
recreation, 
accommodation, and 
food service 

0.3  

numP1HSpR Count of AFRS priority-1 
high schools per 
recruiter 

0.3 Poly, Linear 

popOthYouthperc Proportion of 18-19-year 
old residents who are 
some other race alone 

0.4 Poly 

popHispYouthperc Proportion of 18-19-
year-old residents who 
are Hispanic or Latino 

0.3 Linear 

popCollegepR Residents enrolled in 
post-secondary 
education per recruiter 

0.2 BRT, Poly 

popHispHSSperc Proportion of high 
school seniors in 
schools in this zone who 
are Hispanic or Latino 

0.2  

*Marginal MSE Reduction represents the percent reduction in mean squared error when the variable in that row is 
added to the model which includes all variables above that row. The null model is defined as the mean model. 
Variables in this table are sorted by the order in which the forward-stepwise variable selection chose them (See 
Chapter 3.) 

Key Predictors of Office-Level Production 

This section discusses the five most important variables in the office-level model, that is, the 
variables in the first nine rows of Table 5.4. For reasons discussed in Chapter 3, it would be 
misleading to include p-values and coefficient estimates for the predictive model. And were the 
results different, and I selected a more flexible model, like the boosted regression tree model, 
coefficient estimates would not even exist. However, for awareness of how the GAM is making 
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predictions, it is useful for analyst to know the magnitude and direction of the effect of key 
variables on the predictions that the model is making.  

Recall that the form of a GAM is β ⋯ . For all 

figures in this section, the y-axis represents the output of the function  that GAM fit for that 

variable . The predicted response for an office is the sum of all these functions and the 
intercept. In other words, the y-axis represents the additional (not the total) predicted HQ NPS 
NECs per recruiter in an office given the value on the x-axis. 

First, as seen in Figure 5.12, the smooth-spline fit for NPS NEC goal per recruiter does show 
a slight decreasing marginal return in additional predicted HQ NPS NECs once the goal exceeds 
30. Prior to that, the relationship seems approximately linear. This differs from the linear 
relationship I observed in the flight-level model, which also contained this variable as its most 
important. The flight-level dataset only had three FY-flight observations where the mean goal 
per recruiter exceeded 35 (Figure 5.1), so it is possible the mean goal per recruiter was never 
high enough at the flight level for this relationship to be detectable.  

Figure 5.12 
GAM Smooth-Spline Fit of NPS NEC Goal per Recruiter for Offices 

 
Figure 5.13 depicts the linear fit of median six-year enlistment bonuses versus additional 

predicted HQ NPS NECs. This shows a positive relationship, which I expect, but the data lack 
enough variation for GAM to fit a smooth-spline; this was a linear fit. The inclusion of new FYs 
of data in the training set could significantly alter this estimate. 
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Figure 5.13 
GAM Linear Fit of Median Six-Year Enlistment Bonus for Offices 

 
 
Next, in Figure 5.14, we see a linear relationship between the mean rank of recruiters in 

an office and the additional predicted HQ NPS NECs. As the mean rank increases, the predicted 
number of HQ NPS NECs also increases. This relationship is linked to one chosen in the flight 
level model, in which the proportion of new recruiters in a flight had a negative influence on the 
predicted number of HQ NPS NECs (new recruiters have a lower paygrade than more 
experienced recruiters.) Note, the numbers in the recruiter rank correspond with enlisted 
paygrades, with the exception of 7, which denoted civilians and officers.   
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Figure 5.14 
GAM Smooth-Spline Fit of Mean Recruiter Rank for Offices 
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Figure 5.15 shows the relationship between the proportion of workers in the office zone 
who live in a principal city of a metropolitan statistical area (MSA) versus the additional 
predicted HQ NPS NECs. The “principal cities” of an MSA, identified by the Office of 
Management and Budget, make up the core of one of the 392 metropolitan statistical areas in the 
United States and Puerto Rico. For instance, the principal cities of the Denver, CO MSA are 
Denver, Aurora, Lakewood, and Broomfield.103 We see that there is a slight negative relationship 
between the proportion of workers in a recruiting office zone who live in a principal city of an 
MSA and the additional predicted HQ NPS NECs. In other words, more dense areas tend to have 
a slightly negative impact on the predicted HQ NPS NECs. This is a little surprising, as these 
areas are theoretically more amenable to walk-in markets, but suburban, rural, and middle-class 
areas have also been cited by recruiters in interviews as being friendlier recruiting markets. 

Figure 5.15 
GAM Smooth-Spline Fit of Proportion of Workers Who Live in the Principal City of an MSA for 

Offices 

 
  

                                                 
103 United States Office of Management and Budget, “OMB Bulletin No. 13-01: Revised Delineations of 
Metropolitan Statistical Areas, Micropolitan Statistical Areas, and Combined Statistical Areas, and Guidance on 
Uses of the Delineations of These Areas,” February 28, 2013. 
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Figure 5.16 shows the relationship between the proportion of 6-17-year-old children who 
living in two-parent households in which both parents work versus the additional predicted HQ 
NPS NECs. We see if this proportion is .58 or higher, there is virtually no change in the 
predicted number of HQ NPS NECs, but below that, the dependent and independent variable are 
positively correlated. That is, a low proportion of dual-income family households expected to 
have a negative impact on the predicted number of HQ NPS NECs.  

Figure 5.16 
GAM Smooth-Spline Fit of Proportion of 6-17-Year-Olds Living in Two-Parent Households in 

Which Both Parents Work for Offices 
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Residuals 

Just as I did for flights, I again check the spatial and temporal patterning of residuals for the 
office-level model. A Moran’s I test on the residuals failed to reject the null hypothesis (p=.91) 
that the residuals were not spatially autocorrelated. Figure 5.17 shows the residuals plotted by 
quartile. I have no reason to believe that the model performs poorly in any particular regions of 
the county.  

Figure 5.18 shows the residuals plotted by FY. Although the error variance is slightly higher 
for FY14 (there were few observations for this FY), the model performs well across years. 

 

Figure 5.17 
Spatial Residual Plot for Office-Level GAM 

 

Note: Hawaii, Alaska, and Puerto Rico were excluded from this plot for purposes of style. 
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Figure 5.18 
FY Residual Plot for Office-Level GAM 

 
Note: Due to missing data, there are no observations for FY16. 

 

A Note on Advertising 

Advertising budgets were only chosen in the flight-level model, not the office level model. 
Additionally, only the squadron budget was chosen, not the total advertising budget. However, 
the stepwise selection process excluding this variable does not imply that advertising is 
irrelevant. The best advertising data that I had access to for this dissertation was simply the 
squadron local advertising budget (which is uniform for all squadrons each FY) and the total 
AFRS advertising budget. There is a great deal of variation in how, where, and when squadrons 
choose to spend their money, and likewise for the marketing agency under contract with AFRS. 
This variation was not captured in my dataset, and thus, the influence of advertising on contracts 
could be difficult for the model to estimate. However, Dertouzos (2009), Dertouzos & Garber 
(2003), and Warner, Simon, & Payne (2001) investigated the association between advertising 
and new enlistment contracts at regional, rather than national, levels.104,105,106 All three studies 

                                                 
104 Dertouzos, James N., The Cost-Effectiveness of Military Advertising: Evidence from 2002-2004, RAND Corp., 
2009. 
105 Dertouzos & Garber, 2003. 
106 Warner, John, Curtis Simon, and Deborah Payne, Enlistment Supply in the 1990’s: A Study of the  
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found that advertising was strongly associated with high-quality enlistments, and Warner, Simon, 
& Payne (2001) found that it was a more cost-effective investment than bonuses, college funds, 
or the number of recruiters. However, it is worth noting that the marginal cost-effectiveness of 
advertising varies based on other factors (e.g., the size and mix of the advertising budget, other 
service advertising activities, the local economy, and the recruiting goal) and regular updates to 
this research are needed to provide a good estimate of the association between advertising and 
enlistments. However, AFRS should continue to assume that advertising is a cost-effective 
means of increasing the number of HQ NPS NECs.   

Evaluation of Recruiting Difficulty Imbalance in FY18 

Use of Model Predictions as a Measure of Difficulty 

These models predict the number of HQ NPS NECs per recruiter, given the NPS NEC goal 
per recruiter and other factors which describe the recruiting environment. These predictions can 
be used to identify which flights will fall short of their recruiting goals and by how much. I 
define the shortfall as the number of predicted HQ NPS NECs per recruiter minus the NPS NEC 
goal per recruiter. Since the shortfall is defined by the number of predicted high quality NPS 
NECs minus the goal for all NPS NECs, I expect these to be negative, especially in recent years. 
For example, if a recruiter had a goal of 22 NPS NECs, and enlisted 21 high quality NPS youth 
and 3 low quality youth, they would have a shortfall of -1. A flight with a shortfall of -4 per 
recruiter would be considered more difficult than this flight with a shortfall of -2 per recruiter, as 
they are projected to miss their goal by a larger quantity of NQ NPS NECs.   

Note, although the shortfall measures a recruiter’s ability to meet their goal, it does not 
measure the effort it takes for them to meet the goal. In other words, this measure of difficulty is 
capturing the ability to meet the goal, not the total burden involved in doing so. As an example, 
there was broad consensus in recruiter interviews that the size of a recruiting zone was a key 
factor in recruiting difficulty; however, the size of a zone was not chosen by forward-stepwise 
selection as a predictive factor for HQ NPS NECs per recruiter in any of the models. This is 
compelling evidence that once I control for other factors, the size of the zone is not useful in 
predicting the number of HQ NPS NECs per recruiter. However, it is not difficult to convince 
yourself that a geographically larger recruiting zone will typically require more of a recruiter’s 
time for each NEC. Additionally, there may be quality of life concerns for recruiters in rural 
areas that may drive AFRS to intentionally assign these recruiters goals that result in smaller 
shortfalls. In the interest of preserving the work-life balance of airmen, a more holistic approach 
to assigning goals should be taken than simply using the predictive model to balance the facet of 
difficulty that is measured by recruiting shortfall. 

                                                                                                                                                             
Navy College Fund and Other Enlistment Incentive Programs, Defense Manpower Data Center, 2001. 
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The following two sections demonstrate how this model can be used to predict difficulty and 
reallocate resources to balance difficulty across recruiting zones. The latest flight and office data 
for which I have both goal information and zone maps is from FY18. The AFRS production data 
did not cover FY18, so these were not used to fit the model. Although this is not representative 
of today’s environment, this demonstration could be easily repeated for FY19 or FY20. 

Evaluation of Recruiting Difficulty Imbalance for Flights 

Figure 5.19 shows the median shortfall per recruiter for flights over time. Values for FY11-
FY17 are actual values, and FY18 is the model prediction. Note that the median flight was 
expected to have a surplus of production from FY11-FY14, and from FY15-FY18 the median 
flight has a production shortfall that worsens each FY. This aligns with the assertions in Chapter 
1 that recruiting difficulty has been increasing over the past few years. 

Figure 5.19 
Median Shortfalls for Flights by FY 

 
Note: FY11-FY17 are actual shortfalls, FY18 is predicted. 

 

Figure 5.20 shows the predicted shortfalls for FY18 overlaid on a map of the United States, 
plotted by quantile. In this figure, a purple-colored flight is in the [-8.76, -6.59] quantile—the 
most difficult of the five. A recruiter in one of these flights is predicted to recruit between 8.76 
and 6.59 fewer high-quality NPS recruits than their goal, on average.  
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Figure 5.20 
Predicted FY18 Shortfalls for Flights 

 
Note: Hawaii, Alaska, and Puerto Rico were excluded from this plot for purposes of style. 

 
The predicted shortfalls show a clear spatial patterning—Arizona, Southern California, 

Florida, North Carolina, and Virginia are predicted to have the majority of their flights in the (-
5.13, -1.15] quantile, indicating that these are the easiest recruiting areas.  Compare the four 
purple flights in Missouri to the yellow flights in Southern California. Each recruiter, on average, 
will recruit approximately 2 more HQ NECs toward their goal in Southern California than in 
Missouri. AFRS could increase the goals for the yellow areas, decrease the goals for the purple 
areas, or use other policy levers (increased local advertising, MEPS shuttles, etc.) to ease the 
burden on purple flights.  

For example, see Figure 5.21, which shows a closer view of Southern California. Seven of 
the eight flights are in the top quantile for performance, and one is in the second quantile. In 
total, there are 70 recruiters, 15 are new, each with an average goal of 21.4 NECs (1499 NECs 
total). The average shortfall per recruiter is -4.76 (-333 total). Figure 5.22 adds two additional 
flights. The ZIP Codes of the original eight flights were distributed among ten new flights such 
that the total population was approximately equal, and the zones were contiguous. I assume there 
are 90 recruiters total, 35 are new (the 15 new recruiters to replace old ones, plus the 20 new 
ones being reassigned). I also increase the average goal per recruiter to 25.8. Since the flights are 
new, I assume prior production is zero for every flight (a conservative estimate.) In Figure 5.22, 
we see all of the flights are estimated to have shortfalls that are in the middle three quantiles of 
the original dataset. In other words, this region now has a more typical recruiting difficulty. 
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Figure 5.21 
Predicted FY18 Shortfalls for Southern California Flights 

 

Figure 5.22 
Predicted FY18 Shortfalls for New Southern California Flights 

 
Recruiters in other more difficult regions could now operate with lower goals, which would 

decrease their predicted shortfall in turn. I took the 20 flights with the highest shortfalls (Figure 
5.23) and decreased their number of recruiters by 1 each, to represent these 20 recruiters being 
assigned to Southern California. I also decreased the goal per recruiter in each flight by three; the 
average goal per recruiter for all flights decreased from 25.9 to 22.9. As a result, their predicted 
shortfall per recruiter across all flights decreased from -7.4 to -6.4. As Figure 5.24 shows, all but 
four flights are now in the central three quantiles for flight performance.  

Figure 5.23 
Predicted FY18 Shortfalls for the Twenty Most Difficult Flights Before Intervention 
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Figure 5.24 
Predicted FY18 Shortfalls for the Twenty Most Difficult Flights After Intervention 

 

Tables 5.5 and 5.6 detail all changes. Note, prior to any changes, the aggregate high-
quality production between the eight Southern California flights and the twenty hardest flights 
was 1166+2182=3348. The new aggregate high-quality production is 1791+1614=3405, an 
increase of 57 HQ NPS NECs. The aggregate goal remained approximately the same, moving 
from 4560 to 4562. Not only am I creating more equitable recruiting zones, but I am also 
increasing the aggregate number of HQ NPS NECs. 

Table 5.5 
Southern California Before and After Intervention 

 Before After 

Total Flights 8 10 

Total Recruiters 70 90 

New Recruiters 15 35 

Goal per Recruiter 21.4 25.8 

Shortfall per Recruiter -4.76 -5.85 

Total Goal 1499 2318 

Total Production 1166 1791 

Total Shortfall -333 -527 

 

Table 5.6 
Hardest Twenty Flights Before and After Intervention 

 Before After 

Total Flights 20 20 

Total Recruiters 118 98 

New Recruiters 18 11 
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Goal per Recruiter 25.9 22.9 

Shortfall per Recruiter -7.4 -6.4 

Total Goal 3061 2244 

Total Production 2182 1614 

Total Shortfall -879 -630 

 
 
Note that the number of quantiles needed to discover meaningful differences from the 

median performance may also need to be varied from year-to-year, as the variance in shortfall 
may vary over time, and resources are limited for intervening in these areas. As an example, 
while Figure 5.20 split the data into five quantiles, Figure 5.25 shows the same dataset split into 
nine quantiles. The same general pattern remains, but fewer flights are identified.  

Figure 5.25 
Predicted FY18 Shortfalls for Flights: Nine Quantiles 

 
Note: Hawaii, Alaska, and Puerto Rico were excluded from this plot for purposes of style. 

 
Returning to our original five quantiles—in addition to examining spatial patterns in the data, 

it can also be useful to identify other commonalities between groups of flights. For each variable 
in the model, Table 5.7 shows the variable name, the variable description, the mean value of that 
variable in the “hardest” shortfall quantile of flights minus the mean value of that variable among 
the “easiest” quantile of flights, the significance of the difference, the impact that an increase of 
that variable has on the predicted production, and whether the average difference between the 
two groups is a factor that is, on average, making the shortfall worse. For all variables except 
GoalRcrtr, if the signs in columns three and five are opposite, and the difference between the 
means is statistically significant, then this indicates that this variable is a factor which is, on 
average, making the shortfall worse for the hardest quantile of flights. 
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Table 5.7 indicates that the quantile of flights with the largest shortfall is, on average, facing 
a higher goal per recruiter and contracting more youth per recruiter than the easiest quantile of 
flights. This makes sense intuitively, as a recruiter with a larger goal has more potential to have a 
larger shortfall. There are ten additional factors which are significantly different on average in 
the hardest quantile versus the easiest quantile of flights. Aside from redistricting recruiting 
zones to balance these factors—a complicated feat of gerrymandering on eight dimensions—two 
of these are simpler steps that AFRS could take to help balance the characteristics of these zones. 
Lowering the number of recruiters (which would increase popYouthpR) and lowering the goal in 
harder zones are two things that AFRS could easily do to reduce the shortfall, like I 
demonstrated earlier in this chapter. This indicates that I was not simply lucky with the choice of 
Southern California, but that on average, the number of recruiters and the goal per recruiter in a 
zone is a driver of recruiting difficulty. 

Table 5.7 
Important Factors Driving Differences in Shortfall Between Top and Bottom Quantiles of Flights 

Variable Description Mean 
Difference 

Significance Impact on 
Production 

Worsening
Shortfall  

HQ NPS NEC The number of 
high quality non-
prior service new 
enlisted contracts 
per recruiter 

1.15 *** (outcome)  

GoalRcrtr The NPS NEC 
goal per recruiter 

4.2 *** + Yes 

PriorPerformance The 
overproduction of 
HQ NPS NECs 
per recruiter for 
this flight in prior 
FY 

-3.1 *** mixed  

TEMPWintermean Population-
weighted 30-year 
mean winter 
temperature, in 
Fahrenheit 

-14.9 *** + Yes 

NewRecruiterperc Proportion of 
recruiters in this 
flight who are in 
their first FY of 
duty 

-.04 * -  

AFQTmean Mean AFQT 
score of test-
takers in this zone 

-.49 *** + Yes 

workerPublicperc Proportion of 
workers employed 
in public 
administration 

-.01 * + Yes 
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hhFamilyhhperc Proportion of all 
households that 
are family 
households 

-.02 ** + Yes 

unemploymentYouthperc ACS 
unemployment 
rate of 16-24-
year-olds. 

-.04 *** mixed  

workerNonProfperc Proportion of 
workers employed 
by private non-
profit institutions 

-.02 *** mixed  

googleIndex Population-
weighted mean 
Google Trends 
index 

-.02 no +  

popNHPIHSSperc Proportion of high 
school seniors in 
schools in this 
zone who are 
Native Hawaiian 
or Pacific 
Islanders 

-.002 *** -  

hhIncAsianmeanqntl Quantile of mean 
household 
income, Asian 
households 
(categorical) 

-.7 * + Yes 

popMilitaryYouthperc Proportion of 16-
19-year-old youth 
who are 
employed in the 
Armed Forces 

-.01 ** mixed  

hhInc75perc Proportion of 
households 
earning between 
$50k and $75k 

.01 * +  

popYouthpR Count of 18-19-
year-old residents 
per recruiter 

-43.4 *** + Yes 

popVet64perc Proportion of 
population ages 
35-64 that are 
veterans 

-.01 no +  

workerFinanceperc Proportion of 
workers employed 
in finance and 
insurance, real 
estate, rental, and 
leasing 

-.01 * + Yes 

MilCivEarningsRatio Regular Military 
Compensation for 
an E-4 with 4 
years of service 
divided by the 

-.07 *** + Yes 
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average median 
earnings of high 
school graduates 

priorFYEADpY Count of prior-FY 
NPS EAD divided 
by the count of 
18-19-year-old 
residents 

-.0009 no +  

workerEdperc Proportion of 
workers employed 
in education, 
healthcare, and 
social services 

.02 ** mixed  

comTime45Plsperc Proportion of 
workers 16 years 
and older who do 
not work from 
home and have a 
commute of 
greater than 45 
minutes 

-.03 ** -  

numPrivateHSpR Count of private 
high schools per 
recruiter 

.3 *** - Yes 

numP3HSpR Count of AFRS 
priority-3 high 
schools per 
recruiter 

7.3 *** +  

distNavy Population-
weighted mean 
great-circle 
distance in miles 
to nearest Navy 
base 

124.7 *** - Yes 

Significance Codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05.  

Evaluation of Recruiting Difficulty Imbalance for Offices 

I can repeat much of the above analysis for offices instead of flights. Rather than repeat more 
than is necessary, I will only examine key figures.  

Figure 5.26 shows the median shortfall per recruiter for offices over time. Values for FY11-
FY17 are actual values, and FY18 is the model prediction. Note that the median office had a 
surplus of production from FY11-FY14, and from FY15-FY18 the median office has a 
production shortfall that plummets over FYs. Although this trend is not as steady as it is for 
flights, this aligns with the assertions in Chapter 1 that recruiting difficulty has been increasing 
over the past few years. 
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Figure 5.26 
Median Shortfalls for Offices by FY 

 
Note: FY11-15 and FY17 are actual shortfalls, FY16 is excluded due to lack of data, and FY18 is predicted. 

 
Figure 5.27 shows the model’s predicted shortfalls for offices in FY18, plotted by quantile. 

In this figure, a purple-colored office is in the [-17.7, -5.31] quantile—the most difficult of the 
five. A recruiter in one of these offices is predicted to recruit between 17.7 and 5.31 fewer high-
quality NPS recruits than their goal, on average. Since the shortfall is defined by the number of 
predicted high quality NPS NECs minus the goal for all NPS NECs, I expect these to be largely 
negative, although there are some positive offices this time. Again, this is not surprising, as I 
expect more variance in average recruiter performance at the smaller office level.  

Figure 5.27 
Predicted FY18 Shortfalls for Offices 

 
Note: Hawaii, Alaska, and Puerto Rico were excluded from this plot for purposes of style. 
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The predicted shortfalls again show a clear spatial patterning—just like in the flight data, 

Arizona, Southern California, Florida, North Carolina, and Virginia have offices that are 
predicted to perform well, while states like Missouri, Utah, Arkansas, and the Dakotas are 
expected to perform poorly.  However, this also shows that there are some offices that are poised 
to perform well in areas that the flight-level maps missed, and vice versa. Note the difference in 
Southern California in Figure 5.28 versus Southern California in Figure 5.21. While at the flight-
level, this area seemed poised for success, we see the offices that cover territory outside of 
metropolitan Southern California are expected to have a harder time making goal compared to 
those located within metropolitan Southern California. While these predictions should be 
scrutinized, with a root mean squared error of approximately 5, the spatial clusters of offices in 
the same quantile are stronger evidence that those offices do share something in common that is 
increasing recruiting difficulty, while a single office (for example, the one in Montana) in 
solitary assigned to a quantile may simply be an outlier on one or more predictors. 

For these broader areas, AFRS could increase the goals for the yellow areas, decrease the 
goals for the purple areas, or use other policy levers (increased local advertising, MEPS shuttles, 
etc.) to ease the burden on purple areas. 

 

Figure 5.28 
Predicted FY18 Shortfalls for California Offices 
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Table 5.8 shows the variable name, the variable description, the mean value of that variable 
in the “hardest” shortfall quantile of offices minus the mean value of that variable among the 
“easiest” quantile of offices, the significance of the difference, the impact that an increase of that 
variable has on the predicted production, and whether the average difference between the two 
groups is a factor that is, on average, making the shortfall worse. For all variables except 
GoalRcrtr, if the signs in columns three and five are opposite, and the difference between the 
means is statistically significant, then this indicates that this variable is a factor which is, on 
average, making the shortfall worse for the hardest quantile of offices. 

Table 5.8 indicates that the quantile of offices with the largest shortfalls are, on average, 
goaled approximately the same as the easier offices, and contracting fewer youth per recruiter 
than the easiest quantile of offices. This makes sense, as a recruiter with the same goal in an easy 
zone and in a harder zone should have a larger shortfall in the harder zone. There are ten 
additional factors which are significantly different on average in the hardest quantile versus the 
easiest quantile of offices. Although some of these could be balanced by redistricting zones, two 
of these factors are easier to balance: the population of college youth per recruiter and the 
number of AFRS priority 1 high schools per recruiter. This indicates that on average, the number 
of recruiters in a given geographic area is a driver of recruiting difficulty. Lowering the number 
of recruiters (which would increase popCollegepR and numP1HSpR) and lowering the goal in 
harder zones are two things that AFRS could easily do to reduce the shortfall in harder zones. 

Table 5.8 
Important Factors Driving Differences in Shortfall Between Top and Bottom Quantiles of Offices 

Variable Description Mean 
Difference 

Significance Impact on 
Production 

Worsening 
Shortfall  

HQ NPS NEC The number of 
high quality non-
prior service new 
enlisted contracts 
per recruiter 

-5.5 *** (outcome)  

GoalRcrtr The NPS NEC 
goal per recruiter 

-.85 none -  

Rank Mean rank of 
recruiters in this 
office. Rank is an 
ordered integer. 

-.35 *** + yes 

workerBigCityperc Proportion of 
workers 16 years 
and older who live 
in the principal 
city of a 
metropolitan 
statistical area 

.079 *** - yes 

popYouth2Workersperc Proportion of 6-
17-year-old 
children living in 

-.0059 none mixed  
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two-parent 
households in 
which both 
parents work 

popVet64perc Proportion of 
population ages 
35-64 that are 
veterans 

-.031 *** + yes 

popYouthpR Count of 18-19-
year-old residents 
per recruiter 

-2000 * mixed  

PriorPerformance The 
overproduction of 
HQ NPS NECs 
per recruiter for 
this office in prior 
FY 

-7.7 *** + yes 

priorFYEADpY Count of prior-FY 
NPS EAD divided 
by the count of 
18-19-year-old 
residents 

-0.0025 *** + yes 

homeVacancyperc Housing vacancy 
rate 

0.040 *** - yes 

workerArtperc Proportion of 
workers employed 
in arts, 
entertainment, 
recreation, 
accommodation, 
and food service 

-0.014 *** + yes 

numP1HSpR Count of AFRS 
priority-1 high 
schools per 
recruiter 

-.71 * + yes 

popOthYouthperc Proportion of 18-
19-year old 
residents who are 
some other race 
alone 

-0.015 * mixed  

popHispYouthperc Proportion of 18-
19-year-old 
residents who are 
Hispanic or Latino 

-0.084 *** + yes 

popCollegepR Residents 
enrolled in post-
secondary 
education per 
recruiter 

-6600 *** + yes 

popHispHSSperc Proportion of high 
school seniors in 
schools in this 
zone who are 
Hispanic or Latino 

-0.082 ** -  

Significance Codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05.   
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Chapter 6: Recommendations 

Recommendations for AFRS Leadership 

The first four recommendations are related to the use of the models that were demonstrated 
in Chapter 5. 

 Incorporate the predictive models identified in this research into the recruiter 
assignment and goal allocation process. These models can be used to create fairer 
recruiting zones by identifying flights that have harder or easier recruiting environments 
and predicting the outcomes of new allocations of recruiters and goals to these flights. 
While AFRS has traditionally delegated the task of goal allocation at the flight and office 
level to their respective squadrons, a centralized approach for the initial allocation of 
goals could lead to fairer outcomes. 

 Incorporate the predictive models identified in this research into unit evaluations. 
These models do not optimize difficulty, and there may be justification for not moving 
recruiters away from certain regions or reducing goal in those regions. As a result, there 
may be significant variation remaining in recruiting difficulty. In the likely instance 
where such variation exists, AFRS should compare unit performance to the model 
prediction as one part of a comprehensive evaluation of unit performance.  

 Consider other means to reduce the burden for units that are predicted as being 
especially difficult. This could include adding MEPS shuttles or increasing the local 
advertising budgets for the squadrons. 

 Improve reporting standards for office data. The current reporting standards have led 
to certain offices, flights, and even entire FYs without goal data at the office level. 
Improving the quality of these data could lead to improvements in model accuracy for the 
office-level model and will be valuable for future researchers. 
 

There are also changes that AFRS should consider which may improve productivity across 
the board. The ripest area for improvement is the large administrative burden that recruiters face. 
As seen in Chapter 3, some recruiters in more difficult zones are constrained to the point where 
they perceive two options: (1) violate one of the three core values of the Air Force (“integrity 
first”) and lie about their required activities but achieve their recruiting goal, or (2) perform all of 
the activities that AFRS requires and recruit fewer people. AFRS must consider the impact that 
this disincentive to honesty has on the recruiter and their enthusiasm for recruiting new people to 
the organization. To reduce this pressure on recruiters, I recommend the following changes: 

 Identify the least valuable documentation requirements and eliminate them when 
feasible. A consistent theme in interviews is that the work-life balance of recruiters is 
poor. Carefully consider which activities need to be documented by recruiters and for 
what purpose. As a part of this, consider how accurate the data must be for it to be useful, 
which incentives exist to ensure accurate reporting, and what means are available to 
verify self-reported information. 
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 Consider beta-testing increases in autonomy for recruiters with regard to school 
visits, SF-86s, and monthly calendar reporting. Recruiters are already incentivized to 
meet their goal requirement—to that end, they are already incentivized to visit high-
propensity high schools on a regular basis and to sit-down with a potential recruit and fill 
out their SF-86 if needed. Increasing autonomy will allow recruiters to prioritize school 
visits based on their local expertise, which will not only save them time, but could also 
boost their job satisfaction and performance. Hackman and Oldham’s (1976) job 
characteristics model theorizes that autonomy is one of five job characteristics (skill 
variety, task identity, task significance, autonomy, and feedback) that influence five key 
outcomes (motivation, satisfaction, performance, absenteeism, and turnover.)107 A meta-
analysis of prior studies on autonomy in the workplace found that autonomy had a mean 
correlation of .3 with general job satisfaction and .2 with job performance.108 
Additionally, if AFRS were to decrease the number of recruiters in interior US states as I 
suggest, the requisite increase in schools per recruiter could make the time burden 
unsustainable for the remaining recruiters if no change is made in requirements for school 
visit frequency. 

 Provide additional AFRISS-TF training in Recruiting School. Of course, some 
documentation is necessary in recruiting, and recruiters should have adequate training on 
how to quickly complete needed documentation. There was consensus in recruiter 
interviews that additional training would have decreased the time it took for them to feel 
effective in their role.  

 Strive for continuity when new recruiters are assigned to solo offices. There was 
broad consensus in recruiter interviews that having an officemate significantly decreased 
the time it took to feel comfortable in their role. The model predicts lower volume with 
more newer recruiters (flights) or lower average rank (offices), supporting the notion that 
there is a negative “new recruiter effect” on recruitment. Anything that can be done to 
ease this transition will benefit AFRS.  

Recommendations for AFRS Analysts 

This section expands on the above recommendations for model use and provides guidance 
for analysts who use the predictive models to make local adjustments to the recruiting 
environment. 

Suggested Model Use 

 Use the flight-level model for resource allocation on a broad scale, and the office-
level model for office evaluation and initial goal allocation within the flights. The 
flight-level model has much better prediction accuracy than the office-level model. The 
office-level model, while less accurate, is still useful for evaluating office-level 
performance, and is also useful for initial allocation of the flight-level goal to its offices. 

                                                 
107 Hackman, J. R., and Oldham, G. R., “Motivation Through the Design of Work: Test of a Theory,” 
Organizational Behavior and Human Performance, 1976. 
108 Spector, Paul E., “Perceived control by employees: A meta-analysis of studies concerning autonomy and 
participation at work,” Human Relations, 1986.  
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From there, a flight chief would be better suited to reallocate goals between offices 
within the flight in response to changes in individual recruiter skill and local changes in 
recruiting difficulty. 

Note, the model should not be used to set national-level resources such as 
advertising budgets and enlistment bonuses. These variables suffer from collinearity, 
endogeneity, and a lack of variation, which result in poor or even backwards estimates of 
their influence on predicted enlistments. While these variables may be included in the 
models to estimate the change in the predicted number of high-quality enlistments, given 
the level at which the Air Force has already set these resources, it would be misleading to 
use the model in reverse order to try to find the optimal level of these resources. 

 Consider adding recruiters and/or increasing goals in areas with the highest 
performance. An initial urge may be to increase the number of recruiters or offices in 
more difficult areas where recruiters request more help, but increasing the number of 
recruiters in higher-productivity areas will allow AFRS to decrease the goals and expand 
the youth population per recruiter in more difficult zones and ease their workload.  

 Consider reducing the number of recruiters, decreasing goals, or exploring other 
ways to improve the burden in the lowest-performing zones. 

 The models should be used as just one of several considerations in the allocation of 
resources. There are other interests, such as ensuring a basic level of outreach in rural 
areas or preserving the work-life balance of airmen, that justify a more holistic approach 
to assigning goals and recruiters than simply using the predictive model.  

Monitoring and Improving Model Performance 

 For best performance, the training data for the models should be updated with new 
data each year. As new data becomes available, it should be appended to the existing 
training data. The GAMs should be re-fit as new FYs of data become available. 
Increasing the quantity of data should improve predictive accuracy.  

 Model error should be tracked each fiscal year. The addition of new data will, in 
general, improve the model’s predictive power over time. However, were the recruiting 
environment to change in a substantial manner, the model performance may deteriorate, 
even with the addition of new data. In this case, there are multiple approaches that should 
be considered, alone or in tandem: (1) remove from the dataset observations from before 
the substantial changes occurred, if this date is known; (2) construct a new dataset that 
includes additional variables which capture whatever factors are theoretically missing; (3) 
try a new modeling approach.  
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Appendix A: Informed Consent and Interview Protocol 

Consent Form for New Enlisted Recruits (Age 18-21) and Air Force 
Recruiters 

I am conducting research on behalf of the RAND Corporation, a non-profit public policy 
research organization that works on many issues, including recruitment in the Air Force. This 
research study aims to obtain a better understanding of youth propensity to serve in the military, 
and to enhance existing recruitment efforts to make outreach more efficient and effective. 

Your participation in this research is voluntary, and you have the opportunity to pass on 
any questions in this interview that you don’t feel comfortable answering. The interview (focus 
group) will last approximately 45 minutes. [Interviews will be one-on-one either in-person or by 
phone (focus groups will be in-person).] We are not recording names or any other identifying 
information to link with the interview (focus group) responses. Your responses will not be shared 
with your institution, superiors, or anyone else in any way that might individually identify you, 
although we will use these discussions to inform research that will be publicly available.  

I may request to record the (focus group) interview for notetaking purposes only. I have 
an approved data safeguarding plan that involves keeping this recording and associated 
transcription secure, and destroying the recording once the information is transferred off the 
recording device. 

[For Focus Groups Only] We ask that what is said in this room stays confidential. 
However, we cannot guarantee that things said in this room will not be repeated, so please keep 
that in mind as you respond to our questions. 

If you would like more information about this study, you may contact Diana Carew at 
(310) 393-0411x8461, dcarew@rand.org, or Felix Knutson at (310) 393-0411 x7793, 
fknutson@rand.org. 

If you have questions about your rights as a research participant or need to report a 
research-related concern, you can contact RAND's Human Subjects Protection Committee toll-
free at (866) 697-5620 or by emailing hspcinfo@rand.org. If possible, when you contact the 
Committee, please reference Study #2018-0400. 

 

mailto:dcarew@rand.org
mailto:fknutson@rand.org
mailto:hspcinfo@rand.org
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Recruiter Interview Protocol 

Provide Study Overview and Administer Consent 

General Background Questions 

1. We are going to begin with a few background questions. 
a. What is your current rank? 
b. What is your ethnicity? 
c. What is your marital status? 
d. [if married] Is your spouse in the military?  
e. Do you have children who live at home with you? 
f. What was your AFSC prior to starting recruiting duty? 
g. Did you volunteer for recruiting duty? 
h. How long have you been recruiting / how much time do you have left as a recruiter? 
i. Would you describe your RIC Zone as primarily urban, suburban, or rural? 

Recruiting Tasks 

2. What would you say are the primary duties of a recruiter? 
3. How much time do you spend on each of these duties each week? 
4. Do you feel like you are able to devote enough time to each of these? 
5. Is there anything in particular that occupies your time or otherwise prevents you from working 
on what you feel are your core recruiting duties? 
6. How difficult is it for you to meet your recruiting goals (quotas)? 
7. What factors at your current assignment have made it easy or hard for you to recruit? 
8. Do you think it’s easier or harder for you to recruit compared to your peers in other regions? 
9. What other factors might make a location easier or harder to recruit in? 
10. What policy changes could the Air Force make which would allow you to be more effective 
as a recruiter? 

Recruiter Factors 

11. Do you think you would be more effective as a recruiter in a different location, and why? 
12. What factors do you think make someone an effective recruiter in general? 
13. Do you think there are recruiter characteristics, such as age, race, gender, AFSC, or marital 
status, that might make it easier or harder to recruit in certain locations? 
14. To what extent do you feel that your job as a recruiter accommodates work-life balance? 
How does this compare to other Air Force assignments? 
15. What changes, if any, would you like to see made to improve work-life balance for 
recruiters? 
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16. How long did it take for you to feel comfortable and effective in your role as a recruiter? 
What, if anything, could the Air Force have done to help you get up to speed more quickly? 
17. What could the Air Force do to make it easier to transition into a job as a recruiter? 

Closing Questions 

I’d now like to ask you a couple of final questions to wrap up the discussion. 
18. Do you have any additional suggestions for changes that can be made which could improve 
the Air Force’s ability to recruit men and women or to improve the career and working 
environment for recruiters? 
19. Any other final thoughts? 
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Appendix B: Interview Codebook 

I used the following rules while coding the recruiter interviews: 

1. Include the interview question when possible. Do not do this when it would require 
coding over large portions of unrelated text. 

2. Double coding is ok when necessary; do not break up chunks of text into unnecessary 
small portions. Context is important.  

3. If a section makes references to a previously discussed topic, code back to that topic if it 
does not include an unreasonably large amount of text.  

This guidance aims to include important context when sorting interview transcripts into various 
codes, which ensures that portions of transcripts that are analyzed at the code or subcode level 
are not misinterpreted. 

Interview transcripts were sorted into the following main-level codes for further analysis: 

Table B.1 
Interview Codebook 

Code Definition Example Subcodes

01 Recruiting Operations    

01.01 Primary Tasks Comments about what 
recruiters believe are their 
primary duties or tasks, 
including both mandatory 
and nonmandatory tasks. 

FK: “What would you say are 
the primary duties of a 
recruiter?” 
“I would say lead generating 
activities, telephone 
prospecting, zone 
canvassing, conducting 
events, conducting events 
for larger communities, and 
in addition to that there is 
quite a bit of paperwork. A 
lot of processing and making 
sure people’s information is 
being handled correctly, 
making sure nobody is 
fraudulently enlisting.” 

 

01.02 Time Budget Comments about the amount 
of time recruiters spend on 
each type of task and how 
much time they spend 
working each week. Also 
include discussion on 
whether or not they feel they 
have adequate time to do 
their work. 

“Most of it is driving, driving 
three hours to meet 
somebody. Taking the effort 
to call kids…a hundred will 
hang up on me, and a lot of 
inefficiencies that make this 
a very long job. I got here, I 
generally work 60-80 hours a 
week including weekends.  
That’s not recruiting 
worldwide, that’s me wanting 
to do a good job. But it can 
be brutal.” 

01.02.01 Hours Worked 
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01.03 Barriers Remarks related to various 
barriers or constraints that 
recruiters face which prevent 
them from accomplishing 
what they perceive as 
primary tasks (mentioned in 
01.01).  Note, this is different 
from 02.04 and 02.05, which 
are codes relating to what 
makes a primary task 
difficult. This code contains 
only items which prevent 
recruiters from completing 
their primary tasks. Although 
issues with training may also 
be considered a barrier, 
these go under 01.05 
Training Effectiveness. 

“If you focus solely on 
production, then you fall 
short on admin…you cannot 
really please both gods. 
Reserve recruiters have a 
recruiter dedicated to the 
DEP. As far as doing 
employment information, the 
SF86, they give a link to the 
applicant and the applicant 
fills it themselves, I wish I 
could do that. There are 
things that other components 
do that I think, ‘oh, that’s 
amazing.’” 

 

01.04 Work Life 
Balance 

Comments about perceived 
work-life balance of 
recruiters and the 
comparison to their previous 
Air Force assignments. 

“Yes. I do have good 
balance. In a regular career 
field, you’re told to come and 
go at a certain time. For 
most staff sergeants and 
below, there is an off and an 
on. In recruiting there isn’t 
that, so you have to know 
when to turn the phone off 
and spend time with friends 
and family. But in other fields 
they’ll say ‘hey, stop the 
clock and go home.’” 

01.04.01 Work Never 
Stops 

01.05 Training 
Effectiveness 

Comments about length of 
time before recruiters felt 
effective as a recruiter, 
remarks about recruiter 
training effectiveness, 
discussion of strategies 
recruiters used to transition 
into job as recruiter. 

FK: “How long did it take for 
you to feel comfortable and 
effective in your role as a 
recruiter? What, if 
anything, could the Air Force 
have done to help you get up 
to speed more quickly?” 
“I would say 5 to 6 months to 
be comfortable. More hands-
on training if possible, I know 
that’s hard, but having 
someone with you or having 
someone shadow you or 
vice versa as opposed to the 
three or four times in the first 
month that you have.” 

 

02 Difficulty Factors    

02.01 Difficulty in Zone Whether or not it is easy to 
make goal in their zone, how 
it compares to other zones. 

“Every zone is different. 
Some are night and day. 
Some we get applicants that 
are ready to go, they qualify, 
they have no issues holding 
them back and it’s a lot 
easier to get them in the Air 
Force than in other zones.  I 
could be more effective in 
another zone within the city 
or within the US. Some 

02.01.01 Zone is Easier 
02.01.02 Zone is Harder 
02.01.03 Zone is Neutral 
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states do better than other 
states.” 

02.02 Goodness of Fit Comments regarding 
whether the recruiter feels 
they are a good fit for their 
RIC zone. 

“It’s definitely zone-
dependent. If I were to go to 
a zone that wasn’t able to be 
started up so quickly, there 
would be a lot of struggle 
and a lot more hours being 
put in, and the success 
might not be seen…like me 
as a person, I don’t go out 
and talk to people who work 
at Walmart and Target 
because I’m not comfortable 
with it, and a lot of people 
aren’t comfortable with 
someone trying to make 
them join the Air Force. So, if 
I went to a zone where I 
needed to do that stuff, I 
wouldn’t be as successful. “ 

 

02.03 Good Recruiter Comments about what type 
of person generally sees 
success in recruiting. 

“Um, definitely being not an 
introvert. That is extremely 
difficult. Honestly just having 
good time management and 
willing to learn, wanting to be 
here to do the job. You have 
to show up and want to learn 
and absorb things and teach 
yourself.” 

 

02.04 Local Factors Factors that make their zone 
or other zones easier or 
harder to recruit in. Exclude 
factors related to the 
recruiter (age, race, etc.) 
Only include factors that are 
unique to the zone (income, 
political beliefs, educational 
opportunities, etc.) 

“It’s extremely hard to 
compete with people like the 
Army and National Guard 
where each recruiter has 1 
or 2 schools and I have 50. I 
come in once a quarter and 
nobody knows me, but 
everyone knows them at 
their schools.  It can be 
really frustrating and really 
hard, especially since there 
is no trick to it like there is 
with other jobs.” 

02.04.01 Office Location 
02.04.02 Size of Zone 
02.04.03 Number of 
Schools 
02.04.04 School Size 
02.04.05 School Quality 
02.04.06 MEPS Location 
02.04.07 Homeschoolers 
02.04.08 Other Service 
Recruiters 
02.04.09 Legal or 
Cultural Barriers 
02.04.10 Economic 
Characteristics 
02.04.11 Educational 
Opportunities 
02.04.12 Household 
Income 
02.04.13 Political Beliefs 
02.04.14 Military 
Influence 
02.04.15 Weather 
02.04.16 Qualified 
Applicants 

02.05 Demographic 
Factors 

Factors related to the 
recruiter that make it easier 
or harder to recruit, both in 
general and also in specific 
locations or types of 

“Yes. I think married with 
children makes this job a 
little bit difficult based on not 
having child care. I 
personally don’t have 

02.05.01 Age 
02.05.02 Race 
02.05.03 Home of 
Record 
02.05.04 AFSC 
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locations. Only include 
recruiter factors (e.g. AFSC, 
marital status, race, etc.) and 
not factors related to the 
specific zone (e.g. the racial 
makeup of the zone, unless if 
specifically mentioned in 
conjunction with the race of 
the recruiter.) 

experience with that but 
seeing other flight mates not 
having base accessibility-- 
that could be an issue.” 

02.05.05 Time in Service 
02.05.06 Marital Status 
02.05.07 Parental Status 
02.05.08 Education 
02.05.09 Nothing 
Matters 

03 Recommendations Recommended policy 
changes which might 
increase the average 
productivity per recruiter. 
This includes policies related 
to training, transition to 
recruiter life, processing of 
recruits, data reporting, 
balancing labor across 
recruiters, etc. 

“I would say some of the 
administrative portions. I had 
this conversation with 
someone else before. The 
SF86--if we were to make an 
online program where the 
applicant can go online and 
do that. We spend the 
majority of our time doing 
admin. That takes up the 
bulk of our time is 
administrative things that we 
have to do. But if we had a 
program where the applicant 
could fill it out themselves-- 
it’s their personal 
information. If they could do 
it and we could verify it, that 
would save us tons of man 
hours.” 

03.01 Admin/AFRISS 
03.02 Goaling 
03.03 Marketing Dollars 
03.04 Increased 
Manning 
03.05 Qualification 
Standards 
03.06 Training 
03.07 Assigning 
Recruiters 
03.08 No Hub Offices 
03.09 Match to Jobs 
03.10 Increased 
Autonomy 
03.11 Prescreen 
03.12 MEPS Shuttles 
03.13 Resiliency 

04 Exemplar Quotes Double code with any of the 
above codes. Include any 
comments that best 
represent that code and 
would be noteworthy for the 
dissertation. 

  

05 Of Note Include any comments that 
do not fit in any of the above 
codes but are still noteworthy 
for discussion. 
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Appendix C: Predictive Model Data Sources and Codebook 

This appendix describes which data sources were used in the predictive modeling effort, how 
I obtained access, and how I derived variables from these datasets. 

Data Sources 

Table C.1 describes the data sources that were used in the predictive modeling effort. Each 
row contains the source, the abbreviation for the source that is used throughout this appendix, a 
brief description of the data provided, the geographic unit at which these data were measured, 
and the point of access for these data. For instance, in the first row, we see that I obtained access 
to NOAA’s “1981-2010 U.S. Climate Normals” dataset through the National Centers for 
Environmental Information website, I use the “NOAA” abbreviation to refer to this data source 
in other tables, I obtained climate averages from this dataset, and these data are available for 
specific coordinates of weather stations. I include the source geography to indicate which data 
sources can be used to describe differences in local recruiting environments versus data sources 
which can only describe state- or national-level factors of recruiting. A description of each data 
source and the variables that were produced from these sources follows this table. 

Table C.1 
Data Sources 

Data Source Name Abbreviation Description Source 
Geography 

Access

1981-2010 U.S. Climate 
Normals 

NOAA Climate averages Weather station 
(coordinates) 

National Centers for 
Environmental 
Information 

Air Force Personnel 
Center 

AFPC Recruiter office 
locations 

ZIP Code AFPC provided 

Air Force Recruiting 
Service 

AFRS Recruiter goals, 
advertising budgets, 
office zones, 
accessions by ZIP, 
accessions by 
recruiter, recruit 
quality, AFQT scores 
by ZIP, School 
priorities 

RIC Zone, US, 
ZIP Code, ZIP 
Code, RIC Zone, 
RIC Zone, ZIP 
Code, ZIP Code 

AFRS provided 

American Community 
Survey 5-Year Data 

ACS Zip Code Tabulation 
Area (ZCTA) 
community 
characteristics 

ZCTA US Census Bureau via 
tidycensus (R 
package) 

Author-created datasets Author Marijuana legality by 
state, state national 

State, State, US, 
US, US, ZIP 

Various sources 
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guard tuition 
assistance, GI bill 
benefits, military pay, 
MEPS and military 
base locations, 
Census divisions 

Code, State 

Common Core of Data CCD Public school 
characteristics 

ZIP Code National Center for 
Education Statistics 

County Presidential 
Election Returns 

MIT Election returns by 
county from 2000-
2016 

County MIT Election Data and 
Science Lab 

Defense Casualty 
Analysis System 

DCAS US military combat 
deaths 

US Defense Manpower 
Data Center 

Google Trends Google Popularity of search 
terms by state and 
year 

State Google 

Integrated Postsecondary 
Education Data System 

IPEDS Post-secondary 
institution 
characteristics 

ZIP Code National Center for 
Education Statistics 

Local Area 
Unemployment Statistics 

LAU Unemployment rate County US Bureau of Labor 
Statistics 

Population 
Representation Report 

PopRep NPS accessions by 
service 

US Office of the 
Undersecretary of 
Defense, Personnel & 
Readiness 

Private School Survey PSS Private school 
characteristics 

ZIP Code National Center for 
Education Statistics 

Science and Engineering 
Indicators 2018 

NSB Average student aid 
per undergraduate 
student 

State National Science 
Board 

Trends in College Pricing TCP University tuition State The College Board 

US Census Bureau 
Gazetteer Files 

CBGF Zip Code Tabulation 
Area (ZCTA) 
geographic 
characteristics 

ZCTA US Census Bureau 

 

1981-2010 U.S. Climate Normals 

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s (NOAA) National Centers for 
Environmental Information (NCEI) produces the 1981-2010 U.S. Climate Normals dataset. 
These are three-decade average values for a number of climate-related variables from 
approximately 8,500 weather stations across the United States. The dataset lists coordinates for 
each weather station, which allowed me to match each zip code in the US to its nearest weather 
station. I obtained six variables from this dataset that describe the annual, summer, and winter 
means of temperature and precipitation.  
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Air Force Personnel Center 

The Air Force Personnel Center (AFPC) provides RAND Project Air Force with monthly 
updates of personnel files. A RAND research programmer used the active duty enlisted files to 
obtain the zip codes for duty locations of Air Force recruiters. I used this derived file to calculate 
the distance in miles to the nearest Air Force recruiting office from every zip code in the US. 
Although there are other variables available in the personnel files that could be useful, not all 
physical offices reside in the geographic zone for which they are responsible, thus, it is not 
possible to match recruiter characteristics to the zip codes for which they are responsible.  

Air Force Recruiting Service 

I had access to several important data sources from AFRS: 

 A dataset derived from AFRISS-TF containing the FY NEC goals for every RIC, 
office, flight, squadron, and group. This also contained the rank of each recruiter and 
indicated if an office was a hub or a spoke office. Although AFRS assigns goals to 
groups and recommends goals to squadrons, it is the responsibility of flight chiefs to 
report these goals back to AFRS. Unfortunately, this means these spreadsheets are 
incomplete—only 58 percent of FY-office observations are usable.  

 A dataset derived from AFRISS-TF containing every recruit, their AFQT score, their 
education level, the RIC they were assigned to, and the date that they were assigned 
an AFSC and training seat (i.e., the date that they count as a NEC.) Note, this did not 
include the zip code. 

 A dataset containing the total number of EAD each FY from each zip code. 
 A dataset that mapped zip codes to offices, flights, squadrons, and groups for the start 

of each FY. 
 A dataset that contained the total marketing budget and squadron advertising budgets 

each FY. 
 A dataset containing the mean AFQT score and number of AFQT tests across all FYs 

from each zip code, covering FY07 to FY18. 
 A dataset containing qualified military available (QMA) estimates by zip code from 

CY 2013-2019. 2013 is the earliest year available; I imputed 2012 and 2011 values 
for each zip code by using linear extrapolation. The slope was calculated using the 
2013-2019 trend for each zip code. 

 A dataset derived from AFRISS-TF containing AFRS priority rankings of schools for 
FY19. These priority rankings determine how frequently a recruiter must visit that 
school. Although these may be changed over time, the only available dataset is for 
FY19. I impute school rankings in all other years with FY19 priority rankings. 

American Community Survey 

I used the tidycensus package in R to access over one hundred of the thousands of available 
variables at the ZIP Code Tabulation Area (ZCTA) level from the US Census Bureau’s 
American Community Survey 5-year data.  
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Note, AFRS uses ZIP Codes to define recruiting zones. However, ZIP Codes, a USPS 
creation, do not have polygonal geographic boundaries; rather, they represent mail delivery 
routes and, occasionally, single points like PO Boxes or office buildings.109 ZCTAs, a US Census 
Bureau creation, are polygonal representations of ZIP Codes and are created by taking the most 
frequently occurring ZIP Code in a census block and assigning that block a ZCTA Code that 
exactly matches that ZIP Code. Neighboring census blocks with identical ZCTA codes are 
aggregated into a single ZCTA. Thus, point ZIP Codes do not have their own ZCTAs, but are 
assigned to the ZCTA for the dominant areal ZIP Code in the census block in which they reside.  

The Census Bureau does not publish a crosswalk of ZCTAs to ZIP Codes, so I matched 
ZCTA data to ZIP Codes directly before aggregating the dataset at the office and flight level. 
Any error should be trivial, since AFRS recruiting zones are contiguous blocks of ZIP Codes. 
This means that any point ZIP Codes wholly within in a recruiting zone will always be counted 
with the route ZIP codes that match ZCTAs. The only ZIP Codes with population characteristics 
that might be mistakenly assigned to a different recruiting zone are those on the boundaries of 
recruiting zones.  

The 5-year ACS estimates are derived from data collected over the prior 5 years (e.g. the 
most recent release of 2017 data represents survey answers from 2013-2017.) Released at the 
ZCTA-level every year since 2012, this dataset is the only Census Bureau product with annual 
updates at this small of a geographic unit.110 Appendix C details which ACS variables were used. 

Author-Created Data 

I created the following datasets for predictive models: 

 A table where, for each ZIP Code, I calculated the haversine distance in miles to the 
nearest MEPS, Air Force Base, Air Force Reserve or Air National Guard Base, Army 
Base, Navy Base, and USMC Base location. I used publicly-available lists and 
Google Maps to find the ZIP Code that corresponded with each location.  

 A table which contains a binary indicator of whether recreational marijuana is legal 
in a given state and FY.  

 A table sourced from the Department of Veterans Affairs111 of annual Montgomery 
GI Bill benefits for FY11-FY19.  I calculated a year of benefits as equivalent to nine 
times the listed monthly benefit rate, as the benefit lasts for 36 months (it is intended 
for a four-year program.) I used values for the full-time institutional training 
entitlement for enlistments of three years or more. 

 A table sourced from the DoD Greenbooks112 which contains the Regular Military 
Compensation for an E-4 with 4 years of service for FY11-FY19. This is the measure 

                                                 
109 U.S. Census Bureau, Geography Program, “Zip Code Tabulation Areas (ZCTAs),” May 15, 2018. 
110 U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey (ACS), “Concepts & Definitions,” June 17, 2018. 
111 U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, Education and Training, “Rate Tables,” 2019. 
112 U.S. Department of Defense, Selected Military Compensation Tables Report (Greenbook), 2019. 
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of military pay that Hosek et al. (2018) used in their computation of the military-
civilian wage ratio.113 

 A table sourced primarily from the Air National Guard recruiting website114 and The 
College Board (discussed later in this section), with assistance from a dozen state Air 
National Guard websites and local news stories, which contains the value of tuition 
assistance as a percentage of in-state tuition costs for FY11-FY19. 

 A table sourced from StarForce National Corporation, the provider of MEPS shuttle 
services, which contains a binary indicator of whether a MEPS shuttle service is 
operating in a given state and FY (StarForce has expanded service to seven 
additional states since FY10.)115  

 

Common Core of Data 

The Department of Education’s National Center for Education Statistics manages the 
Common Core of Data, which the Department’s primary dataset on public elementary and high 
schools. I obtained the location ZIP Code, charter school indicator, magnet school indicator, 
grade 12 offered indicator, number of students (excluding adult education), number of full-time 
equivalent teachers, number of free-lunch eligible students, number of grade 12 students, and 
number of grade 12 students by race/ethnicity for FY10-FY17. I only included schools in the 
model that had one or more grade 12 students.   

County Presidential Election Returns 

The Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s (MIT) Election Data + Science Lab produces 
the U.S. County Presidential Election Returns 2000-2016 dataset. From this dataset, I calculated 
the average percentage of the vote that went to Democratic presidential candidates across these 
five elections in each US County. This was then matched to ZIP Codes using a County-ZIP 
crosswalk published by the Department of Housing and Urban Development.116 The MIT dataset 
lists Alaska results by state house district, which also lacks a ZIP crosswalk. Values for ZIP 
Codes in Alaska boroughs and all other ZIP Codes that did not have a match in the crosswalk 
were imputed with the state average. 

Although there is a precinct-level dataset available, there was no reliable way to match this 
dataset to ZIP Codes. Further, while using party registration data would be a straightforward way 
to include political leanings of a region into the model, just over half of US states register voters 
by party, so this wouldn’t offer the coverage I need. Another well-known public source of 
political leanings in a region is the Cook Partisan Voting Index, but the smallest unit available is 

                                                 
113 Hosek, James, et al., Military and Civilian Pay Levels, Trends, and Recruit Quality, 2018. p. 81. 
114 Air National Guard, Careers – Benefits, “State & Territory Benefits,” 2019. 
115 StarForce National Corporation, Our Work, 2016. 
116 U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, PD&R, “HUD USPS ZIP Code Crosswalk Files”, 2019. 
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the Congressional District and it only accounts for the prior two presidential elections. The MIT 
dataset was chosen for its granularity, ability to match to ZIP Codes, and timescale. 

Defense Casualty Analysis System 

The Defense Manpower Data Center manages the Defense Casualty Analysis System. From 
this system, I obtained the total number of hostile military deaths from FY10-FY18 for the five 
operations listed in their system during this timeframe: Operation Enduring Freedom, Operation 
Iraqi Freedom, Operation New Dawn, Operation Inherent Resolve, and Operation Freedom’s 
Sentinel. 

Google Trends 

Google Trends data compares search interest for a particular search term or search topic over 
time and space. For instance, California might have an index of 1 for searches including the term 
“tacos” in 2019, while Minnesota would rank as 0.5, indicating that Minnesotan Google searches 
included the word “tacos” half as many times as Californian Google searches. Care must be 
taken in choosing the term of interest; for instance, using “Air Force” as a search term in Google 
Trends would include the many searches for Air Force 1, the popular Nike shoe. To ensure that 
the search interest I was tracking was as closely related to Air Force enlistment as possible, I 
used the Google Trends automatic recommendation for searches that were included in the topic 
“United States Air Force: aerial warfare service branch” and fell under the category of “jobs and 
education.” Google Trends offers longitudinal (one area over time) or cross-section (many areas 
at one time) data but does not offer panel data downloads. I created a panel of state-FY search 
intensity by taking the comparisons between states for each FY and multiplying them by the 
United States search intensity for that year. As a result, the state with the most searches in the 
year with the most searches would rank as 1, and all other FY-state observations are scaled from 
that. Puerto Rico cannot be included in the state comparison table, so I imputed these values by 
assigning Puerto Rico the median interest index value from US states for each year. 

Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System 

The US Department of Education’s National Center for Education Statistics manages the 
Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS). From their “Compare Institutions” 
tool, I obtained data from 2010-2018 for postsecondary educational programs that were located 
in the US, degree-granting, not primarily graduate-level institutions, and were not exclusively 
online or distance education programs.  I downloaded the following variables: ACT composite 
25th percentile, ACT composite 75th percentile, ZIP code, control of institution, and total fall 
enrollment, and percent admitted - total.  
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Local Area Unemployment Statistics 

The smallest geographic unit for which the Bureau of Labor Statistics publishes 
unemployment data with nationwide coverage is at the county level, via the Local Area 
Unemployment Statistics program. I used the county name, state, FIPS code, labor force, and 
unemployed variables. ZIP Codes that did not have a county match in the FIPS data were 
imputed with the state average unemployment rate. 

Population Representation Report 

This report is produced by CNA for the Office of the Undersecretary of Defense, Personnel 
& Readiness. The location and number of other service recruiters is something that would have 
been useful to include, but unfortunately, I did not have access to this data, nor does AFRS. 
However, I do try to account for recruiting efforts of other services to the greatest extent possible 
by using the total number of nationwide NPS accessions each fiscal year by service, which is 
contained within the Population Representation Report. 

Private School Survey 

The Department of Education’s National Center for Education Statistics conducts the Private 
School Survey (PSS), which is the private school analog to the Common Core of Data. However, 
there are a few important differences. The PSS contains less detail than the CCD, and the PSS is 
biannual, as opposed to CCD, which is annual. 

I obtained the location ZIP Code, highest grade offered, number of students (ungraded & K-
12), number of full-time equivalent teachers, number of grade 11 students, number of grade 12 
students, and number of total students by race/ethnicity from 2010-2016.  

For years between survey releases, I imputed the number of 12 grade students as the number 
of grade 11 students in the prior year. Unfortunately, PSS only has racial percentages for total 
enrollment, and does not have this by grade as in CCD. To impute the number of grade 12 
students by race/ethnicity from PSS data, I multiplied the number of grade 12 students by the 
racial proportions of the total school enrollment. I only included schools in the model that had 
one or more grade 12 students.   

Science and Engineering Indicators 2018 

The National Science Board’s Science and Engineering Indicators 2018 report contains 
information on average aid per full time student by state, including Puerto Rico. The student aid 
table only covered 2010-2016 and contained 8 missing values. Student aid values for 2017 for all 
states were imputed using linear extrapolation. 
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Trends in College Pricing 

The College Board’s annual Trends in Higher Education report contains information on 
average in-state tuition at public four-year universities by state and average aid per full time 
student by state, including Puerto Rico. The public tuition table covered 2010-2017. Missing 
values within the average student aid table were imputed with the mean of the values preceding 
and following the missing value.  

US Census Bureau Gazetteer Files 

The US Census Bureau publishes annual gazetteer files that contain geographic attributes for 
various census units. I used this to obtain the land area for each ZCTA.  

Model Codebook 

Table C.2 contains the alphabetized list of variables considered in the predictive models. As 
the ACS 5-Year estimates contain an enormous amount of data, I include the exact variable 
reference in the codebook. All other sources are referenced simply with the abbreviated source 
name (see Table C.1). 

The “Source Geography” column contains the smallest unit at which the source(s) contained 
measurements. Note, recruiting office and flight zones encompass many ZIP Codes, almost 
always cross county lines, and frequently cross state lines. When a variable was originally a 
state-level indicator variable, I assigned that state-level indicator to a recruiting zone if any part 
of that recruiting zone was in that state. For variables which were continuous and at the state, 
county, or weather-station level, I used ZCTA population to produce weighted means of those 
variables in recruiting zones.  

When a variable in my model was produced from two sources that contained data both at the 
ZIP Code and also at the ZCTA level, I summarized both source variables at the recruiting office 
or flight level before processing further. This avoids the substantial error that would be produced 
if you were to, for instance, divide a ZIP Code variable (AFQT tests taken per ZIP, where all ZIP 
Codes have entries) by a ZCTA variable (total youth population, but not all ZIP Codes appear) 
before summarizing at the zone level. 

Table C.2 
Model Codebook 

Variable Name Source Definition Source Geography

AFQTcountpY AFRS, ACS B01001_007, 
ACS B01001_031 

Count of AFQTs on record 
divided by the count of 18-
19-year-old youths  

ZIP Code, ZCTA, ZCTA 

AFQTmean AFRS Mean AFQT score ZIP Code 

Aidmean NSB, ACS B01003_001 Population-weighted mean State, ZCTA 
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state expenditures on 
student aid per full-time 
undergraduate student 

ArmyEAD PopRep Count of Army EADs US 

benefitANGTAperc Auth, TCB, ACS 
B01003_001 

Population-weighted 
maximum proportion of 
mean in-state tuition 
covered by state ANG 
tuition assistance 

State, State, ZCTA 

bonus6yrmax AFRS Maximum enlistment bonus 
offered, in dollars 

US 

bonus6yrmed AFRS Median enlistment bonus 
offered, in dollars 

US 

bonusAFSCtotal AFRS Count of three-letter AFSCs 
for which bonuses are 
offered 

US 

cntyDemperc MIT, ACS B01003_001 Population-weighted four-
election mean proportion of 
votes going to Democratic 
presidential candidates 

County, ZCTA 

cntyUnemp LAU, ACS B01003_001 Population-weighted 
unemployment rate 

County, ZCTA 

comBikeperc ACS B08006_014, ACS 
B08006_001 

Proportion of workers 16 
years and older who 
commute via bicycle 

ZCTA 

comNoComperc ACS B08006_017, ACS 
B08006_001 

Proportion of workers 16 
years and older who work 
from home 

ZCTA 

comOthperc ACS B08006_016, ACS 
B08006_001 

Proportion of workers 16 
years and older who 
commute via other means 

ZCTA 

comPovperc ACS B08006_002, ACS 
B08006_001 

Proportion of workers 16 
years and older who 
commute via car, van, or 
truck 

ZCTA 

comTime15perc ACS B08012_002, ACS 
B08012_003, ACS 
B08012_004, ACS 
B08012_001 

Proportion of workers 16 
years and older who do not 
work from home and have 
a commute of 15 minutes 
or less 

ZCTA 

comTime30perc ACS B08012_005, ACS 
B08012_006, ACS 
B08012_007, ACS 
B08012_001 

Proportion of workers 16 
years and older who do not 
work from home and have 
a commute of 30 minutes 
or less 

ZCTA 

comTime45perc ACS B08012_008, ACS 
B08012_009, ACS 
B08012_010, ACS 
B08012_001 

Proportion of workers 16 
years and older who do not 
work from home and have 
a commute of 45 minutes 
or less 

ZCTA 

comTime45Plsperc ACS B08012_011, ACS 
B08012_012, ACS 
B08012_013, ACS 

Proportion of workers 16 
years and older who do not 
work from home and have 

ZCTA 
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B08012_001 a commute of greater than 
45 minutes 

comTimemean ACS B08013_001, ACS 
B08012_001 

Mean commute time to 
work (in minutes) for 
workers 16 years and older 
who do not work from home 

ZCTA 

comTransitperc ACS B08006_008, ACS 
B08006_001 

Proportion of workers 16 
years and older who 
commute via public 
transportation 

ZCTA 

comWalkperc ACS B08006_015, ACS 
B08006_001 

Proportion of workers 16 
years and older who 
commute via walking 

ZCTA 

distAF Auth, ACS B01003_001 Population-weighted mean 
great-circle distance in 
miles to nearest Air Force 
base 

ZIP Code, ZCTA 

distARANG Auth, ACS B01003_001 Population-weighted mean 
great-circle distance in 
miles to nearest Air Force 
Reserve or Air National 
Guard base 

ZIP Code, ZCTA 

distArmy Auth, ACS B01003_001 Population-weighted mean 
great-circle distance in 
miles to nearest Army base 

ZIP Code, ZCTA 

distBMOffice Auth, ACS B01003_001 Population-weighted mean 
great-circle distance in 
miles to nearest Air Force 
recruiting station 

ZIP Code, ZCTA 

distMEPS Auth, ACS B01003_001 Population-weighted mean 
great-circle distance in 
miles to nearest MEPS 

ZIP Code, ZCTA 

distNavy Auth, ACS B01003_001 Population-weighted mean 
great-circle distance in 
miles to nearest Navy base 

ZIP Code, ZCTA 

distUSMC Auth, ACS B01003_001 Population-weighted mean 
great-circle distance in 
miles to nearest USMC 
base 

ZIP Code, ZCTA 

divENC Auth Indicates if recruiting zone 
contains land in the US 
Census Bureau’s East 
North Central division 

State 

divESC Auth Indicates if recruiting zone 
contains land in the US 
Census Bureau’s East 
South Central division 

State 

divM Auth Indicates if recruiting zone 
contains land in the US 
Census Bureau’s Mountain 
division 

State 

divMA Auth Indicates if recruiting zone 
contains land in the US 
Census Bureau’s Middle 

State 
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Atlantic division 

divNE Auth Indicates if recruiting zone 
contains land in the US 
Census Bureau’s New 
England division 

State 

divP Auth Indicates if recruiting zone 
contains land in the US 
Census Bureau’s Pacific 
division 

State 

divSA Auth Indicates if recruiting zone 
contains land in the US 
Census Bureau’s South 
Atlantic division 

State 

divT Auth Indicates if recruiting zone 
contains land in a US 
Territory 

State 

divWNC Auth Indicates if recruiting zone 
contains land in the US 
Census Bureau’s West 
North Central division 

State 

divWSC Auth Indicates if recruiting zone 
contains land in the US 
Census Bureau’s West 
South Central division 

State 

FLEperc CCD, PSS Proportion of high school 
seniors who are eligible for 
free lunch 

ZIP Code 

FY  Indicates the fiscal year US 

Gini ACS B19083_001 Mean Gini index of income 
inequality 

ZCTA 

Goal10kY1Rcrtr AFRS, B01001_007, ACS 
B01001_031 

The NPS NEC goal per 
10,000 18-19-year-olds per 
recruiter 

RIC, ZCTA, ZCTA 

GoalRcrtr AFRS The NPS NEC goal per 
recruiter 

RIC 

googleIndex Google, ACS B01003_001 Population-weighted mean 
Google Trends index 

State, ZCTA 

hhFamily2perc ACS B11016_003, ACS 
B11016_002 

Proportion of family 
households that have two 
members 

ZCTA 

hhFamily3perc ACS B11016_004, ACS 
B11016_002 

Proportion of family 
households that have three 
members 

ZCTA 

hhFamily4perc ACS B11016_005, ACS 
B11016_002 

Proportion of family 
households that have four 
members 

ZCTA 

hhFamily5Plspers ACS B11016_006, ACS 
B11016_007, ACS 
B11016_008, ACS 
B11016_002 

Proportion of family 
households that have five 
or more members 

ZCTA 

hhFamilyhhperc ACS B11016_002, ACS 
B11001_001 

Proportion of all 
households that are family 

ZCTA 
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households 

hhInc100perc ACS B19001_013, ACS 
B08201_001 

Proportion of households 
earning between $75k and 
$100k 

ZCTA 

hhInc100Plsperc ACS B19001_014, ACS 
B19001_015, ACS 
B19001_016, ACS 
B19001_017, ACS 
B08201_001 

Proportion of households 
earning over $100k 

ZCTA 

hhInc25perc ACS B19001_002, ACS 
B19001_003, ACS 
B19001_004, ACS 
B19001_005, ACS 
B08201_001 

Proportion of households 
earning under $25k  

ZCTA 

hhInc50perc ACS B19001_006, ACS 
B19001_007, ACS 
B19001_008, ACS 
B19001_009, ACS 
B19001_010, ACS 
B08201_001 

Proportion of households 
earning between $25k and 
$50k 

ZCTA 

hhInc75perc ACS B19001_011, ACS 
B19001_012, ACS 
B08201_001 

Proportion of households 
earning between $50k and 
$75k 

ZCTA 

hhIncAIANmeanqntl ACS B19025C_001, ACS 
B11001C_001 

Quantile of mean 
household income, 
American Indian or Alaska 
Native households 
(categorical) 

ZCTA 

hhIncAsianmeanqntl ACS B19025D_001, ACS 
B11001D_001 

Quantile of mean 
household income, Asian 
households (categorical) 

ZCTA 

hhIncBiracialmeanqntl ACS B19025G_001, ACS 
B11001G_001 

Quantile of mean 
household income, multiple 
race households 
(categorical) 

ZCTA 

hhIncBlackmeanqntl ACS B19025B_001, ACS 
B11001B_001 

Quantile of mean 
household income, Black 
households (categorical) 

ZCTA 

hhIncHispmeanqntl ACS B19025I_001, ACS 
B11001I_001 

Quantile of mean 
household income, 
Hispanic or Latino 
households (categorical) 

ZCTA 

hhIncInvestperc ACS B19064_001, ACS 
B19061_001 

Proportion of household 
earnings that came from 
interest, dividends, or rental 
income 

ZCTA 

hhIncmean ACS B19025_001, ACS 
B11001_001 

Mean household income, 
all households 

ZCTA 

hhIncMidAgemean ACS B19050_003, ACS 
B19050_004, ACS 
B19037_019, ACS 
B19037_036 

Mean household income of 
households with ages 25-
64 

ZCTA 

hhIncNHPImeanqntl ACS B19025E_001, ACS Quantile of mean ZCTA 
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B11001E_001 household income, Native 
Hawaiian or Pacific Islander 
households (categorical) 

hhIncNHWhitemeanqntl ACS B19025H_001, ACS 
B11001H_001 

Quantile of mean 
household income, non-
Hispanic white households 
(categorical) 

ZCTA 

hhIncOthCombinedmeanqn
tl 

ACS B19025G_001, ACS 
B11001G_001, ACS 
B19025F_001, ACS 
B11001F_001, ACS 
B19025E_001, ACS 
B11001E_001, ACS 
B19025C_001, ACS 
B11001C_001 

Quantile of mean 
household income, other, 
multiple-race, NHPI, and 
AIAN households 
(categorical) 

ZCTA 

hhIncOtherperc ACS B19070_001, ACS 
B19061_001 

Proportion of household 
earnings that came from 
some other source 

ZCTA 

hhIncOthmeanqntl ACS B19025F_001, ACS 
B11001F_001 

Quantile of mean 
household income, other 
race households 
(categorical) 

ZCTA 

hhIncPublicperc ACS B19067_001, ACS 
B19061_001 

Proportion of household 
earnings that came from 
public assistance income 

ZCTA 

hhIncRetireperc ACS B19069_001, ACS 
B19061_001 

Proportion of household 
earnings that came from 
retirement income 

ZCTA 

hhIncSelfperc ACS B19063_001, ACS 
B19061_001 

Proportion of household 
earnings that came from 
self-employment income 

ZCTA 

hhIncSocialperc ACS B19065_001, ACS 
B19061_001 

Proportion of household 
earnings that came from 
Social Security 

ZCTA 

hhIncSSIperc ACS B19066_001, ACS 
B19061_001 

Proportion of household 
earnings that came from 
Supplemental Security 
Income (SSI) 

ZCTA 

hhIncWageperc ACS B19062_001, ACS 
B19061_001 

Proportion of household 
earnings that came from 
wages and salary 

ZCTA 

hhIncWhitemeanqntl ACS B19025A_001, ACS 
B11001A_001 

Quantile of mean 
household income, white 
households (categorical) 

ZCTA 

hhNHWInc100perc ACS B19001H_013, ACS 
B19001_013 

Proportion of households 
earning between $75k and 
$100k that are non-hispanic 
white households 

ZCTA 

hhNHWInc100Plsperc ACS B19001H_014, ACS 
B19001H_015, ACS 
B19001H_016, ACS 
B19001H_017, ACS 
B19001_014, ACS 
B19001_015, ACS 

Proportion of households 
earning over $100k that are 
non-hispanic white 
households 

ZCTA 
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B19001_016, ACS 
B19001_017 

hhNHWInc25perc ACS B19001H_002, ACS 
B19001H_003, ACS 
B19001H_004, ACS 
B19001H_005, ACS 
B19001_002, ACS 
B19001_003, ACS 
B19001_004, ACS 
B19001_005 

Proportion of households 
earning under $25k that are 
non-hispanic white 
households 

ZCTA 

hhNHWInc50perc ACS B19001H_006, ACS 
B19001H_007, ACS 
B19001H_008, ACS 
B19001H_009, ACS 
B19001H_010, ACS 
B19001_006, ACS 
B19001_007, ACS 
B19001_008, ACS 
B19001_009, ACS 
B19001_010 

Proportion of households 
earning between $25k and 
$50k that are non-hispanic 
white households 

ZCTA 

hhNHWInc75perc ACS B19001H_011, ACS 
B19001H_012, ACS 
B19001_011, ACS 
B19001_012 

Proportion of households 
earning between $50k and 
$75k that are non-hispanic 
white households 

ZCTA 

hhVeh0perc ACS B08201_002, ACS 
B08201_001 

Proportion of households 
with 0 vehicles available 

ZCTA 

hhVeh1perc ACS B08201_003, ACS 
B08201_001 

Proportion of households 
with 1 vehicle available 

ZCTA 

hhVeh2perc ACS B08201_004, ACS 
B08201_001 

Proportion of households 
with 2 vehicles available 

ZCTA 

hhVeh3Plsperc ACS B08201_005, ACS 
B08201_006, ACS 
B08201_001 

Proportion of households 
with 3 or more vehicles 
available 

ZCTA 

hhWorker1perc ACS B08202_006, ACS 
B08202_001 

Proportion of households 
with 1 worker age 16 and 
over 

ZCTA 

hhWorker2perc ACS B08202_009, ACS 
B08202_001 

Proportion of households 
with 2 workers ages 16 and 
over 

ZCTA 

hhWorker3Plsperc ACS B08202_013, ACS 
B08202_018, ACS 
B08202_001 

Proportion of households 
with 3 or more workers 
ages 16 and over 

ZCTA 

homeRentmedian ACS B25064_001 Average median rent  ZCTA 

homeRoomsmean ACS B25019_001, ACS 
B25001_001 

Mean number of rooms per 
housing unit 

ZCTA 

homeVacancyperc ACS B25002_003, ACS 
B25001_001 

Housing vacancy rate ZCTA 

homeValuemedian ACS B25077_001 Average median home 
value of owner-occupied 
housing units 

ZCTA 

HUB AFRS Count of hub offices in 
zone 

Office 
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latitude CBGF Latitude of zone centroid  ZCTA 

longitude CBGF Longitude of zone centroid ZCTA 

marketingbudgetmil AFRS AFRS total marketing 
budget 

US 

MGIBTuitionRatio Auth, TCB, ACS 
B01003_001 

Population-weighted mean 
of Montgomery GI Bill 
benefit divided by mean in-
state tuition at public four-
year institutions 

US, State, ZCTA 

MilCivEarningsRatio Auth, ACS B20004_003 Regular Military 
Compensation for an E-4 
with 4 years of service 
divided by the average 
median earnings of high 
school graduates 

US, ZCTA 

NavyEAD PopRep Count of Navy EADs US 

NECHQpR AFRS Number of high-quality 
NEC per recruiter 

RIC 

NewRecruiterperc AFRS Proportion of recruiters who 
are in their first FY of duty 

RIC 

numBestUnipR IPEDS, AFRS Count of post-secondary 
institutions per recruiter 
which met one or more of 
the following criteria: (1) 
ACT 75th percentile score 
greater than 27, (2) ACT 
25th percentile score 
greater than 22, (3) 
admissions rate less than 
54 percent 

ZIP Code 

numBigUnipR IPEDS, AFRS Count of post-secondary 
institutions per recruiter 
with enrollment greater 
than 5500 

ZIP Code 

numCharterHSpR CCD, AFRS Count of charter high 
schools per recruiter 

ZIP Code 

numForProfUnipR IPEDS, AFRS Count of for-profit post-
secondary institutions per 
recruiter 

ZIP Code 

numlargeHSpR CCD, PSS, AFRS Count of high schools per 
recruiter with enrollment 
greater than or equal to 
1000 

ZIP Code 

numMagnetHSpR CCD, AFRS Count of magnet high 
schools per recruiter 

ZIP Code 

numMidHSpR CCD, PSS, AFRS Count of high schools per 
recruiter with enrollment in 
between 200 and 1000 

ZIP Code 

numMidUnipR IPEDS, AFRS Count of post-secondary 
institutions per recruiter 
with enrollment in between 
600 and 5500 

ZIP Code 
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numOKUnipR IPEDS, AFRS Count of post-secondary 
institutions per recruiter 
which did not meet criteria 
for BestUni or WorstUni. 

ZIP Code 

numP1HSpR AFRS Count of AFRS priority-1 
high schools per recruiter 

ZIP Code 

numP2HSpR AFRS Count of AFRS priority-2 
high schools per recruiter 

ZIP Code 

numP3HSpR AFRS Count of AFRS priority-3 
high schools per recruiter 

ZIP Code 

numP4HSpR AFRS Count of AFRS priority-4 
high schools per recruiter 

ZIP Code 

numPrivateHSpR PSS, AFRS Count of private high 
schools per recruiter 

ZIP Code 

numPrivateUnipR IPEDS, AFRS Count of private post-
secondary institutions per 
recruiter 

ZIP Code 

numPublicUnipR IPEDS, AFRS Count of public post-
secondary institutions per 
recruiter 

ZIP Code 

numSmallHSpR CCD, PSS, AFRS Count of high schools per 
recruiter with enrollment 
less than 200 

ZIP Code 

numSmallUnipR IPEDS, AFRS Count of post-secondary 
institutions per recruiter 
with enrollment less than 
600 

ZIP Code 

numUnipR IPEDS, AFRS Count of post-secondary 
institutions per recruiter 

ZIP Code 

numWorstUnipR IPEDS, AFRS Count of post-secondary 
institutions per recruiter 
which met one or more of 
the following criteria: (1) 
ACT 75th percentile score 
less than 23, (2) ACT 25th 
percentile score less than 
18, (3) admissions rate 
greater than 81 percent 

ZIP Code 

popAdultHigherEdperc ACS B15001_025, ACS 
B15001_026, ACS 
B15001_033, ACS 
B15001_034, ACS 
B15001_066, ACS 
B15001_067, ACS 
B15001_074, ACS 
B15001_075, ACS 
B15001_019, ACS 
B15001_027, ACS 
B15001_060, ACS 
B15001_068 

Proportion of 35-64-year-
olds that have a bachelor's 
or higher degree 

ZCTA 

popAIANHSSperc CCD, PSS Proportion of high school 
seniors in schools in this 
zone who are American 
Indian or Alaska Natives 

ZIP Code 
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popAIANYouthperc ACS B01001C_007, ACS 
B01001C_022, ACS 
B01001_007, ACS 
B01001_031 

Proportion of 18-19-year-
old residents who are 
American Indian or Alaska 
Native 

ZCTA 

popAsianHSSperc CCD, PSS Proportion of high school 
seniors in schools in this 
zone who are Asian 

ZIP Code 

popAsianYouthperc ACS B01001D_007, ACS 
B01001D_022, ACS 
B01001_007, ACS 
B01001_031 

Proportion of 18-19-year-
old residents who are Asian 

ZCTA 

popBiracialHSSperc CCD, PSS Proportion of high school 
seniors in schools in this 
zone who are biracial 

ZIP Code 

popBiracialYouthperc ACS B01001G_007, ACS 
B01001G_022, ACS 
B01001_007, ACS 
B01001_031 

Proportion of 18-19-year-
old residents who are one 
or more races 

ZCTA 

popBlackHSSperc CCD, PSS Proportion of high school 
seniors in schools in this 
zone who are black 

ZIP Code 

popBlackYouthperc ACS B01001B_007, ACS 
B01001B_022, ACS 
B01001_007, ACS 
B01001_031 

Proportion of 18-19-year-
old residents who are Black 

ZCTA 

popCollegepR ACS B14002_019, ACS 
B14002_043, AFRS 

Residents enrolled in post-
secondary education per 
recruiter 

ZCTA 

popDensity CBGF, ACS B01003_001 Population per square mile 
of land area 

ZCTA 

popFBYouthperc ACS B05003_005, ACS 
B05003_016, ACS 
B05003_003, ACS 
B05003_014 

Proportion of youth under 
age 18 who were born 
abroad 

ZCTA 

popHispHSSperc CCD, PSS Proportion of high school 
seniors in schools in this 
zone who are Hispanic or 
Latino 

ZIP Code 

popHispYouthperc ACS B01001I_007, ACS 
B01001I_022, ACS 
B01001_007, ACS 
B01001_031 

Proportion of 18-19-year-
old residents who are 
Hispanic or Latino 

ZCTA 

popHSpR ACS B14001_007, AFRS Residents enrolled in high 
school per recruiter 

ZCTA 

popHSSpR CCD, PSS, AFRS Count of high school 
seniors per recruiter 

ZIP Code 

popMaleYouthperc ACS B01001_007, ACS 
B01001_031, ACS 
B01001_007, ACS 
B01001_031 

Proportion of 18-19-year-
old residents who are male 

ZCTA 

popMCYouthperc ACS B09002_001, ACS 
B09002_002 

Proportion of under-18 
youth living in married 
couple households 

ZCTA 
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popMilitaryYouthperc ACS B23001_003, ACS 
B23001_005, ACS 
B23001_089, ACS 
B23001_091 

Proportion of 16-19-year-
old youth who are 
employed in the Armed 
Forces 

ZCTA 

popNatCitizenperc ACS B05001_005, ACS 
B01003_001 

Proportion of population 
that are naturalized US 
Citizens  

ZCTA 

popNCESUnipR IPEDS, AFRS University enrollment for 
universities in this zone per 
recruiter 

ZIP Code 

popNHPIHSSperc CCD, PSS Proportion of high school 
seniors in schools in this 
zone who are Native 
Hawaiian or Pacific 
Islanders 

ZIP Code 

popNHPIYouthperc ACS B01001E_007, ACS 
B01001E_022, ACS 
B01001_007, ACS 
B01001_031 

Proportion of 18-19-year-
old residents who are 
Native Hawaiian or Pacific 
Islander 

ZCTA 

popNonCitizenperc ACS B05001_006, ACS 
B01003_001 

Proportion of population 
that are not US citizens 

ZCTA 

popOthYouthperc B01001F_007, 
B01001F_022, 
B01001_007, B01001_031 

Proportion of 18-19-year 
old residents who are some 
other race alone 

ZCTA 

popPAYouthperc ACS B09010_002, ACS 
B09010_001 

Proportion of under-18 
youth living in households 
that received public 
assistance 

ZCTA 

popPRperc ACS B03001_005, ACS 
B01003_001 

Proportion of population 
that identifies as having 
Puerto Rican ancestry  

ZCTA 

popPublicCollegeperc ACS B14002_019, ACS 
B14002_020, ACS 
B14002_043, ACS 
B14002_044 

Proportion of residents 
enrolled in post-secondary 
institutions who are 
attending public institutions 

ZCTA 

popPublicHSperc ACS B14002_017, ACS 
B14002_041, ACS 
B14001_007 

Proportion of residents 
enrolled in high schools 
who are attending public 
schools 

ZCTA 

popVet34perc ACS B21001_008, ACS 
B21001_026, ACS 
B21001_007, ACS 
B21001_025 

Proportion of population 
ages 18-34 that are 
veterans 

ZCTA 

popVet64perc ACS B21001_011, ACS 
B21001_014, ACS 
B21001_029, ACS 
B21001_032, ACS 
B21001_010, ACS 
B21001_013, ACS 
B21001_028, ACS 
B21001_031 

Proportion of population 
ages 35-64 that are 
veterans 

ZCTA 

popVet65Plsperc ACS B21001_017, ACS 
B21001_020, ACS 
B21001_035, ACS 

Proportion of population 
ages 65 and up that are 
veterans 

ZCTA 
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B21001_038, ACS 
B21001_016, ACS 
B21001_019, ACS 
B21001_037, ACS 
B21001_034 

popVetperc ACS B21001_002, ACS 
B21001_001 

Proportion of population 
that are veterans 

ZCTA 

popWhiteHSSperc CCD, PSS Proportion of high school 
seniors attending schools in 
this zone who are white 

ZIP Code 

popYouth2Workersperc ACS B23008_017, ACS 
B23008_016 

Proportion of 6-17-year-old 
children living in two-parent 
households in which both 
parents work 

ZCTA 

popYouthHSGradOnlyperc ACS B15001_006, ACS 
B15001_047, ACS 
B15001_044, ACS 
B15001_003 

Proportion of 18-24 youth 
that are High School 
graduates or equivalent as 
their highest educational 
attainment 

ZCTA 

popYouthHSGradPlsperc ACS B15001_003, ACS 
B15001_004, ACS 
B15001_005, ACS 
B15001_044, ACS 
B15001_045, ACS 
B15001_046 

Proportion of 18-24 youth 
that are High School 
graduates or equivalent as 
their minimum educational 
attainment 

ZCTA 

popYouthperc ACS B01003_001, ACS 
B01001_007, ACS 
B01001_031 

Proportion of population 
who are ages 18-19 

ZCTA 

popYouthPov1perc ACS B05010_002, ACS 
B05010_001 

Proportion of youth under 
age 18 who are below 
poverty line 

ZCTA 

PopYouthPov2perc ACS B05010_010, ACS 
B05010_001 

Proportion of youth under 
age 18 who are under 
199% of poverty line 

ZCTA 

popYouthpR ACS B01001_007, ACS 
B01001_031, AFRS 

Count of 18-19-year-old 
residents per recruiter 

ZCTA 

PriorPerformance AFRS NECHQpR – GoalRcrtr for 
this office/flight in prior FY 

Office, Flight 

PRCPAnnualmean NOAA, ACS B01003_001 Population-weighted 30-
year mean annual 
precipitation, in inches 

Weather station, ZCTA 

PRCPSummermean NOAA, ACS B01003_001 Population-weighted 30-
year mean summer 
precipitation, in inches 

Weather station, ZCTA 

PRCPWintermean NOAA, ACS B01003_001 Population-weighted 30-
year mean winter 
precipitation, in inches 

Weather station, ZCTA 

priorFYEADpY AFRS, ACS B01001_007, 
ACS B01001_031 

Count of prior-FY NPS EAD 
divided by the count of 18-
19-year-old residents 

ZIP Code, ZCTA 

QMApY AFRS, ACS B01001_007, 
ACS B01001_031 

Count of qualified military 
available youth divided by 
the count of 18-19-year-old 

ZIP Code, ZCTA 
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residents 

Rank AFRS Mean rank of recruiters in 
this unit. Rank is an 
ordered integer where 
1=A1C (E-3) and below 
and 6=SMSgt (E-8). 
7=higher enlisted, officers, 
and civilians. 

RIC 

RecMJLegal Auth Indicates if recreational 
marijuana is legal in this 
zone 

State 

Recruiter100SqMi AFRS, CBGF Recruiters per 100 square 
miles 

ZCTA 

Recruiter10kYouth AFRS, ACS B01001_007, 
ACS B01001_031 

Recruiters per 10,000 18-
19-year-old residents 

ZCTA 

Shuttle Auth Indicates whether a MEPS 
shuttle service is operating 
in that state 

State 

SPOKE AFRS Count of spoke offices in 
zone 

Office 

squadronbudgetk AFRS Squadron advertising 
budget 

US 

TEMPAnnualmean NOAA, ACS B01003_001 Population-weighted 30-
year mean annual 
temperature, in Fahrenheit 

Weather station, ZCTA 

TEMPSummermean NOAA, ACS B01003_001 Population-weighted 30-
year mean summer 
temperature, in Fahrenheit 

Weather station, ZCTA 

TEMPWintermean NOAA, ACS B01003_001 Population-weighted 30-
year mean winter 
temperature, in Fahrenheit 

Weather station, ZCTA 

TotalDeaths DCAS Count of US military 
combat deaths 

US 

Tuitionmean TCP, ACS B01003_001 Population-weighted mean 
tuition at public 4-year post-
secondary institutions 

State, ZCTA 

UnemploymentACSperc ACS B23001_008, ACS 
B23001_015, ACS 
B23001_022, ACS 
B23001_029, ACS 
B23001_036, ACS 
B23001_043, ACS 
B23001_050, ACS 
B23001_057, ACS 
B23001_065, ACS 
B23001_071, ACS 
B23001_007, ACS 
B23001_014, ACS 
B23001_021, ACS 
B23001_028, ACS 
B23001_035, ACS 
B23001_042, ACS 
B23001_049, ACS 
B23001_056, ACS 

Unemployment rate of 16-
64-year-old men in the 
workforce  

ZCTA 
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B23001_064, ACS 
B23001_070 

UnemploymentYouthperc ACS B23001_006, ACS 
B23001_008, ACS 
B23001_015, ACS 
B23001_013, ACS 
B23001_020, ACS 
B23001_022 

Unemployment rate of 16-
24-year-old youth in the 
workforce 

ZCTA 

USMCEAD PopRep Count of USMC EADs US 

workerAgperc ACS C24070_002, ACS 
C24070_001 

Proportion of workers 
employed in agriculture, 
forestry, fishing, hunting, 
and mining  

ZCTA 

workerArmedForcesperc ACS B08126_015, ACS 
B08006_001 

Proportion of workers 16 
years and older who are in 
the Armed Forces 

ZCTA 

workerArtperc ACS C24070_012, ACS 
C24070_001 

Proportion of workers 
employed in arts, 
entertainment, recreation, 
accommodation, and food 
service 

ZCTA 

workerBigCityperc ACS B08016_002, ACS 
B08006_001 

Proportion of workers 16 
years and older who live in 
the principal city of a 
metropolitan statistical area 

ZCTA 

workerConstperc ACS C24070_003, ACS 
C24070_001 

Proportion of workers 
employed in construction 

ZCTA 

workerEdperc ACS C24070_011, ACS 
C24070_001 

Proportion of workers 
employed in education, 
healthcare, and social 
services 

ZCTA 

workerFinanceperc ACS C24070_009, ACS 
C24070_001 

Proportion of workers 
employed in finance and 
insurance, real estate, 
rental, and leasing 

ZCTA 

workerGovtperc ACS C24070_057, ACS 
C24070_001 

Proportion of workers 
employed by local, state, 
and federal governments 

ZCTA 

workerITperc ACS C24070_008, ACS 
C24070_001 

Proportion of workers 
employed in information 

ZCTA 

workerManuperc ACS C24070_004, ACS 
C24070_001 

Proportion of workers 
employed in manufacturing 

ZCTA 

workerNonProfperc ACS C24070_043, ACS 
C24070_001 

Proportion of workers 
employed by private non-
profit institutions 

ZCTA 

workerOthperc ACS C24070_013, ACS 
C24070_001 

Proportion of workers 
employed in other services 

ZCTA 

workerPrivateperc ACS C24070_015, ACS 
C24070_001 

Proportion of workers 
employed by private for-
profit firms 

ZCTA 

workerProfperc ACS C24070_010, ACS 
C24070_001 

Proportion of workers 
employed in professional, 

ZCTA 
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scientific, management, 
administrative, waste 
services 

workerPublicperc ACS C24070_014, ACS 
C24070_001 

Proportion of workers 
employed in public 
administration 

ZCTA 

workerRetailperc ACS C24070_006, ACS 
C24070_001 

Proportion of workers 
employed in retail trade 

ZCTA 

workerSelfperc ACS C24070_029, ACS 
C24070_071, ACS 
C24070_001 

Proportion of workers self-
employed 

ZCTA 

workerTransportperc ACS C24070_007, ACS 
C24070_001 

Proportion of workers 
employed in transportation, 
warehousing, and utilities 

ZCTA 

workerWholesaleperc ACS C24070_005, ACS 
C24070_001 

Proportion of workers 
employed in wholesale 
trade 

ZCTA 
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Appendix D: Correlation Matrices 

Table D.1 
Correlation Matrix for Flight Dataset, Variables 1-6 

 NECHQpR  
(Response) GoalRcrtr PriorPerformance bonus6yrmed bonusAFSCtotal TEMPWintermean 

NECHQpR (Response) 1 .84 .32 .11 -.06 .33 

GoalRcrtr .84 1 .05 -.19 .10 .24 

PriorPerformance .32 .05 1 .35 -.16 .19 

bonus6yrmed .11 -.19 .35 1 -.84 .02 

bonusAFSCtotal -.06 .10 -.16 -.84 1 -.02 

TEMPWintermean .33 .24 .19 .02 -.02 1 

NewRecruiterperc -.48 -.48 -.02 -.03 -.01 -.02 

AFQTmean .06 -.01 .15 -.02 .01 -.17 

squadronbudgetk .09 -.20 .43 .71 -.32 .02 

workerPublicperc .12 .07 .08 .05 -.03 .14 

NavyEAD .09 .00 .10 .52 -.66 .01 

FY14 -.22 -.27 .05 .24 -.20 .00 

hhFamilyhhperc .18 .09 .18 .08 -.05 .27 

unemploymentYouthperc .19 .03 .24 .37 -.23 .34 

workerNonProfperc -.30 -.24 -.15 -.03 .02 -.71 

googleIndex .27 .22 .09 .16 -.15 .24 

popNHPIHSSperc .03 .02 .03 .04 -.02 .17 

hhIncAsianmeanqntl .05 .06 .03 -.14 .07 .11 

popMilitaryYouthperc .18 .15 .05 .00 .00 .16 

hhInc75perc .04 .00 .07 .07 -.04 -.35 

popYouthpR .28 .26 .06 .08 -.05 .07 

popVet64perc .23 .09 .22 .30 -.18 .01 

workerFinanceperc .09 .03 .11 .04 -.02 .07 

MilCivEarningsRatio .05 .08 -.05 -.07 .04 .24 

priorFYEADpY .15 .14 .11 .01 -.09 .16 

workerEdperc -.33 -.24 -.21 -.05 .03 -.44 

comTime45Plsperc .03 .02 .03 -.05 .03 .19 

numPrivateHSpR .17 .15 .03 .12 -.07 .04 

numP3HSpR -.10 -.03 -.16 .02 -.01 -.43 

distNavy -.07 -.02 -.12 .00 .00 -.25 
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Table D.2 
Correlation Matrix for Flight Dataset, Variables 7-12 

 NewRecruiterperc AFQTmean squadronbudgetk workerPublicperc NavyEAD FY14 

NECHQpR (Response) -.48 .06 .09 .12 .09 -.22 

GoalRcrtr -.48 -.01 -.20 .07 .00 -.27 

PriorPerformance -.02 .15 .43 .08 .10 .05 

bonus6yrmed -.03 -.02 .71 .05 .52 .24 

bonusAFSCtotal -.01 .01 -.32 -.03 -.66 -.20 

TEMPWintermean -.02 -.17 .02 .14 .01 .00 

NewRecruiterperc 1 .00 -.07 -.02 -.07 .18 

AFQTmean .00 1 -.02 -.24 -.01 -.01 

squadronbudgetk -.07 -.02 1 .06 .34 .37 

workerPublicperc -.02 -.24 .06 1 .03 .02 

NavyEAD -.07 -.01 .34 .03 1 -.18 

FY14 .18 -.01 .37 .02 -.18 1 

hhFamilyhhperc -.02 -.02 .07 .02 .04 .00 

unemploymentYouthperc -.01 -.39 .44 .17 .25 .13 

workerNonProfperc .03 .17 -.02 -.08 .00 .01 

googleIndex -.16 -.21 .06 .32 .11 -.16 

popNHPIHSSperc -.06 .05 .04 .12 .02 .02 

hhIncAsianmeanqntl .01 .23 -.14 -.14 -.04 -.01 

popMilitaryYouthperc -.01 -.13 -.01 .37 .00 .00 

hhInc75perc -.01 .34 .05 -.13 .01 -.04 

popYouthpR -.16 .00 .09 -.22 .03 .02 

popVet64perc -.06 -.05 .29 .48 .12 -.01 

workerFinanceperc -.03 .22 .03 -.23 .01 -.02 

MilCivEarningsRatio .05 -.32 -.02 .04 .03 .06 

priorFYEADpY -.03 -.05 -.07 .35 .08 -.03 

workerEdperc .07 -.27 -.02 -.02 .01 .03 

comTime45Plsperc .00 -.03 -.05 .07 -.02 -.01 

numPrivateHSpR -.14 -.04 .10 -.18 .06 -.02 

numP3HSpR -.08 -.10 .03 -.12 .01 .02 

distNavy -.04 .03 .01 .10 .00 .00 
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Table D.3 
Correlation Matrix for Flight Dataset, Variables 13-18 

 hhFamilyhhperc  unemploymentYouthperc  workerNonProfperc  googleIndex  popNHPIHSSperc  hhIncAsianmeanqntl 

NECHQpR (Response) .18 .19 -.30 .27 .03 .05 

GoalRcrtr .09 .03 -.24 .22 .02 .06 

PriorPerformance .18 .24 -.15 .09 .03 .03 

bonus6yrmed .08 .37 -.03 .16 .04 -.14 

bonusAFSCtotal -.05 -.23 .02 -.15 -.02 .07 

TEMPWintermean .27 .34 -.71 .24 .17 .11 

NewRecruiterperc -.02 -.01 .03 -.16 -.06 .01 

AFQTmean -.02 -.39 .17 -.21 .05 .23 

squadronbudgetk .07 .44 -.02 .06 .04 -.14 

workerPublicperc .02 .17 -.08 .32 .12 -.14 

NavyEAD .04 .25 .00 .11 .02 -.04 

FY14 .00 .13 .01 -.16 .02 -.01 

hhFamilyhhperc 1 .04 -.55 .10 .07 .07 

unemploymentYouthperc .04 1 -.18 -.04 -.03 .00 

workerNonProfperc -.55 -.18 1 -.37 -.04 .06 

googleIndex .10 -.04 -.37 1 .15 -.22 

popNHPIHSSperc .07 -.03 -.04 .15 1 .04 

hhIncAsianmeanqntl .07 .00 .06 -.22 .04 1 

popMilitaryYouthperc .13 .04 -.19 .22 .11 -.17 

hhInc75perc -.08 -.32 .12 .09 .02 -.39 

popYouthpR .02 .22 .05 -.22 -.06 .36 

popVet64perc -.03 .07 -.11 .44 .03 -.47 

workerFinanceperc -.13 -.06 .08 -.11 .00 .49 

MilCivEarningsRatio -.03 .28 -.24 .15 -.04 -.44 

priorFYEADpY .06 -.01 -.24 .34 .04 -.34 

workerEdperc -.28 .01 .60 -.27 -.12 -.19 

comTime45Plsperc .12 .25 -.01 -.21 .03 .48 

numPrivateHSpR -.20 .22 .21 -.15 -.04 .33 

numP3HSpR -.16 -.19 .24 -.03 -.07 -.25 

distNavy .00 -.25 -.03 .33 .00 -.30 
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Table D.4 
Correlation Matrix for Flight Dataset, Variables 19-24 

 popMilitaryYouthperc hhInc75perc popYouthpR popVet64perc workerFinanceperc MilCivEarningsRatio 

NECHQpR (Response) .18 .04 .28 .23 .09 .05 

GoalRcrtr .15 .00 .26 .09 .03 .08 

PriorPerformance .05 .07 .06 .22 .11 -.05 

bonus6yrmed .00 .07 .08 .30 .04 -.07 

bonusAFSCtotal .00 -.04 -.05 -.18 -.02 .04 

TEMPWintermean .16 -.35 .07 .01 .07 .24 

NewRecruiterperc -.01 -.01 -.16 -.06 -.03 .05 

AFQTmean -.13 .34 .00 -.05 .22 -.32 

squadronbudgetk -.01 .05 .09 .29 .03 -.02 

workerPublicperc .37 -.13 -.22 .48 -.23 .04 

NavyEAD .00 .01 .03 .12 .01 .03 

FY14 .00 -.04 .02 -.01 -.02 .06 

hhFamilyhhperc .13 -.08 .02 -.03 -.13 -.03 

unemploymentYouthperc .04 -.32 .22 .07 -.06 .28 

workerNonProfperc -.19 .12 .05 -.11 .08 -.24 

googleIndex .22 .09 -.22 .44 -.11 .15 

popNHPIHSSperc .11 .02 -.06 .03 .00 -.04 

hhIncAsianmeanqntl -.17 -.39 .36 -.47 .49 -.44 

popMilitaryYouthperc 1 .06 -.18 .47 -.07 .05 

hhInc75perc .06 1 -.45 .48 -.18 .04 

popYouthpR -.18 -.45 1 -.58 .33 -.20 

popVet64perc .47 .48 -.58 1 -.28 .23 

workerFinanceperc -.07 -.18 .33 -.28 1 -.35 

MilCivEarningsRatio .05 .04 -.20 .23 -.35 1 

priorFYEADpY .33 .32 -.65 .67 -.25 .31 

workerEdperc -.05 -.08 .01 -.07 -.14 .03 

comTime45Plsperc -.10 -.55 .51 -.46 .35 -.36 

numPrivateHSpR -.18 -.36 .68 -.39 .40 -.30 

numP3HSpR -.12 .02 .22 -.11 -.06 .00 

distNavy .04 .17 -.19 .20 -.15 .31 
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Table D.5 
Correlation Matrix for Flight Dataset, Variables 25-30 

 priorFYEADpY workerEdperc comTime45Plsperc numPrivateHSpR numP3HSpR distNavy 

NECHQpR (Response) .15 -.33 .03 .17 -.10 -.07 

GoalRcrtr .14 -.24 .02 .15 -.03 -.02 

PriorPerformance .11 -.21 .03 .03 -.16 -.12 

bonus6yrmed .01 -.05 -.05 .12 .02 .00 

bonusAFSCtotal -.09 .03 .03 -.07 -.01 .00 

TEMPWintermean .16 -.44 .19 .04 -.43 -.25 

NewRecruiterperc -.03 .07 .00 -.14 -.08 -.04 

AFQTmean -.05 -.27 -.03 -.04 -.10 .03 

squadronbudgetk -.07 -.02 -.05 .10 .03 .01 

workerPublicperc .35 -.02 .07 -.18 -.12 .10 

NavyEAD .08 .01 -.02 .06 .01 .00 

FY14 -.03 .03 -.01 -.02 .02 .00 

hhFamilyhhperc .06 -.28 .12 -.20 -.16 .00 

unemploymentYouthperc -.01 .01 .25 .22 -.19 -.25 

workerNonProfperc -.24 .60 -.01 .21 .24 -.03 

googleIndex .34 -.27 -.21 -.15 -.03 .33 

popNHPIHSSperc .04 -.12 .03 -.04 -.07 .00 

hhIncAsianmeanqntl -.34 -.19 .48 .33 -.25 -.30 

popMilitaryYouthperc .33 -.05 -.10 -.18 -.12 .04 

hhInc75perc .32 -.08 -.55 -.36 .02 .17 

popYouthpR -.65 .01 .51 .68 .22 -.19 

popVet64perc .67 -.07 -.46 -.39 -.11 .20 

workerFinanceperc -.25 -.14 .35 .40 -.06 -.15 

MilCivEarningsRatio .31 .03 -.36 -.30 .00 .31 

priorFYEADpY 1 -.17 -.32 -.45 -.17 .17 

workerEdperc -.17 1 -.12 .09 .30 -.02 

comTime45Plsperc -.32 -.12 1 .53 -.06 -.38 

numPrivateHSpR -.45 .09 .53 1 .13 -.39 

numP3HSpR -.17 .30 -.06 .13 1 .34 

distNavy .17 -.02 -.38 -.39 .34 1 
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Table D.6 
Correlation Matrix for Office Dataset, Variables 1-6 

 NECHQpR GoalRcrtr bonus6yrmed Rank workerBigCityperc popYouth2Workersperc 

NECHQpR 1 .81 .12 .12 -.16 -.11 

GoalRcrtr .81 1 -.14 .01 -.11 -.16 

bonus6yrmed .12 -.14 1 .09 .02 .10 

Rank .12 .01 .09 1 .03 .03 

workerBigCityperc -.16 -.11 .02 .03 1 .06 

popYouth2Workersperc -.11 -.16 .10 .03 .06 1 

popVet64perc .11 .00 .33 .08 .18 .11 

popYouthpR .22 .23 .05 -.02 -.25 -.15 

PriorPerformance .13 .03 .14 .13 -.11 .02 

priorFYEADpY .08 .07 -.10 .08 .13 -.01 

homeVacancyperc -.11 -.09 -.01 .02 .26 -.07 

workerArtperc .07 .07 -.08 .03 -.04 -.13 

numP1HSpR .20 .19 .02 -.02 -.09 .00 

popOthYouthperc .11 .10 .01 -.03 -.17 -.40 

popHispYouthperc .14 .13 -.03 -.02 -.13 -.51 

popCollegepR .21 .21 .02 -.02 -.26 -.12 

popHispHSSperc .13 .12 -.05 -.03 -.13 -.51 
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Table D.7 
Correlation Matrix for Office Dataset, Variables 7-12 

 popVet64perc popYouthpR PriorPerformance priorFYEADpY homeVacancyperc workerArtperc 

NECHQpR .11 .22 .13 .08 -.11 .07 

GoalRcrtr .00 .23 .03 .07 -.09 .07 

bonus6yrmed .33 .05 .14 -.10 -.01 -.08 

Rank .08 -.02 .13 .08 .02 .03 

workerBigCityperc .18 -.25 -.11 .13 .26 -.04 

popYouth2Workersperc .11 -.15 .02 -.01 -.07 -.13 

popVet64perc 1 -.44 .09 .56 .24 .04 

popYouthpR -.44 1 .02 -.54 -.23 .05 

PriorPerformance .09 .02 1 .12 -.04 .02 

priorFYEADpY .56 -.54 .12 1 .22 .05 

homeVacancyperc .24 -.23 -.04 .22 1 .36 

workerArtperc .04 .05 .02 .05 .36 1 

numP1HSpR .01 .26 .04 -.05 -.05 -.03 

popOthYouthperc -.34 .35 .00 -.20 -.19 .18 

popHispYouthperc -.31 .30 .02 -.15 -.11 .18 

popCollegepR -.44 .96 .03 -.52 -.27 .08 

popHispHSSperc -.31 .32 .02 -.17 -.12 .18 
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Table D.8 
Correlation Matrix for Office Dataset, Variables 13-17 

 numP1HSpR popOthYouthperc popHispYouthperc popCollegepR popHispHSSperc 

NECHQpR .20 .11 .14 .21 .13 

GoalRcrtr .19 .10 .13 .21 .12 

bonus6yrmed .02 .01 -.03 .02 -.05 

Rank -.02 -.03 -.02 -.02 -.03 

workerBigCityperc -.09 -.17 -.13 -.26 -.13 

popYouth2Workersperc .00 -.40 -.51 -.12 -.51 

popVet64perc .01 -.34 -.31 -.44 -.31 

popYouthpR .26 .35 .30 .96 .32 

PriorPerformance .04 .00 .02 .03 .02 

priorFYEADpY -.05 -.20 -.15 -.52 -.17 

homeVacancyperc -.05 -.19 -.11 -.27 -.12 

workerArtperc -.03 .18 .18 .08 .18 

numP1HSpR 1 .00 .04 .21 .05 

popOthYouthperc .00 1 .78 .34 .76 

popHispYouthperc .04 .78 1 .27 .98 

popCollegepR .21 .34 .27 1 .29 

popHispHSSperc .05 .76 .98 .29 1 

 
 




